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Prologue

Space Station Dragon Star, a silver sphere with docking ports and sensory arrays, 
hung in the darkness of space.         

Nine small satellites orbited the station. Each designed to cancel out 
electromagnetic waves emitted by the station, making it invisible to anyone or 
anything more than two kilometers away. The station was located in a small, dead 
star solar system, far from the normal trade routes and outside any League or 
Terran jurisdictions. It was not listed on any official maps and its survival 
depended on its privacy. The only way to find it was by knowing the single radio 
frequency emitted by the satellites, a homing beacon. The station’s source of 
income was highly illegal scientific research.

Inside the station, near Docking Port 16, two human figures in dark blue 
security uniforms, complete with lowered helmet visors, moved quietly and 
quickly toward an air lock connecting with a small, red ship. The smaller of the 
two carried a bundle wrapped in soft, brown fabric. The other figure stopped, 
checked to see if they were being followed, and punched in the code to open the 
air lock. They moved quickly through the ship’s entrance and to the pilot’s and 
copilot’s seats.

As they sat, the smaller one, placed the bundle gently on the floor between 
them, and ran her eyes over the console. Pressing two of the communications 
system’s buttons, she connected with the station’s intercom system. 

“Hurry!” she said. “They’ve sounded a yellow alert on level 3. They must 
know we’ve escaped.”

The small space ship disengaged its magnetic docking anchors and left the 
space station, moving immediately to maximum acceleration. It required five 
minutes of warm-up time before it could shift to faster-than-light speeds.

Within seconds, alarms went off in the station’s two defense systems, which 
had been used in drills, but never in real combat. Lasers and force field shielding 
were in one section and missiles were in another. The two systems had been 
deliberately designed to be autonomous, with entirely different crews operating 
them. Both sections followed the instructions of a single tactical commander, who 
was currently racing toward his office and yelling into his wrist communicator, 
“Destroy that ship!”

Both sections obeyed his orders. Two missiles, one after the other, and a 
laser beam immediately followed the path of the ship.



They took evasive action. The ship swung to the left with the laser trailing 
behind it. In the process, the laser sliced into the lead missile. Shrapnel from the 
explosion detonated the second missile and gave them chance for escape. 

With the laser beam following, they flew behind one of the cloaking 
satellites. The station vanished from their screens as they passed the satellite. The 
laser sheared the cloaking satellite in half, causing the station to suddenly reappear 
on their screens, and continued to follow them. 

Inside the station, two more missiles were being prepared for launch. The 
tactical commander, now in his office and watching the developments on his 
holoscreen, roared his frustration, slamming his fist on the desk. 

“Cease laser fire and shoot off two more missiles!” he bellowed.
The laser ceased and the ship’s pilot crossed his fingers, looking at the 

station through the rearview screen. He held his breath, anticipating. They had 
gotten this far on a fifty/fifty ratio of intelligence and luck, not having known 
about the laser defense system. The next few minutes would determine if their 
escape plan would work. 

In the missile room the gunnery officer followed his orders. The first 
missile fired, but the second one seized and began its detonation sequence. A 
technician ran towards the missile, hoping there was still time. There wasn’t. 

The missile had been sabotaged. It sat in its launching armature, one of 
twenty missiles lined up for rapid fire, machine gun style. The technician’s eyes 
widened and tracked down the row of deadly cylinders as he realized if this 
missile exploded it would set off the other nineteen. His second realization was he 
was too late to stop the detonation. Whoever had sabotaged the missile system 
knew the station’s crew had gotten into the sloppy habit of checking only the first 
three missiles during the daily reoccurring maintenance schedule. 

Seconds later the space station exploded, a brilliant flash of red and yellow 
light against the background of black space and pinpoint stars. 

Inside the small ship the bundle began to cry. The copilot pulled off her 
helmet, exposing the face of an attractive woman with curly, blonde hair. She 
lifted a dark-haired baby from the brown fabric and held it in her arms. The pilot 
glanced at the woman and child. The glance became a look. With a deliberate snap 
of his head, the pilot refocused on the rearview screen and the control panels. The 
single remaining missile was closing in fast.

The small red ship began moving in an ever-enlarging spiral as they had 
originally planned. The missile followed, gaining on them faster than they had 
expected. The small ship shifted course suddenly, heading back towards the debris 
of the station and passing through the empty center where the explosion had 
occurred.

Deep inside the missile, its magnetic brain became confused and distracted. 



One of its subprograms would not allow it to aim for the space station. Additional 
confusion was created by the lack of a cohesive space station form. The space 
station existed in a form the missile’s brain could not comprehend. Question 
marks appeared on its viewscreen and it overlayed an outline of the station where 
it should have been located. Rather then hitting the station, the subprogram 
initiated a self-destruct sequence. 

The missile exploded.
The pilot pulled off his visored helmet to show a light skinned face, with a 

thick, blond beard and short, blond hair. A few moments later he allowed his 
shoulders to sag, the adrenaline rush used up and exhaustion setting in. Now he 
could allow himself to relax. In spite of some unexpected surprises, their plan of 
leading the missiles back through the debris of the station had worked. They had 
escaped.

The woman held their black-haired, six month old son, Christopher, her 
arms wrapped around him protectively. Her green eyes sparkled, and she felt an 
overwhelming sense of relief. They were safe. Their son would have a normal life 
and so would they. She placed her hand on her husband’s thigh.

“We made it,” she said.
He looked at her and smiled. 
Edward and Laura Black were both astonished they had escaped and 

survived. Now, they could return home to Mars and pick up their lives. It had 
been nearly fifteen months since their kidnapping, and Laura’s forced pregnancy. 
Their escape had not been as much of a risk as complacency would have been. If 
they had not escaped, they would have faced a scheduled execution, and their son 
would have had to endure any number of experimental procedures as a human 
guinea pig.

Edward felt no guilt about blowing up the station. It had been a “them or 
us” situation and, like most husbands and fathers, he would do whatever it took to 
protect his family. He could rationalize away any guilt with the knowledge the 
people on that station would never again kidnap innocent people and force them 
into slavery as human experiments.

Edward and Laura wanted their black-haired, dark-eyed child to grow up a 
free man. They had risked their lives, and his, in a desperate and successful escape 
attempt. Edward set their course for Mars, brought up the force field, shifted to 
“fatal” speeds, and slumped back into his seat to relax and appreciate the moment. 

The year was 2297.



Chapter 1

The year was 2327. Chris was running up the building’s front steps three by 
three. The green Martian sky was overhead. He was wearing a dark suit with a 
brown pullover. Upon entering, he turned left and headed for the lecture 
auditorium. The sign at the auditorium door read ‘The Early 21st Century; 
Historical Perspectives, by Joseph L. Martin.’

Christopher Black had grown into a tall, lean man, with dark, thick hair and 
light brown skin He had high cheek bones and a straight nose, slightly rounded at 
the end. He looked to be of pure North American Indian ancestry. He moved with 
a fluidity suggesting years of martial arts and gymnastics training.

Chris was looking for his date. He could smell a trace of her perfume, a 
light lilac-rose combination. He scanned the auditorium looking for a small, light-
skinned, brown-haired woman. 

This lecture was her idea. She was a science historian, and looking forward 
to hearing this speaker for over a month. Though Chris had some interest in 
history, he had much more interest in spending time with his date, Melody. 

He spotted Melody near the far right entrance. She was wearing a white, 
shimmering summer dress that showed off her legs. The couple she was speaking 
with were older, maybe one hundred and thirty. They were probably from one of 
Jupiter’s moons, judging by their bright, spotted clothing. 

“It’s so good to see you, Professor Winslow,” Melody said excitedly, giving 
the woman a hug.

“It’s good to see you, too, Melody. This is my husband, Robert, and since 
you’re not one of my students anymore why don’t you call me Mary.”

“Alright. It’s nice to meet you, Robert. Did you two come all the way to 
Mars for this lecture?”

“No,” Robert said. “We’re here for two days and then heading on to Terra. 
Mary is going to be teaching at the University of Michigan for a semester and 
we’re hoping to get involved in an archeological sea dig that is being planned.”

“The one off the coast of Italy?” asked Melody.
“Yes,” Mary answered. “But let’s not talk shop. How are you dear? Any 

new romantic flings in your life?”
It was an intimate question Melody wasn’t prepared for, but she liked the 

older woman, so she answered candidly. “Well, there is. He’s supposed to meet 
me here, but he isn’t always aware of the time, so I’ve gotten used to the idea he 
might be a little late,” she answered with a slight blush.

“Is he an historian, too, dear?” Mary asked. 
“No, actually he’s a private investigator. A completely different career 



field.”
“Oh, how intriguing. Does he have many adventures?”
“Well, yes, a few. I have to admit that is part of the attraction.”
The lights dimmed slightly. They each glanced at the ceiling realizing they 

should find their seats.
“Are you available for lunch tomorrow?” asked Mary.
“Yes, where would you like to meet?”
“We’re staying at the Atrium Inn. Call me tomorrow morning and we’ll 

schedule it,” Mary said hurriedly as her husband brought out their tickets and 
began looking around for their seats.

“Alright, I will,” Melody said moving toward her own seat. She had been 
surprised to bump into her old professor, and wondered if there was any way she 
could be involved in the dig.

As the lights began to dim, Chris had nearly reached the threesome, but 
now they were separating and moving toward their seats. He followed her quietly, 
staying out of her field of vision, and sliding into the empty seat next to her. Her 
look of surprise as he “suddenly appeared” prompted him to give her his usual 
dopey, lopsided grin.

“The next time I get you a seat, it’s going to be a lot harder for you to 
sneak into it,” she warned him with a smile, wagging her finger. “Where were 
you? You’re late!”

“I’m not late. They haven’t even started yet.”
“They’re starting late. If you had been here on time, I could have 

introduced you to Professor Winslow.”
“Are you giving me grief?” Chris asked with mock seriousness. 
“Me, give you grief? Never!” she said, rolling her eyes.
The speaker came out onto the stage and began his lecture. As he spoke, it 

quickly became clear to Chris he was a very good speaker and gifted with a large 
dose of stage presence. His voice rose and fell with a rhythmic quality which both 
hypnotized and stimulated. 

 
“Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. When thinking about the consensus 

reality of twenty-first century humans, please consider the different belief 
structures existing at the time.” He paused dramatically, catching his breath.

“Faster-than-light travel, or fatal travel, as modern slang has abbreviated it, 
was completely unknown and considered impossible by many of their leading 
physicists. Field theory technology was in its infancy, generally limited electricity 
and holographic projections. Physicists preferred to work with particle theory, a 
simplistic mathematical system. The speed of light was not considered a variable, 
but a speed limit which could not be exceeded.



“Antigravity thrust drives, force fields, and even something as simple as 
artificial gravity wells did not yet exist. There was no clear understanding of how 
gravity and magnetism worked. Space travel during those times was not only a 
difficult process, but it could lead to illness and death if you stayed in space too 
long. Radiation poisoning, muscle and tissue atrophy due to weightlessness, and 
sheer boredom from being confined in a small space ship or station for months or 
even years, were trials the pioneers of space travel faced.”

As he spoke, pictures from the past appeared on a gigantic screen behind 
him. The first was of an astronaut floating in space, wearing an archaic space suit. 
The pictures changed every few minutes to emphasize a point the speaker was 
making.

“One of my favorite myths of the twentieth century was their belief in a 
theory called the ‘Big Bang’, which was popular until about 2015. The Big Bang 
theory proposed the universe was created from a tiny speck perhaps the size of a 
proton. This proton sized mass exploded creating all matter and energy in the 
universe we see today. 

“The original basis for this theory was the observation light shifted to the 
red as they travelled from other galaxies to Terra. It was theorized the redshift 
was caused by the galaxies moving away from each other in the same way sound 
waves shift from a high pitch to a low pitch, as the source of the sound, or the 
listener, moves away. Light waves were thought to behave in much the same way 
as sound waves. And since space was thought to be empty and provided no 
interference with the light waves, it was the only theory that seemed to make 
sense. The question became: ‘Why were the stars moving away from each other, 
some at seemingly incredible speeds?’

“One popular answer, was an explosion propelling all of the galaxies away 
from a central point. The Big Bang theory. It was thought eventually gravity 
would either pull the universe back into a proton sized mass or else the universe 
would continue to expand, losing heat as it did so. Both scenarios spelled the end 
of all life. I won’t pretend to know the impact this theory had on individual 
perspectives, but I imagine it must have been at least a little depressing.

“Now, I should point out not all Terran cultures of the early 21st century 
embraced the Big Bang model. Many had religious beliefs passed down from one 
generation to another, and the Soviet Union, an experiment in communism, did 
not officially embrace the Big Bang theory. The leading country of the time, the 
United States of America, did, however, actively promote it, by teaching it in 
their schools as a fact, rather than theory. 

“I find it fascinating this theory was promoted as fact by North American 
scientists, when there was no way to prove the validity of it thru direct 
observation. And it was a strongly held belief by many of their leading 



cosmologists. Information and observations creating doubts were scoffed at and 
ignored.

“The Wolf Effect, named after Emil Wolf, was developed during this time 
period, but was never seriously considered an alternative explanation for the 
redshift of light. The Wolf effect was, of course, proven to be correct after the 
first “fatal” expeditions to other galaxies. From our perspective with 20/20 
hindsight, it seems the discovery space was not empty should have alluded to the 
possibility there might be other reasons for the redshift of starlight. I suspect the 
change to particle research and away from field and wave theory research blinded 
scientists of the time to other possibilities. 

“21st century Leaders of physics appear to have developed an almost 
religious faith in the Big Bang theory. A faith keping them from open minded 
objectivity. Continually finding stars and galaxies older than the proposed age of 
the universe, and observing galaxies on a collision course with each other, should 
have stirred doubts about the theory. Only after discovering that galaxies orbit 
around galactic cores, which current theory suggests are over a hundred billion 
years old, did the Big Bang theory begin to falter. It should noted Terra still 
prefers the photon model of light. 

“Before we pat ourselves on the back for our current state of enlightenment, 
we should consider our descendants may very well wonder about some of the 
current beliefs and perspectives.

“I’ve given you a sense of their technical expertise and how they viewed 
their physical world. Now I’ll move on to an overview of the three dominant 
cultures of the time. And as I’m describing them, imagine how these cultures must 
have conflicted with each other when doing business or interacting in other ways. 

“The United States was the primary world power, with Canada as their 
cultural ally. We’ll call them the ‘North American Culture’. As a culture, their 
primary ideals seemed to be a combination of honesty and efficient use of 
resources, while maintaining a strong sense of individual freedom and identity. 
Not always met, to be certain, but strived for. 

“The ‘Asian Culture’ included Japan, China, and Korea. The strongest ideal 
influencing their behavior was the concept of harmony, essentially, to avoid 
creating emotional stresses, and to know your place, or status, in society. To be a 
hard worker was also an important ideal. Again, not always achieved, but strived 
for. Altho each country spoke its own language, they shared the common written 
language of Chinese, which acted as a unifying influence. 

“The Soviet Union was also a world power, and as mentioned before, was 
an experiment in communism. Sharing the wealth seemed to be the primary goal 
in the ‘Soviet Culture’. I hesitate to use the word ideal, because I do not believe 
this philosophy was embraced by the general population. The Soviet Culture was 



one of chaos and disorganization. Domination and lack of individual 
responsibility, tho not ideals, were behavior patterns in the Soviet Culture. 
Patterns leading to its dismantling in the 1980’s. After this, various member 
countries of the Soviet Union began to embrace North America’s cultural ideals. 

“The Soviet Union had created a massive welfare state philosophy, from 
which its people did not fully recover until approximately 2080.

“For those of you unfamiliar with the concept of a welfare culture, a simple 
definition would be a culture where individuals expect to be given to them the 
essentials of life. Work and social responsibilities do not earn the essentials, and 
are philosophically separated. In a welfare state the government provides the 
basics for survival and concepts such as quality and personal worth fade away.

“The concept of synergy played an increasingly important role in all three 
cultures, starting with Canada. Synergy, as an anthropological concept, originated 
in the 1940’s. An anthropologist named Ruth Benedict compared what she 
considered to be three unhealthy primitive cultures with three healthy primitive 
cultures. She developed the concept of ‘synergy’ as a description of broad cultural 
behaviors. By her definition, it meant behaviors that, when combined, produced 
effects greater than the sum of the actions. A culture in which individuals shared 
their resources, communicated honestly, and took care of its children in a 
collective and loving way would produce many positive results, both materially 
and psychologically. The amount of energy required to produce these results were 
minimal.

“Compare this with the much larger amounts of energy used in a culture 
where individuals hoarded their material resources, saw lying as a necessity for 
accomplishing their goals, and attempted to weaken or eliminate their neighbors 
and the children of their neighbors. 

“A synergistic culture supported long term thinking patterns and non-
synergistic cultures supported short term thinking patterns.

“The concept of synergy had a gradual, but expanding impact over the 
course of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Beginning in the North 
American culture, then expanding into the Soviet culture, and finally moving into 
the Asian culture. Synergy, as a cultural concept, also laid the groundwork for our 
current Martian culture.

“We’ll focus primarily on the North American Culture partly because they 
kept more accurate records and also because most of our own belief structures 
have evolved from...”

Standing outside the door of Chris’ apartment with Melody, he asked, 
“What is the Wolf effect?”

“If I remember correctly, the basic idea is that if you have light waves of 



different frequencies entering a plasma or gas cloud in space, the interference 
causes a frequency shift towards the red end of the spectrum. The thermal fields 
of the atoms absorb some of the light’s energy and some of it gets scattered. Most 
of it passes thru at a lower frequency.

“Oh,” Chris responded. “Well, photons don’t apply in the process. I wonder 
why Terra still uses them as a model?”

“Politics in the physics community,” Melody answered as the two entered 
his apartment, one of three New Haven Towers. As always, he admired the view 
from his apartment. It was on the fifth floor and overlooked New Haven and the 
Martian landscape. He had been on the waiting list for six years to get an 
apartment above the third floor, and it was well worth the wait. The view from 
his apartment was spectacular.

A red message light was blinking on the comm system as they entered. 
They were both still buzzing conversationally about the lecture, which had 
provided all kinds of insights into the mindset of early 21st century humans, as 
well as a few about modern humans. Chris was torn between answering a possible 
business prospect and focusing all of his attention on Melody. Curiosity and his 
sense of business responsibility won. 

“Excuse me for a few minutes,” he said. 
Melody gave him a dirty look and picked up a magazine comm-link lying 

on the coffee table. She began    scanning for the latest fashion articles. Chris 
hoped she would avoid the styles coming out of the Jupiter colonies.

The viewscreen brought up the face of an attractive blonde-haired woman 
in her early fifties. It was Valery Firsov, Security Director of Intergalactic Mining 
Enterprises. He had contracted with them before and knew she had been pleased 
with his work. One of Chris’ business goals was to create a strong base of repeat 
customers. He was very pleased she had called.

The message started to play. “Hello, Chris. This is Valery Firsov of 
Intergalactic Mining. I have a job for you, if you’re interested. We have received 
word through the grapevine a mole is  in our mining base on Corbin III. It is our 
understanding the mole is planning to steal a large quantity of corbinite. We 
would like to have you go undercover and investigate the situation. We’re 
prepared to pay you 40,000 credits if you find the mole within a two week period. 
If you are unable to find the mole, we’ll pay you 3,000. Give me a call back and 
let me know what you think.”

Chris enjoyed being a private investigator. It was a field he seemed 
especially well suited for. Psychological counseling he had received in his youth 
had sparked a keen interest in the workings of the human mind. In school he’d 
taken a number of psychology classes. He also had a gift for observation and 
accurately “reading” events based on minutiae. Chris was a natural for detective 



work.
Thank god for career testing! he thought.
He had very little competition as a private investigator. There were five on 

Terra and he was the only one on Mars. Unfortunately, there was also very little 
demand on Mars, so most of his work came from Terra. Computers could 
investigate the majority of situations quite efficiently. Occasionally, though, a 
human was needed to gather information and make intuitional connections 
computers simply could not. This was where Chris came in.

Chris paused for a moment to analyze the situation. He needed the work and 
the credits. But the payment arrangements were not his standard operating 
procedure. He normally worked for 500 credits a day, and was not thrilled with 
the idea of having his customers dictate his fees. It made for a bad precedent. 
Still, he thought, I would like to have Intergalactic Mining as a repeat customer, 
and I could use the credits. On the other hand, do I want them as a customer if 
their going to underpay me.... I’ll bet they’re not convinced their info is a 
hundred percent reliable and that’s why they want to set it up this way. Time for a 
little direct communication.

“Computer, what time is it on Terra, Pennsylvania, Scranton City.”
“Terran time, Scranton City is 3:34:20 PM,” the computer responded.
“Place call to Valery Firsov, Security Director, Intergalactic Mining 

Enterprises. Chris stood as he waited for the call to go through. (After sitting at 
the lecture for an hour and a half, and another fifteen minutes in the cab home, he 
had no desire to sit down again for this comm call.) Melody decided this would be 
a good time to use the bathroom. Chris noted she took the magazine comm-link 
with her. He hoped she wouldn’t leave it in there.

“Hello, Chris. Is this something you can fit into your schedule?”
Chris turned to find Valery’s face on the vidscreen. “Scheduling isn’t a 

problem Valery, but the payment arrangements are a concern. Normally, I charge 
500 credits a day. The idea of going to Corbin III for two weeks, with another 
couple of days thrown in for travel time, and only coming back with 3000 credits 
isn’t all that appealing.”

“It’s 3000 credits if you don’t find the mole. It’s 40,000 if you do.”
“How reliable is your information?” Chris asked bluntly.
Valery practically squirmed in her seat. “It’s not as reliable as we would 

like. If it were, we would probably know who the mole is.”
His hunch was right. They were working with weak information and hoping 

he would absorb some of the loss, if it turned out they were wrong. “I’d be happy 
to take the assignment, Valery, but I’m afraid I have to insist on my standard fee 
of 500 credits a day.”

Valery looked as if she were going to cry. “Chris, this is the offer the board 



has approved. I don’t have the authority to change it.”
“I’m sorry, Valery. But I can’t afford to get burned if it turns out there’s no 

mole. As I said, I’m be happy to take the assignment, but only at 500 hundred 
credits a day.”

Valery’s face was shifting to an expression of anger and there was a hard 
edge to her voice. “Very well, I’ll see what I can arrange. I’ll call you back in a 
few minutes.”

The screen went blank.
This is somebody’s idea of money management, he thought, perhaps hers. 

Large corporations are always trying to find a way to save a credit. They’ll 
happily pay 40,000 credits to catch a thief, but don’t want to waste more than 
3000 for a wild goose chase. Why can’t they just play it straight? The odd thing is 
she didn’t expect me to question it. When I did, she had gotten flustered which is 
unusual behavior for her. Stress-related behavior.

A few moments later Valery rang him back. She had recovered and was 
once again all smiles and friendliness.

“I have approval to pay you 500 credits a day. Can you leave tomorrow?”
“Yes. That’s not a problem” Chris answered, wondering what kind of 

problems this might create.
“Good. Too bad there aren’t more of you. Well, maybe someday. I’ll have 

your tickets and an info package waiting for you at the ship tomorrow morning at 
11 AM your time. Good hunting. Out.”

Chris was relieved the negotiations were over. He didn’t enjoy having to 
defend himself in this way. He knew he charged a fair price and provided an 
honest, competent service.

That whole conversation had an odd quality to it, Chris thought. The way 
they’re rushing me out of here means they’re concerned about it happening soon. 
I’ll have to be careful about the way I do business with Valery. I don’t completely 
trust her. And what was that crack about there not being more of me? An odd 
smile had crossed her face when she said it. Is it possible she knows something 
about my origins?

Chris noticed the bathroom door was open and the light was out. Melody 
must have moved to the bedroom. It was time to refocus his attention on the 
present. He quickly called Chester and left a message saying he would be stopping 
by in the morning. He then put the issue of tomorrow’s new case in an imaginary 
box, and put the box in storage for the night. The bedroom was lit with candles. 
Melody had been busy while he was on the phone. The candles provided a warm, 
soft light, and gave the room a scent of vanilla. She did know how to create a 
romantic atmosphere.

“I have to leave tomorrow on an assignment,” he said as Melody, who was 



already nude underneath a sheer nightgown, began taking off his clothes. 
“Intergalactic Mining has a situation they want me to check out.”

“Oh. How long will you be gone?” she asked nibbling on his ear lobe.
“Should only be about three weeks,” he replied kissing her shoulder and 

moving them toward the bed.
“Mmmm. Well, don’t plan on getting much sleep tonight.”
They kissed passionately for several minutes. Chris lightly dragged his 

fingernails up the back of Melody’s thighs continuing their ascent until his fingers 
reached the nape of her neck. Starting just behind her jaw line, he licked and 
nibbled his way around her ear. 

Both were accomplished lovers and firmly believed in the Martian credo, 
‘An orgasm a day keeps the doctor away.’ Martian culture had a very liberal 
philosophy regarding sex and lovemaking. Sex was regarded as a necessary release 
for maintaining good health. 

Chris had experienced lovers since his sixteenth birthday and had even taken 
an extracurricular class titled ‘Lovemaking 103’ when he was twenty, which he 
had thoroughly enjoyed, in part due to the enthusiasm of his female classmates.

With the influence of sexually transmitted diseases no longer a threat, and 
the extension of life to approximately one hundred and eighty years, the culture of 
Mars had adapted. Young people started experimenting with sex at around age 
sixteen and continued into their late twenties. Individuals in their thirties were 
generally more focused on developing their careers than in finding marriage 
partners, though short-term monogamous relationships were common. Marriage 
normally happened at around age fifty and consisted of a fifteen year contract for 
purposes of having children. As individuals reached the age of one hundred, it was 
not unusual for them to have two or three lovers, often in a communal-style 
setting. These relationships usually lasted for the rest of their lives.

At fifty, most people were considered to be young adults, both physically 
and experientially. Signs of aging didn’t generally start to appear until a person 
was around a hundred years old. Strength, vitality, and good health were 
maintained throughout a person’s life, due to a variety of medical and biofeedback 
developments.

Human evolution had moved from a genetic function of adaptation and 
survival of the fittest, to a conscious selection of desired genetic traits, and an 
education including subjects such as yoga and alien trigonometry. An expanded 
lifespan had not been the result of natural evolution, but of a greater 
understanding of human genetics and biological aging mechanisms. Yoga training 
began at age twelve, as part of a basic Martian education. By the age of twenty, 
Martian youths had learned to control most of their autonomic functions through a 
combination of yoga techniques and biofeedback training. 



As the two of them shifted positions he could feel her breasts pressing 
against his chest and the heat from her loins pressing against his thigh. Her 
breathing was starting to speed up and so was his. Chris had learned matching his 
partner’s breathing rate created a more intimate, trusting atmosphere, as well as 
adding to his own physical excitement.

She moaned as he kissed her neck. She lifted herself to give him a 
passionate kiss, and his hands moved down her back.

They continued to cuddle and stroke each other. Sensing the time was right, 
Chris rolled Melody over on her back. He thrilled at the sensation of first entry, as 
he always did. They were not a monogamous couple, but they enjoyed and cared 
for each other and both were open enough to be intimate without fear.

A few hours later they lay in each other’s arms exhausted. They cuddled, 
relaxed and whispering to each other.

“Where will you be for three weeks, mister private investigator?”
“Corbin III, one of Intergalactic’s mining colonies.” 
“Will it be dangerous?”
“Shouldn’t be too bad. I’m going undercover to try and sniff out someone 

of low moral character who wants to steal some corbinite. All I should have to do 
is point my finger, provide the appropriate evidence, and let Intergalactic handle it 
from there,” Chris said sleepily. He hesitated on going into the conversation with 
Valery Firsov. 

He knew Melody enjoyed hearing about details and a small battle between 
“communication laziness” and “sharing info” took place in his mind.

“With that incredibly sensitive nose of yours, you shouldn’t have any 
problems sniffing someone out,” she said playfully, as she rubbed his stomach.

“I’m probably oversimplifying it. They’re not even sure a theft is being 
planned. The original offer included a clause saying I would get paid less if I was 
unable to find the mole. I had to renegotiate to get paid a daily rate, regardless of 
whether or not they were sending me on a wild goose chase.”

“I can’t believe they tried to rip you off. They had better be paying you a 
fair amount!” 

“They are,” Chris assured her. “I have to get together with Chester 
tomorrow morning before I leave. I’m fading fast, Sweetie. Good night,” he said 
kissing her on the forehead. 

Melody lay with her head resting on his chest. She felt content and loved. 
She was intrigued with Chris. He wasn’t your typical Martian male. He wasn’t an 
engineer, or a physicist, or a language specialist. He was an adventurer. He wanted 
to go out and explore the universe. Yes, he was intriguing, and a little odd.



Chapter 2
 
A reddish, squirrel-like creature was moving across the desert sand. Waves 

of heat radiating from the blue sand distorted its outline. One of its six legs, 
center-right, was wounded and oozing a purplish-colored blood. It looked around 
for predators and shade. If it could find shelter from the blue double suns, it 
would survive. 

If a predator didn’t get it first. At that moment it was attacked. 
A spider, half a meter in diameter, leapt onto the sand squirrel’s back. The 

spider was coated in a permanent layer of light blue sand, providing it with 
perfect camouflage. Its two front legs had evolved a mechanism for spraying 
powerful digestive acids, which it used to spray in the face of its prey. It held on 
tight as the sand squirrel bucked in pain and terror. Finally the spider’s meal 
shuddered one last time and died, its head a sticky goo of partially digested 
protein. 

The spider moved off its prey and circled around to the head. Suddenly, a 
narrow red laser beam sliced the spider in half. Its digestive fluids spilled over the 
sand and foamed on contact. A moment later, another laser beam sliced off the 
mass of protein goo and acid that had been the sand squirrel's head. A gloved hand 
grabbed it by the tail and carried it away, purple blood dripping to the sand.

Two heavy feminine hands held a bone stripped of flesh, then casually 
tossed it into a small pile of bones. The owner of the hands was an average 
looking woman with a stocky build and long, black hair. She was clean and neat 
in appearance and had soft white skin unused to the harsh sunlight on this planet. 
Sitting in a camouflage tent as she waited, she amused herself by thinking of what 
she would be able to buy and where she would travel to when this job was done. 
A two year vacation sounded awfully good. 

Her thoughts drifted to what she had done the night before. The screams of 
dying women and men, the snapping sound of bones breaking. They, too, had 
paid the price of her upcoming wealth. Pangs of guilt began to surface.

Her thoughts shifted. Those people mean nothing to me. Human life means 
nothing to me. I hate them for being the small, pathetic people they were. They 
had to be eliminated. It was the only way to steal the corbinite. Their deaths were 
nothing more than their own bad luck. The thoughts were foreign to her, and 
though they were helpful as rationalizations to explain away any responsibility, 
they were not her own and felt uncomfortable.

As she pulled herself back from the ego and anger in those thoughts, she 



heard a low mechanical humming noise in the background and knew her ride had 
arrived. Stepping through the tent flap, she raised her hand to her brow in an 
effort to block the bright blue light from the double suns. The interstellar pickup 
she spotted matched the description she had been given. She began tearing off the 
camouflage from the truck she had stolen to haul the pressurized containers of 
corbinite. 

The pickup landed and its driver got out. Loading  hatches and large 
armatures unfolded in the background as he walked toward the campsite.

“Hello, Martha,” he said as he approached the woman. “How did it go?”
Martha didn’t respond to his greeting, continuing to remove the 

camouflage.
Frank was a small, emaciated man, whose dry, blotchy, slightly greenish 

skin suggested an addiction to paintel, an hallucinogenic narcotic. He was nervous 
and tense, and wishing he had some paintel to calm himself down with. He was 
also aware his boss would have him killed if he was caught using paintel while on 
an assignment. His beady eyes darted back and forth nervously.

Frank thought about his craving for paintel, as he often did. Only when it 
was flowing through his system did he feel truly alive. Life without paintel was 
empty and without pleasure. When he was high on paintel he confined himself to 
what he called his “pleasure room.” It was a safe place.

The walls of his pleasure room could be programmed to create any 
environment he desired, ranging from a desert island, with lazy lapping waves 
against the shore, to the inside of the great Caprian cathedral, Esofan, with its awe 
inspiring walls, ceilings, and art. If it were possible, he would have spent the rest 
of his life in his room, high on paintel. His only regret was the paintel was 
destroying his liver and his kidneys.

Paintel was a powerful drug. Regular use of it, two or three times a week, 
would kill a human being within a year. The doctor was going to regenerate his 
liver and kidneys for him as partial payment for his help in delivering the 
corbinite. Frank didn’t really trust the doctor.

“Hello, Frank. You’re late,” Martha finally replied, turning to face him. 
“Yeah,” he said with feigned casualness and began climbing into the truck 

to position it correctly for the armatures to transfer the corbinite aboard. “They 
surprised me with two new security satellites. I had to take them out before they 
began firing at me.”

It was Martha’s turn for surprise. In her accounting position she should 
have seen vouchers for two new satellites. This is not a good time for questions 
and conversation, she thought. “Let’s start loading up.”

As they loaded, Frank wondered about Martha. She didn’t look like the 
kind of person who would be involved in this sort of operation. Yet, every once in 



a while her face and body posture would shift, and she would suddenly take on the 
characteristics of someone cold and hard. Initially he had thought of having sex 
with her on the trip back, perhaps forcing her if necessary, but as he watched her 
during the loading procedure, he had changed his mind. 

She frightened him. She was much too strong for her stocky little frame 
and during those shifts of hers, she looked completely evil. Better just to leave her 
alone, accomplish the mission, and get his payment.

The two moved quickly and efficiently, as experienced cargo haulers 
would. Frank actually was experienced with cargo transfers. Martha’s experience 
came from transferred memories. Within half an hour, the three tons of corbinite 
were transferred from the truck to the shuttle pickup. Martha decided to leave the 
tent and any remaining equipment in an effort to get back on schedule.

The last of the corbinite was loaded and the armatures folded back into the 
pickup. 

Frank sealed the pickup’s hatches and gave the navigational computer its 
instructions. The antigrav boosters lifted the pickup, and the thrusters quickly 
pushed it into the upper atmosphere. As they were about to leave the planet’s 
mesosphere another satellite appeared, causing alarms to sound.

“Damn,” said Frank. “We’ll have to try to outrun it.”
“Can we activate the force field?”
“We’re still within the planet’s primary gravmagnetic field. We’d short out 

the system,” Frank answered. “See if you can get a bead on it with a missile. I’ll 
take evasive maneuvers.”

Martha worked swiftly at the control panels. “Got it.”
She saw a flash of light from Frank’s direction, just as she launched the 

missile. Looking over, Martha saw Frank twitching and shaking. There was a hole 
where his left eye used to be. You could see right through it to the wall beyond. 
The satellite had gotten off a laser shot before Martha had fired the missile. It had 
gone right through Frank’s head cauterizing the tissue and blood flow as it went.

The explosion on the viewscreen, of what had been the satellite, distracted 
her momentarily. She recovered her focus and pushed Frank out of his seat, taking 
over the controls. As they left the planet’s primary gravmagnetic field she brought 
the force field on line and accelerated, shifting to fatal speeds.

The pickup traveled without problems for almost ten minutes at standard 
fatal speed and then gave a lurch and dropped to less then two hundred kilometers 
an hour.

The laser must have done some serious damage, Martha thought. I’m a 
couple of light years away from Corbin III. Safe for the moment.

She looked at Frank. He had stopped twitching and she assumed he was 
dead. An odd desire to giggle came over her, so strong a desire she gave in to it.



Let’s make some soup, a foreign thought suggested. 
“No!” she told herself firmly and, using the pickup’s computer, began to 

investigate the damage.
The satellite had fired multiple laser shots simultaneously. The ship hull’s 

various breaches had sealed with a thin membrane, designed for emergencies like 
this. Nanites were making permanent hull repairs. Diagnostic sensors showed 
damage to one of the plasma feeds for the antigrav thrusters. The ship’s computer 
had automatically reduced its speed as soon as it had sensed problems.

With the exceptions of Frank and the damage to the antigrav feeds, she had 
been quite lucky and sustained minimal damage.

Why didn’t I know about those new satellites? she wondered.
Because they knew about you. You’ve been betrayed, the foreign thought 

pattern cautioned her.
Martha shook her head trying to clear it of the thoughts not her own. She 

had been warned that the more she used the memories that had been transferred 
into her brain, the more likely personality bleed over would take place. She had 
also been cautioned stressful situations would make the memories more intense 
and increase the bleed over.

Staring at the viewscreen, Martha thought about what had been done to her. 
The steps taken to ensure she could steal three tons of corbinite. The cells of her 
muscles had been permanently altered giving her the strength of two men and 
increasing her reaction time by 50 percent. Medications had made her bone 
structure denser. Her body felt quite different, as did her mind, exaggerating the 
concern she had lost her identity. Not exactly what she had in mind at the 
beginning of her vacation three months ago.

On the first day of her two week vacation from Intergalactic Mining, she 
had met an attractive man and had enthusiastically allowed him to seduce her. She 
remembered how he had told her of a place more beautiful and romantic than 
anything she had ever experienced and convinced her to go with him to 
“paradise”, as he referred to it.

Martha was sunning herself by the pool at the Harrison Hotel which was 
located inside the Devoe Satellite orbiting Earth. She was looking forward to the 
view seen at night. She had been told by the desk clerk both the Earth and a full 
moon would be in the satellites night sky at the time and she didn’t want to miss 
it.

A tall, muscular man had settled into the recliner next hers and she gave 
him a quick once over from behind her sunglasses. He’s quite a hunk, she thought 
as she felt a warmth in her loins. He may not have any interest in me, but I can 
dream.



Martha was startled when he spoke to her.
“Have you been at the hotel long?” he asked.
“No, I just arrived this morning.”
“Really. So did I. I’ve been looking forward to this vacation for a long 

time. The night view is supposed to be spectacular.”
He spoke with an accent Martha couldn’t place, but found very attractive. 

“Yes,” she said. “Tonight, both the Earth and the full moon are supposed to be in 
the sky. At about 11:00 PM. I’m on vacation, too. I’m going to be here for the 
next ten days.”

“Really! What a coincidence. I’m here for ten days also. My name is 
Richard,” he introduced himself, looking into her eyes.

“My name is Martha.”
There was silence for a few moments. Martha was nervous. She wasn’t 

experienced at picking up men and she certainly didn’t want to start off her 
vacation with a rejection. But she knew if she didn’t try she would never get laid.

And then he spoke. “Forgive me for being so forward, but if you’re 
available, would you like to have dinner with me this evening?”

Martha paused, and found herself about to say ‘no’ out of fear and shyness. 
“Yes, I’d enjoy having dinner with you,” she finally answered.

They talked all afternoon. He listened to her and asked questions about her 
work and her friends. Richard told her about himself. He was an engineer 
returning to Earth, after having been on Pluto for the last six months. He told her 
he didn’t want to talk about Pluto or the last six months. He said he never wanted 
to see, or even think about that icebox of a planet, ever again.

They separated just after a glorious sunset as the Devoe Satellite rotated into 
evening. After changing into her sexiest dress, Martha met him for dinner. They 
ate and talked and danced. Martha felt weak in the knees. At eleven they walked 
out of the hotel to the pool area and held hands as they watched a huge full moon 
to the right and the glory of Earth on the left of their night sky. The moment was 
right and they kissed passionately.

She drummed up her courage and asked him up for drinks.
After making love, Martha rested her head on Richard’s shoulder.
“I’d like to take you to a favorite place of mine,” he told her softly. 
“Where?” she whispered, entranced by his voice and stunned by her 

incredible luck in finding such a wonderful man to share her vacation with. These 
were the kinds of experiences that made life worth living.

“It’s a secret,” he had said. “But I will tell you it’s like no place you’ve 
ever been. It’s paradise. I have my own ship. I’ll take you there in the morning.”

Paradise hadn’t existed. It had been a ruse to get her alone on his ship. Once 
there, she had been knocked out with some sort of gas. When she awoke, her mind 



was fuzzy and she was frightened. Dr. Liechter, a total stranger, explained what 
had happened to her.

“Welcome back to the world of the living,” Liechter said. “How are you 
feeling?”

“Where am I ? Who are you?” Martha asked, frightened.
“I’m your doctor, and you’re on Cavanaugh Space Station.”
“My doctor? Where’s Richard? What’s happened? Is he alright?”
“Richard’s fine,” Liechter answered soothingly. And you’ll be fine, too. 

Just as soon as we get you adjusted to the changes we’ve made.
“Changes? What kind of changes? What has happened to me?”
“Well, to put it bluntly, you’ve been kidnapped, and with the help of a 

combination of drugs and hypnotic techniques, a small program has been installed 
in your mind. The program is fairly simple and straightforward, and will be the 
highest priority in your life. You are to steal three tons of corbinite and return to 
this station with it.”

Liechter went on to explain the physical changes forced on her while she 
was unconscious, and the plans for stealing the corbinite.

He described how they had also implanted memories from both a trained 
killer and a skilled pilot. She was assured they could remove the memories when 
she returned with the corbinite.

Martha Apela had at first been angry by what had been done to her, but 
drugs and hypnosis made it difficult to sustain the anger, and she had eventually 
given in to the inevitable, even to the point of looking forward to the day it would 
all be over and she would have her reward.

Shrugging off her thoughts of the past, she checked the computer for the 
repair requirements, ignoring any concerns about dragging up transferred 
memories from the pilot. These circumstances were a perfect example of why the 
memories had been implanted. Prior to the implants, Martha had known next to 
nothing about piloting a ship, let alone repairing one.

She had been warned not to explore the memories casually, but to use them 
only when necessary. She took the warnings seriously, afraid of bleed-over from 
the donor’s personality. The memories were not “pure”, but contaminated with 
echos from the personalities of the donors. Each time a memory was used, 
characteristics of the donor’s personality fused deeper and deeper with the 
recipient’s personality. And Martha had two separate memory implants to draw 
from. 

According to the computer, one of the laser beams had ruptured a plasma 
conduit, which had in turn sprayed the circuitry of one of the thruster’s control 
panels. She would have to shut down the thrusters to repair the control panel. 



Martha decided she would continue putting distance between herself and Corbin 
III by letting the ship coast while she made repairs.

Leaving the ship’s autopilot in standby mode, Martha went back to the 
engine room, and began dismantling the control panel. As an afterthought, she 
instructed the computer to keep on guard for any approaching ships and to alert 
her immediately. She glanced admiringly at the pressurized containers holding the 
corbinite.

Corbinite had become the most valuable material in the modern human 
economy. After Sir Arthur Corbin had created it synthetically, at huge expense to 
himself and his backers, he had theorized what kind of planets might foster the 
natural development of corbinite. Planets ideal for the natural development of 
corbinite were desert worlds which had once been abundant in both water and life. 
The loss of water (and most, if not all, forms of life) set the stage for the creation 
of corbinite

Corbinite was a very complex compound. When it wasn't extremely cold 
and under intense pressure it became radioactive, expelling protons and neutrons, 
which in turn disintegrated to produce intense heat. The EM frequencies generated 
by corbinite molecules broke down the protons and neutrons. The entire process 
was considered an expansion of space at the subatomic level. Gravity was now 
considered the contraction of space. The corbinite's antigravity energy supplied 
space ships with both thrusting power and the huge amounts of energy necessary 
for force field containment. There were a few alien races using alternative energy 
sources, many superior to corbinite in a variety ways. The majority of ships, both 
alien and human, however, used corbinite because it was cheap and efficient. 

Corbinite had also become an ideal energy source for planets. The 
radioactivity was easy to contain, and there were no leftover contaminants to 
dispose of. It did require some beta radiation shielding, but nothing compared to 
that of atomic power plants.

Mars had been one of the lucky planets to have corbinite as a natural 
resource. Its discovery provided a way to pay for the extensive terraforming used 
on Mars. Corbinite had given the human Martians a means of paying for the six 
large gravity wells and their backups. These surrounded the core of the planet and 
provided a one-G gravity field. It also paid for transporting gigantic ice comets to 
the surface of Mars, where they were melted or broken down into oxygen and 
hydrogen for the atmosphere. The corbinite also fuel a forcefield filtering out 
ultraviolet and reflecting heat back to the planet. 

Intergalactic Mining Enterprises was originally established by the backers of 
Sir Arthur Corbin. With the exceptions of corbinite from Mars, and a few alien 
traders, Intergalactic Mining would have had a monopoly on the mining and 
production of this element. The corbinite from Mars, and recently a few others, 



provided competition. This competition kept corbinite prices from becoming 
exorbitant and consequently slowing down the exploration of space and the 
expansion of the human race.

Because of the stresses placed on the coils of corbinite when they were in 
use, they eventually wore out and had to be replaced. There was a continuing 
demand for the substance, both for new ships and for older ones. It was generally 
believed as long as there was space travel, there would be a demand for corbinite. 

Chapter 3

Chris rang the door bell of his friend’s home. He was wearing dark, 
functional clothing and carrying an empty brown, plas-leather shoulder bag. 
Later, when he was on board the ship, he would change into an Intergalactic 
Mining uniform and stash his clothes, ID, and credit card in the shoulder bag.

Chester’s home was located in one of the more curious neighborhoods of 
New Haven. The houses in this neighborhood were exceptionally colorful and 
artistic. Large, interesting sculptures were displayed in several of the front yards. 
An antique six-wheeled rover was parked next to one of the nearby homes. This 
was a neighborhood of artists, crafts people, and inventors. The creative sector. 

Chester was inventor and his wife was an artist. Chris always felt relaxed in 
their unpretentious home, and had shared in a number of potluck dinners. Chester, 
among other things, created concealable spying devices. The demand wasn’t huge, 
but Chester provided quality products, at high prices, to a select clientele who 
were willing to pay. Many of his customers were Terran corporations, though 
most were Martian. He enjoyed his work immensely and two of his devices had 
been adapted for use in the medical professions. 

Chris had gotten Chester’s name from a website while trying to find a 
homing device small enough to go undetected, but with enough adhesive quality it 
wouldn’t fall off the first time his target took a shower or brushed it against 
something.

Chester had responded to Chris’ e-mail, stating he didn’t have one, but 
could make one within twenty-four hours, if Chris could wait. At the time Chris 
had no other options.

They had met for the first time when Chris had gone to pick up the homing 
nanite. There had been an immediate sense of trust overcoming their differences 



in age and backgrounds. Chris and Chester could spend hours in wide ranging 
philosophical discussions.

Chris trusted Chester completely, and this trust extended to doing business 
with him. He made no effort to haggle over prices, trusting Chester to charge him 
a fair fee. He suspected he was given occasional deals, but was comfortable with 
the idea, because Chris gave him referrals at every opportunity. 

Chester opened the door and ushered Chris in. “Good morning. Care for 
some coffee?” Chester asked.

It was still early morning and Chester looked like he had just woken up. He 
was still wearing his bathrobe. His kinky, black hair was pressed down in places 
and sticking up in others. Chris noted there was sand in the corners of Chester’s 
eyes. Chester was a few inches shorter than Chris, and on the heavy side.

One of the reasons Chris and Chester got along so well was because they 
were both a little unusual by Martian standards. Chester had been born on Terra, 
and had been invited to immigrate to Mars because of his high I.Q. and his 
penchant for inventing things. Having been born on Terra, there had been no 
screening of his genetic traits, nor had he received any training in controlling his 
autonomic system. Chester was shorter and heavier than the average Martian and 
would age at an accelerated rate.

His round body, clothed in the old bathrobe, moved sluggishly as he led the 
way to his kitchen. Chris dodged a low hanging artwork along the way.

The two spoke amiably for several moments as they drank coffee together. 
Chris surveyed a pile of books and paper magazines at one end of the kitchen table 
with some amusement. In spite of Chester’s gift for invention, he loved old 
technology, which included books and magazines printed on paper. He had a huge 
filing system of printed material stored in his basement, in containers called filing 
cabinets. Chris kept his own files in his computer, and to an absolute minimum.

“Corbin III is pretty far out. Why are you going all the way out there?” 
asked Chester.

“Intergalactic Mining thinks someone might be casing the joint. They want 
me to find the thief before the theft takes place. Know much about Corbin III?”

“Not any more than you would find on the net. But I am worried this case 
might be a little more dangerous than you think. Any theft from a mining colony 
would have to be sponsored by a fairly well-financed and well-organized group. 
They’d have to be, to get someone in, get the corbinite off the planet, and then 
resell it without government interference.”

“How bad could it be? Some pirates get one of their people hired as a miner 
to smuggle off some corbinite and they sell it on the black market.”

“You’re thinking too simplistically. Everyone who works on the mining 
planets has to go thru a thoro  screening, right down to their DNA structures and 



their parent’s home addresses, by both Intergalactic Mining and the Terran 
government. The overhead costs of getting someone in means you’d have to steal 
a huge amount for it to be cost-effective. We’re not talking about a couple of 
kilograms. We’re talking a minimum of a ton. The only people who could afford 
to front that kind of money are going to be highly organized. As in organized 
crime.” The inventor leaned back in his chair. “And probably using trained killers 
as well. We’re talking about the kind of organized crime operating space stations 
outside of policed territories. You’ll need to watch your back.”

Chris made a mental note to include a hazard pay clause, should he ever 
work for Intergalactic again. “What kind of equipment have you got for.... 
surveillance and self-defense?”

“I have two devices available. Let’s check them out and see if either of 
them will fit your needs.”

They moved from the kitchen, up the stairs, and into Chester’s second-floor 
workshop. The workshop was a large room. The walls were covered with 
specialized tools and prototypes. There were three large work benches, each 
having its own special purpose.” 

“Have you read about those telepathy helmets they developed on Terra a 
few years ago?” 

“No.”
Chester scowled at him. “Do you ever watch the science news?”
“No, but I did see a really good martial arts movie about a week ago.”
“You say you want to expand your customer base to include other races and 

you won’t even keep up on current technology.”
“If it had been a documentary on the League of Interstellar Planets, or an 

alien race, I’m sure I would have been glued to my holosphere.”
“If you’re going to achieve your goals you have to stay focused on the info 

that will get you there,” Chester chastised Chris. 
“I thought that’s why I hung around with you. So you could update me on 

current events.”
“That probably is why you hang around with me, and that you enjoy 

flirting with my wife.”
“I don’t flirt with your wife. I just compliment her a lot.”
“She thinks you’re flirting with her.”
“She may be right. She’s a beautiful woman”
“You just said you weren’t flirting with her.”
“She should see it as flirting. You should see it as polite compliments.”
“You can drive me crazy!”
“It’s part of my job description.”
“Well, you’re very good at it.”



“Thank you, I try. So tell me about the telepathy helmets. I have to leave in 
about an hour,” Chris responded getting them back to business.

“Okay. About two years ago, a Terran corporation developed a device 
capable of translating human thought waves into visual and audio signals, or 
pictures and language, of whatever the other person was thinking. It worked by 
reading both the person’s brainwaves and their aura and then translating the 
mixture. The system worked remarkably well. The only problem was the huge 
amounts of energy it required. It’s not exactly portable. 

“Well, I’ve developed a colony of nanites that do essentially the same 
thing.”

“You want me to carry a colony of nanites around inside my head?” Chris 
asked with arched eyebrows.

“They’re perfectly safe. They’re made out of organic materials and contain 
no poisons or dangerous energy wavelengths.”

Chris thought about this. Nanite technology was commonly used in medical 
procedures and was considered to be completely safe. He was still squeamish 
about the idea of carrying a colony of them around in his head. He shrugged it 
off.

“What about the huge amounts of energy the original equipment needed? 
How did you get around that?”

“The human aura is sensitive to that kind of info already. The nanites just 
expand on it and translate it into something the human brain can comprehend on a 
conscious level. Also they only last for about an hour before burning out.”

“What happens to them after they run out of energy?“ Chris asked, 
picturing a bunch of dead nanites floating around in his brain.

“Once they’ve run out of energy, the nanites essentially die and breakdown, 
and then they’re removed from your body as a normal waste product.”

“What’s the shelf life?” asked Chris.
“They’ll last for about thirty days inside your body, or indefinitely if you 

keep them frozen and implant them later. Outside your body and at room 
temperature they’ll die within a week,” Chester explained patiently. A slight smile 
developed on his dark face as he recognized Chris’ discomfort.

“How do I activate them?”
“Tap on your skull right here, behind the ear, three times. Make sure you 

don’t tap on your skull until you’ve got your target set up, because you’ll only 
have an hour. After that, they’ll begin to run out of energy.”

“Let’s get them installed. Can they be removed for freezer storage if I don’t 
use them?”

“Nope. Once they’re in, the only way they’re coming out is as waste 
material.”



“So I need to either use them or lose them?”
“Something like that. One additional piece of info, the nanites will create a 

powerful magnetic field while they’re active. Scanning devices will pick up the 
field, so try to avoid them while the system is operating,” Chester said. 

“Understood. What else have you got?” Chris asked. 
“Come over here and I’ll show you. Do you have a cover or are you going 

to advertise to the world you’re a private dick?”
Chris smiled.
Later, as Chris was standing on the porch and they were shaking hands and 

saying their goodbyes, Chester put his hand on Chris’ shoulder and said, “Be 
careful, okay?”

“Of course I will. I’m always careful.”
“Yeah, right. Get going or you’ll miss the next train.”
Chester watched as Chris walked down the street toward the subway, and 

thought, He’s such an innocent. He’ll just plow ahead without a clue, gathering 
info as he goes. He says he’s relying on his intuition, but I’m convinced the only 
reason he hasn’t gotten maimed or killed yet is due to sheer luck.

At the spaceport Chris checked in for his flight. As he approached the gate 
designated for Martian citizens his face was scanned and recognized by the 
Martian registry system.

“Good morning, Mr. Black,” the robot attendant said pleasantly. “Eye scan 
please.” 

Chris placed his eye near the scanner. 
“Thank you,” the robot responded.
Chris still had thirty minutes to wait before boarding, so he found a seat 

with a good view of the lobby and passed the time people watching. The word 
‘people’ had come to include all sentient races and was no longer specific to 
humans.

Since the age of five he had been fascinated by the different kinds of 
people, both human and alien. One of Chris’ hobbies was people watching. He 
had accumulated a large amount of trivia about alien civilizations and biology 
(some of which might be fictitious or at the very least exaggerated) from watching 
holovision documentaries.

There was a fair amount of activity at the spaceport today. Tourism and 
intergalactic trade had been steadily increasing for the last ten years, since the 
treaty between the League and Mars had been signed. A number of aliens he 
didn’t recognize were at the spaceport today and without even a name, he couldn’t 
access info about their race from a computer. Chris spotted a group of six green 
skinned humanoids he recognized as Belarians. Behind them was a being about 



four meters tall and looked a little like an octopus on stilts. It appeared to have its 
breathing organ and eyes enclosed in a clear dome. Chris couldn’t tell if it was 
wearing a shiny, silver, skin-tight suit or if that was its skin. 

Probably from a water world, he thought. 
He shifted his attention back to the Belarians. Belarians were one of three 

humanoid races listed by the League. Most alien life forms were far from 
humanoid. Belaria, like Mars and Terra, had a treaty with the League, but were 
not League members. Info was limited on their race and culture partly because 
they weren’t League members and partly because of the distance between their 
solar system and the Terran/Mars solar system. What were they doing here? How 
similar to humans were they? He had read about Mars opening negotiations for a 
trade treaty with Belaria last week. Perhaps they were here for it. The Belarians 
had maintained a treaty with the League for nearly two hundred years. Chris’ 
curiosity was aroused, and he would have liked to have found out more. But he 
couldn’t, there wasn’t enough time.

He had an assignment and a ship to board.
An argument was taking place between one of the spaceport officials and a 

Terran tourist. From what Chris could tell the woman’s extension visa had 
expired. She wanted to extend her visa for a second time and the official was 
denying it.

Mars had an open door policy regarding tourists and visitors. As long as a 
person wasn’t identified as a criminal on any of the League or Terran listings they 
could stay on Mars for thirty days. At the end of thirty days they could apply for a 
thirty-day extension, which was almost always automatically granted. After sixty 
days on Mars, an individual had to come up with a fairly good reason for getting 
another extension. Mars was interested in attracting tourists and trade, not 
unscreened immigrants.

An unusual ship on one of the landing pads caught his eye. Unusual in its 
size. Because force field generators were expensive, it was generally considered 
more cost effective to build large ships to transport a greater amount of cargo and 
passengers. A few rich families had yachts and the Martian Space Force had 
several small heavily armed police ships, but this ship resembled none of those. It 
had an anonymous look, with no outstanding characteristics. It was simple, sleek, 
and functional, incorporating an eclectic design scheme providing no clue as to its 
planet of origin. Chris was intrigued.

He watched as a shuttle picked up a single individual and headed for the 
spaceport lobby. Chris wondered if the “person” had business on Mars or was 
using it as a transfer station. 

A Galatian, an alien with four legs and two trunk like appendages coming 
out of its head where ears might have been, temporarily blocked Chris’ view of 



the taxi and distracted him. The four tendril-like fingers extending from each 
trunk fascinated Chris. They were supposed to be incredibly sensitive and capable 
of micro-precision work. Chris had read Galatians had developed microscopic 
vision as well, but as a consequence couldn’t see anything more than four meters 
away. 

Chris shifted his attention back to the shuttle which had just arrived. A 
human (or at least he appeared to be human) got out of the shuttle and entered the 
spaceport. Dark, curly hair, a stocky frame, well dressed, tense musculature, eyes 
scanning everything as though looking for a threat. Chris recognized the body 
language and behavior. There were times when he had been on assignment and 
had acted the same way. Chris slowly turned his face away as the man’s eyes 
moved towards and past him.

I wonder what he does for a living. Terran clothing style. Possibly a trouble 
shooter for one of the big Terran corporations. 

The man was met by two other well-dressed individuals, a man and a 
woman, and all three exited through a boarding gate.

Chris spotted a group of Terran tourists entering the spaceport lobby. 
Terrans had a greater range of body weights and heights than most Martians. He 
was always impressed with the amazing diversity human genetics were capable of.

His thoughts drifted to the two years he had lived on Terra as an apprentice 
private investigator. His mentors had been Frank and Anna O’Malley. He had 
been twenty-five when he first arrived on Terra. Frank had met him at the 
spaceport and had gotten him through customs with minimal delays. Chris’ first 
impression of the human race’s home world was there were too many people 
moving too fast. Everyone was in a hurry and, by Martian standards, were rude. 
They even spoke faster on Terra than they did on Mars. He had adapted, but had 
never been comfortable there.

In the car, as they drove away from the spaceport, Chris had commented to 
Frank and Anna on how crowded it seemed on Terra. 

Frank, who was fifty, and to Chris looked to be about 160, had explained, 
“Global warming shrank the amount of available living space about 300 years ago. 
Earth had already been overpopulated. The shrinking of the land masses just made 
things worse. We’ve come a long way in controlling the population, but not far 
enough. We’ve managed to stabilize it, but not shrink it.” 

His wife Anna, a plain-looking woman with dark hair, had chimed in, 
“We’re also gaining control of the greenhouse effect. By not polluting the 
atmosphere and the oceans, the planet is starting to cool down a little. All of the 
continents have regained a few miles of coastline. They’ve even started adding 
ozone to the upper atmosphere to block out ultra-violet. It’s kind of exciting to 
think I’ll be around to see a lot of the environmental damage repaired.”



Chris had landed at the Toronto Spaceport. Frank and Anna’s home was in 
Michigan, a peninsula state of North America. Michigan was almost completely 
surrounded by huge inland Lakes called collectively the Great Lakes. “I saw a 
map showing the Great Lakes as much smaller 300 years ago, with Michigan 
looked like a giant mitten,” Chris had said. “Do you think it will ever look like 
that again?”

“Not for a long time,” Frank had said authoritatively. “I’m not sure I want 
global warming reversed much more. Winters were awfully cold back then. I 
understand it was common for them to get up to two feet of snow. We’d have to 
move south if we started getting that kind of weather. I don’t think they’re 
planning to go that far with climate reversal.”

“It’s March now,” Anna said.” The weather will be quite comfortable for 
the next couple of months. Late June and July will be really hot and muggy. This 
is your first time on Earth isn’t it Chris?”

“Yes.”
“Well, you’ll see some incredible thunderstorms in July. The weather here 

is a lot more violent than what you get on Mars.”
Martian weather was generally fairly calm due to the minimal amount of 

moisture and clouds on the planet. Early in the terraforming process, Mars had 
transported six large, water-based comets to its surface. Combined with the water 
already on Mars, they had enough water to sustain a livable environment. 
Currently there was just enough water to meet the needs of the Martian 
population, and its dairy and agricultural farms, but they would need three times 
the amount available to grow forests on the Martian plains. 

Maybe then they would have thunderstorms on Mars, Chris had thought.
Anna had been right. Chris had thought the house was going to blow down 

during what turned out to be a fairly mild storm in late May. 
You couldn’t leave the house during the July storms. Frank had an 

assignment in Texas the first week of July and had managed to miss the first storm 
of the month through careful planning. He had also made sure Chris reached his 
assignment.

As part of his apprenticeship, Frank had set Chris up to work for a 
mechanic at a space ship repair shop. Frank had said it was “basic information 
every private detective needed to know.” The head mechanic, a friend of Frank’s, 
was always feeding him unusual tidbits of information: How to short circuit an 
engine or a computer; How to track a space ship by the wake thermal turmoil 
trailing behind it; How to bypass a ship’s computer and run a ship while standing 
at the engine controls.

During the month of June, he had worked as an elevator operator at one of 
the casinos. There, his assignment had been to memorize the face, height, weight, 



and clothing of everyone who got on the elevator. Gradually, he got better and 
better at it. Chris learned to take a mental photo of people as they entered the 
elevator with the blink of an eye. As his eyelids closed, he would attempt to 
memorize the details of the individual he had just seen. Opening his eyes, he 
would start the process again on the next person. After the passengers had boarded 
and everyone was facing the doors he would review the images a second time. As 
the passengers left he would double check to see if his “photos” were accurate. 

Frank and Anna had split the responsibilities of his training. Anna was in 
charge of his people skills and Frank was in charge of his technical know how and 
street smarts.

Chris had asked Anna about Terran laws regarding genetics and birth 
control after interviewing a woman who had Lupus. They had just gotten in the 
car and Anna was driving.

“The Doctors Union is part of it, though they’ll never admit it, and so is 
“The Church.” They both have a huge amount of influence with the government. 
On Mars, as I understand it, the government will pay for up to twenty fertilized 
eggs and the parents get to choose which one the mother becomes pregnant with. 
Here, the government is much more conservative. There are approximately thirty 
genetic diseases a citizen of Earth can use to legally select safe fertilized egg. 
They can only do five at a time, so their selection is limited and focused on 
avoiding certain specific genes. The government will only pay for the first five, 
‘if’ the couple has one of the selected genetic diseases. The official reasoning for 
this is to keep a wide spectrum of genetic diversity in the gene pool. Of course the 
rich are able to find their way around the laws if they want to. A lot of them go to 
Mars and come back pregnant. The poor are stuck with the luck of the draw, but 
if they’re true Christians they don’t really mind, and see egg selection as a sin.”

Chris’ thoughts turned to a conversation he had with Frank nearly a month 
before the end of his apprenticeship. They were about to wrap up a case they had 
been working on together. Their client had been a large corporation which 
believed information was being smuggled out and sold to their competitors.

They were sitting in a tavern in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Frank had 
discovered the place, and liked it because they served beer in frosted mugs. The 
lighting was low and works of art created by some local artist hung from the 
ceiling and were available for purchase. Chris had to admit beer tasted better in a 
frosted mug than it did in a warm glass. 

Frank must have decided it was time for a final evaluation. He got that look 
he always got when he decided the timing was right to tell someone something 
and he wanted to phrase things just right.

“Kid,” he said, “it’s been a pleasure working with you for the last two 
years. When you first arrived I didn’t think you had a prayer of becoming a 



private investigator. You came across as too innocent and naive, and with you it’s 
a part of your basic nature, not some act. But over the last two years I’ve watched 
it work to your advantage. People can tell you’re genuinely honest and they’ll 
trust you with information they wouldn’t share with me in a million years. 

“The problem begins with you believing everybody else is as honest and 
caring as you are. Now on Mars, you can probably get away with it, but here on 
Earth you’ve got to be a little more careful. Especially watch out for the corporate 
types. A lot of them are looking out for number one and only number one. They 
could give a rat’s ass who they hurt or who they step on. Watch yourself when 
you’re dealing with them.” Frank leaned back in his chair, took a drink from his 
mug, looked Chris directly in the eye and continued, “You learn fast. You’ve got 
a good memory and good observational skills. Those are the keys to being a good 
private investigator. Your martial arts skills may or may not come in handy. It’ll 
depend on what kind of cases you attract. I don’t know what kind of business 
you’ll see on Mars, but I know you want to do business with alien races, and if it 
can be done, Mars is the place to start from. I personally think doing business with 
aliens is a goofy idea, but to each their own. 

“Anyway, Kid, the bottom line is, I think you’ll make a good private 
detective. And don’t tell Anna I said that. I’ll deny it.”

The memory choked Chris up a little bit. It had been high praise coming 
from Frank.

Chapter 4

“The Gipper, now boarding at gate sixteen, for Corbin III. The Gipper, 
now boarding at gate sixteen, for Corbin III.” The announcement over the 
loudspeakers brought Chris back to the present. This was his ship.

Chris got in line to board the mining freighter. He was listed as an 
employee safety monitor, which would allow him to ask questions and roam 
around the mining facility easily. His instructions stated his paperwork and 
uniforms would be in his cabin waiting for him. The instructions suggested he 
wear a uniform while traveling on the freighter, just as a real safety monitor 
would be required to do. The freighter was carrying supplies, mail, and about 50 
miners who might become curious about a civilian traveling with them.

 According to the instructions, if he was recognized as a safety monitor, the 
miners would probably avoid making idle conversation with him. 

Standing in line along with approximately twenty miners, Chris got a good 
look at the ship. It was a giant silver football. He wondered about the safety of the 



ship. A few months ago a mining freighter had disappeared. Its captain had 
reported they were about to shift to fatal speeds, as standard procedure 79 
dictated. The ship was never heard from again.

It happened occasionally. There was no way of investigating it because 
there was simply too little info to work with. Communication with a ship, after it 
had shifted to fatal speeds, was not technology the League had agreed to share 
with the human race. The energy and manpower necessary for a search covering 
interstellar space was completely out of the question. Fortunately, the odds of a 
ship simply disappearing were something like 0.02 percent. Not really enough to 
stop anyone from space travel.

Chris reached the steward who was accepting tickets and handed him his 
paperwork.

The steward scanned Chris’ paperwork quickly and handed a section of the 
ticket back to him. “Everything seems to be in order, Mr. Black. Your cabin is on 
the third level. Follow the red line after you get off the lift, and you should have 
no problem finding cabin 342.”

“Thank you. Will the ship be leaving on schedule?”
“Yes sir. At this time everything seems to be going as planned.”
Chris got lost almost immediately. A steward helped him locate his cabin 

and opened the door for him. The cabin seemed very small, but well maintained. 
“I apologize for the size of the cabin, Mr. Black. We only found out this 

morning you were traveling to Corbin III with us, and all of the other suites were 
taken.”

Chris looked at the cabin and said with a grin, “I have no room to 
complain. I understand the miners are sleeping on cots in an open bay.”

The steward smiled quizzically at the possibility of a double entendre. “Yes 
sir. That’s true. Access to the ship’s computer is there, as well as the comm-link 
to the ship’s hospitality staff. If you need anything, don’t hesitate to call us.”

“Thank you,” Chris said as the steward left. 
Chris couldn’t help noticing he was receiving better treatment than the 

miners were. It made him little uncomfortable, but he decided to accept it as part 
of his cover.

After changing into his inspector’s uniform, he walked down the corridor 
and found a map of the third level. A viewing lounge and a bar/recreation center 
were both highlighted in red. The viewing lounge was on the way to the bar/rec 
center. 

Finding the viewing lounge with no problems, Chris looked at the screen. It 
was currently showing the spaceport landing field just outside the ship. As Chris 
gazed at the screen he noticed the Gipper was taking off. He could just feel a 
barely noticeable vibration through the soles of his shoes. He decided to stay in 



the lounge, hoping to get a closeup view of the six new comets orbiting Mars.
They would be lowered to the surface in a few weeks using antigrav 

tugboats. Melted into water, they would be used to start the first forest on Mars. 
He was disappointed. There was no sign of the comets. He left the lounge and 
continued on to the bar/rec center as the ship moved quietly on its way. 

The freighter left Mars’ primary gravmagnetic field, and began its 
acceleration to fatal speeds. Its force field came on line, allowing it to drill 
through the electromagnetic field and lower resistance. It was about to enter wave 
reality.

As a form of communication, wave reality was a constant flow of 
information expanding and interacting. Information from billions of years ago 
could be theorized by using current wave technology. There were limits, however. 
Turning the waves of the past into reliable info after billions of years of distortion 
was a process of translation. And every sentient race had its own way of 
translating, based on its own a priori belief structures.

The Belarian race, for example, communicated and thought in a language 
based on daily and yearly rhythms. For them everything was seen in terms of 
cycles. There was no beginning and no end and no such thing as a ‘real’ straight 
line. Straight lines were considered mathematical ideals. 

The League, on the other hand, was a group of alien cultures sharing the 
same language and physics, and saw everything in terms of their own linear 
mathematics. Their version of mathematics placed just as much importance on 
negative numbers as on positive. They believed in zero and in an infinity moving 
through time in all directions simultaneously.

The vast majority of sentient beings within the League chose not to expend 
energy on the distant past, instead preferring a philosophy of living in the present 
with a focus on the future. Most did not believe history repeated itself, but was 
useful in helping to accomplish goals. 

Chris himself practiced this line of thinking. He was a New Age Friend, as 
his parents had been. New Age Friends practiced a lifestyle philosophy, rather 
then a form of worship. It emphasized the responsibility of the individual for 
creating his own circumstances and future. Honesty and striving for excellence set 
the foundation of this philosophy. It was a good fit for Chris’ personality and well 
suited to living in an age of space travel and dealing with alien lifeforms. The 
philosophy itself was said to be sourced from an entity living in wave reality. 
Chris sometimes wondered about this, but he could find no fault with the info or 
premises New Age Friends followed.

Little was known about the life forms existing in wave reality. It was 
known some, if not all, were intelligent, capable of thought and communication. 
Some had communicated with humans by way of channeling, but the real 



instances of channeling were few and far between, and poorly documented. 
Communications were strictly on their terms, when and where they wanted. 
Common ground for communications was limited, as it often was between alien 
life forms.

What little the human race had been able to discover about wave reality life 
suggested they were interested in such topics as emotions, perceptions of reality, 
philosophy, and esoteric subjects. (Or perhaps these were the only topics life 
forms from such dramatically different planes of reality could share.) Their 
limitations and freedoms, as compared to matter-based life forms, were entirely 
different. That they were friendly seemed the most important observation. 

On occasion they would act like guardian angels and save some ship about 
to fly into disaster at fatal speeds. This kind of behavior inspired in many humans 
a feeling of being protected. The intense beauty of the rainbow/collage effect 
added a feeling of awe to the experience of moving at such dangerous speeds.

The question of whether wave reality was the location of life after death 
had never been answered, but the New Age Friends philosophy was based on this 
premise. Unfortunately, no one had been able to establish proof of this belief and 
as a result, the concept of life-after-death remained an unanswered question.

Chris was excited. He had been to Terra before, and to the water world 
Europa, with its incredible view of Jupiter, but he had never traveled outside the 
solar system. He was now becoming a true intergalactic traveler. He could hardly 
wait to get to Corbin III.

Everything seemed normal enough on the mining freighter as they shifted 
to fatal speeds. There were no alarms and everyone seemed at ease. Chris was in 
the slightly crowded bar/rec room. The only thing out of the ordinary was the 
robot parked in a corner of the room. He glanced at it curiously from his seat, 
then went back to planning his investigation on Corbin III. 

He was reviewing the employees who had vacations in the last year, which 
was almost everyone. Three names stuck out. All three had been on Corbin III for 
just over a month. Before transferring, each had taken a two week vacation. Chris 
surmised no one had known them when they arrived for their new assignments. 
Two weeks would have been plenty of time for accelerated training or, possibly, a 
double had arrived at Corbin III. Chris wondered if Intergalactic had already 
checked them out.

There were no records of an Intergalactic Mining investigation on the three 
in the files. This didn’t strike Chris as unusual, though. They would have wanted 
him to enter the investigation with a clear mind and no preconceived prejudices. 
Just the facts, please, just the facts.

He thought of Melody.
Melody was a sharp young woman who enjoyed living Chris’ on-the-job-



travels vicariously as much as she enjoyed sharing the pleasures of lovemaking 
and affection. She was soft and energetic in her lovemaking, and she seemed to 
enjoy Chris’ rougher nature. They had met a month ago and were still in the 
infatuation stage where they couldn’t keep their hands off each other.

They had made love twice last night. In the morning they had showered 
together and would have made love again, if Chris hadn’t been running late 
already. He smiled as he remembered their parting at his apartment door. She 
stood there, wrapped in a towel with her hair wet and clinging to her head. Her 
words of farewell had included some affectionate advice. “Don’t let the ‘Y’ 
chromosome that gave you a penis convince you to do anything stupid.”

Chris was abruptly brought back from his daydreams by angry voices at the 
bar. Five miners were yelling at the robot he had noted earlier. Chris didn’t 
understand what all the commotion could be about. People sometimes became 
frustrated with robots, but he had never seen one threatened by five people before. 

The robot was not of a design Chris had ever seen. Its body was made of a 
dark blue metallic substance. Centaur-like, it stood on four legs and had two arms. 
Each arm had approximately six tentacles it used as fingers. There was no head 
and Chris assumed its sensory and communications arrays were built in its upper 
torso.

Getting up and moving closer to the bar, Chris overheard the robot state “I 
am not one of your servant robots. I am a Gredorian, a member of an intelligent, 
sentient robot race, and a passenger aboard this spacecraft.”

“A Gredorian!” one of the miners responded. “I’ve heard of you 
motherfuckers! You and your friends want to take over the universe!” 

“Let’s take him apart and see what makes him tick,” another miner 
exclaimed.

“I and my race have no desire to control the universe. We are members of 
the League and of no threat to you. Please do not attack me. If I am attacked I 
will have to defend myself and one of you may be hurt.”

Chris decided it was time to intervene. “Excuse me gentlemen, this robot is 
with me. He and I are leaving now. If you have any complaints I suggest you take 
them up with your supervisors on Corbin III. In the mean time this robot is under 
the protection of Intergalactic Mining and I suggest you let us leave in peace.”

“Come, my friend,” Chris said to the Gredorian.
The Gredorian responded as Chris had hoped and  followed him quietly out 

of the rec room/tavern.
“Thank you, friend.” the Gredorian said after they had entered the corridor. 

“May I ask what your name is?”
“You’re welcome. And my name is Chris Black. What’s your name?”
“I have been given the human name Homer. It seems to make 



communications with humans easier.”
“It’s a pleasure to meet you. What happened back there?”
“I was observing the behaviors of human miners. The five men you saw 

approached me, and began to discuss my appearance and my possible purpose. I 
remained quiet, as a nonparticipating observer. One of them commanded me to 
get him a drink. I refused and explained my purpose here was to observe and 
record human behavior. It was at this point they became upset and then you 
intervened on my behalf. I find human behavior to be most confusing.”

“Human behavior can be very complicated. Even we humans don’t have a 
thoro understanding of it,” Chris said, empathizing. “I think you may have 
surprised them with your response. Some humans respond to broken expectations 
with fear, which they then convert to anger. The idea of a sentient robot probably 
frightened them as well.”

“That could explain the problems I have encountered on my mission to 
Earth. I have had very little success in understanding human behavior.”

“Your mission was to learn to understand human behavior?”
“To observe and study human behavior. Yes.”
“Why?” asked Chris.
“I am an anthropologist. We Gredorians are an eclectic race, and I was 

created to observe human behavior and gather information which might be useful 
to us. Communications from various traders suggested the human race can adapt 
quickly to unusual situations and have evolved very creative problem-solving 
skills. Although the League has extensive information on your genetic structure, it 
has very little regarding your cultural education. It has been determined human 
genetics provides only a foundation for behavior patterns. Cultural indoctrination 
can show how to best use the abilities you are born with. ”

“Were you able to find anything useful?”
“I do not know. Although I am programmed to interpret and evaluate 

information, I have not been able to understand human behavior and have been 
unable to evaluate it. Humans seem to have goals I am unable to comprehend. 
Human adaptability and problem solving skills may remain an unknown quantity 
to my race for some time to come. It will be necessary to find another way to 
study humans.” 

“Did you study any of our literature on psychology?”
“Psychology is the human word for the study of mental processes, and of 

emotional-behavioral characteristics. I was unaware humans had literature 
available on this subject. It was not suggested as an avenue of study by the Earth 
representative assigned to assist me. You believe examining human psychology 
literature would be useful? Does it discuss ‘status’ and ‘playing the game’?”

Chris looked at Homer oddly and wondered what kind of experience he had 



had while on Terra. “I’m sure there are references to those topics, and a lot of 
other topics as well.”

“Perhaps I will be able to study human psychology   literature from the 
ship’s computer before I transfer to the Allurian transport on Corbin III.”

“Am I correct in assuming you are returning to your home world?” asked 
Chris.

“Yes. I have been on Earth for ten days and am returning to Gredoria.”
Chris’ face showed some surprise. “Is ten days all the time you have 

available?”
“It was explained to me I had experienced all Earth had to offer for my 

research and staying longer would be a waste of my time.”
“Ten days isn’t enough time to study the human race. I don’t know if ten 

‘years’ would be enough time. Can you stay longer?”
“Yes, my stay could be extended to one League cycle, or approximately one 

Earth year. It could be extended indefinitely with approval from the central 
computer. But I do not see any purpose in extending it. The humans I met have 
displayed none of the creative problem solving skills we believed existed. It is 
possible the information we received was faulty.

“It’s probable the person who was assigned to assist you in your study of 
the human race wasn’t a good choice. Who was he?”

“His name was Ambassador Bentley. He was a United Nations 
representative for the state of New New York.”

Chris didn’t recognize the name, but he was immediately suspicious of a 
Terran politician assisting an alien in a study of the human race. “How did he 
assist you in your studies of human cultures?”

“Ambassador Bentley stated the best way to learn about human beings was 
to observe them and to spend time with them.”

“Where did you go to ‘observe them’?”
“I was taken to a United Nations meeting, two dinner parties, three 

shopping malls, a military training exercise, and allowed to view several hours of 
holographic entertainment,” answered Homer.

“Did you ever meet with any psychologists or scientists.”
“No. I was not aware you had specialists in those fields.”
“Homer, I’m afraid you were exposed to an absolute minimum of info 

about human culture by Ambassador Bentley. Come with me. I’ll set you up on 
the ship’s computer and you can do some reading on human psychology and 
anthropology. They’ll probably have only basic texts in the computer’s library, 
but should give you a foundation to work with.

Later, Homer expressed a fascination with the way the human mind 
worked. He was particularly curious about human emotions and imagination.



“Upon my return to Gredoria, I shall suggest the next anthropologist sent to 
Terra be programmed to study these traits.”

“I think,” said Chris, “a study of human emotions and imagination would be 
best. Wouldn’t it be a more efficient use of you’re time to stay and make the 
study yourself?” Chris asked. He then asked himself why he was concerned with 
the actions of a Gredorian. It bothers me to see someone give up so easily. And 
I’m willing to extend the definition of ‘someone’ to this sentient robot, he 
answered himself. It may also be I claimed his friendship, and he returned the 
claim.

“I am not programmed to make this decision. This decision would be made 
by our central computer.”

“I have heard other races consider human individuality to be one of our 
strengths. The ability to act and think independently, and with our own agenda, 
works to the advantage of both the individual and the human race. With the 
understanding I would help to educate you in the ways of humankind, wouldn’t it 
be intelligent to stay and continue your studies?” 

Chapter 5
 
Martha entered the engine room and spotted the damaged area immediately. 

The damage was extensive. Repairing it was not impossible, but it would take at 
least 30 hours of solid labor. She would be adrift for almost two days with only 
the company of herself, her implanted memories, and a corpse. Not an experience 
she was looking forward to. She still had weapons on line, so she could at least 
defend herself if necessary.

Opening the panel caused her stomach to knot. The circuitry was a mess. 
The ruptured plasma conduit had sprayed a small transformer and shorted out 
hundreds of microcircuits in the process. Nanites were starting to make repairs but 
this kind of complicated work would take them weeks without her help. 

Picking up a microwelder and a magnification visor, Martha started sorting 
through the damaged circuitry, planning to repair the more crucial circuits. 

“A ship is approaching,” the computer announced after Martha had been 
working for a few hours. She had come to the conclusion the repairs might take a 
full week, even with the combined efforts of herself and the nanites. A week was 
simply too long, but she seemed to have no other options. Both the pilot’s 
thoughts and the thoughts of the killer spoke of discipline and patience. Two 
virtues she was running short on. Martha was certain she couldn’t last another 



week with the memory implants. The notice of an approaching ship gave her a 
new wave of hope. If she could gain control of the other ship, she would be back 
in business. 

Going to a nearby vidscreen she spotted a ship in the distance. It appeared 
to be passing by, paying no attention to her. It was a midsized yacht, sleek with a 
powerful engine. The kind of vessel owned by the very rich. Martha hesitated to 
send out a signal, unsure of what kind of security such a ship might have, but her 
implanted memories seemed to give her a push. She sent the distress call. 

The response to her call was immediate. The yacht changed course and 
hailed her. 

The face of a healthy, middle-aged woman with short blue and green hair 
came on the vidscreen. “Stellar cruiser ‘White Hawk’ responding to distress 
signal. Captain Jackson speaking. Can we be of assistance?”

“Yes,” Martha stated. “My ship was attacked by pirates. We managed to 
escape, but the ship was badly damaged and I’m the only survivor. Oxygen is 
running low. Can you take me aboard?”

“That’s an affirmative.”
“Thank you.” Martha said, letting the genuine relief she felt be expressed in 

her voice. “Line up your entry port with this ship’s and I’ll extend the passageway 
to you.” 

“Understood. I’ll stabilize beside you and begin lining up our ports.”
Kill them. Kill all of them, the strange voice in her head echoed.

Captain Jackson checked her readings on the other ship. Only one life form 
registered. There were defin-itely signs of a battle and a high percentage of 
oxygen surrounded the other ship. The woman’s story seemed to fit the 
circumstances.

Still, the Captain hesitated. She was responsible for the safety of her 
passengers, a group of young women. One of the girls was the daughter of her 
employer, and the others were the daughter’s friends. They were on a one week 
excursion to Valencia, a human colony resort and vacation center. The whole trip 
centered around the purchase of the White Hawk and was part of breaking it in. 
This was the ship’s maiden voyage. 

It was an unwritten policy to offer assistance to ships in trouble. Captain 
Jackson had been helped on three separate occasions. One of those offers of 
assistance had saved her life. She, too, had been running out of oxygen.

Now, it was time to return the favor. The captain double checked her 
readings and used long range scanners to search for other ships. Finding none she 
began to position the White Hawk. 

“Our ships are aligned. Awaiting magnetic seal of extended passageway.” 



While waiting for the other ship to line itself up, Martha had sensed the 
killer’s ‘personality’, for lack of a better word. The killer’s personality had begun 
to predict the behavior of Captain Jackson by cross-referencing with the pilot’s 
memories. Much of this process was done on subtle levels of thought, rather than 
the more obvious verbalization thinking process. Martha found she understood the 
delay between Captain Jackson’s agreement to help, and the White Hawk’s actual 
movement. Drawing on the pilot’s donated memories, she knew they were 
scanning for other ships waiting to attack, and to see if the damage matched with 
her story.

Martha experienced mixed feelings. She felt fear with the realization the 
killer’s personality had enough control to cross-reference the pilot’s memories, 
but also a sense of pleasure and self-confidence from being able to predict 
someone else’s behavior so easily. The combination left her anxious. 

Martha knew she was the only life form aboard.Even a simple visual scan 
would show the pickup had been in a recent battle. There should be no reason for 
the other ship to doubt her story.

Once on board, she would have to take over the White Hawk. The pilot and 
crew would have to be killed, a foreign thought stated. No, Martha thought, 
There’s been enough killing. With all my strength and speed I should be able to 
take control without killing anyone.

The message came through over the intercom speakers, “Our ships are 
aligned. Awaiting magnetic seal of extended passageway.”

After setting the appropriate controls, Martha took a pistol-sized lasgun 
with her to the loading port. When the light flashed green, signifying an air tight 
seal had been established and pressurized, she opened her side of the passageway 
and floated across, hiding the lasgun behind her. There was a small change in air 
pressure as the other ship’s entry port opened and, without hesitation, Martha shot 
the darkened figure standing on the other side. 

Martha didn’t know what had happened. She hadn’t planned to kill anyone. 
Just the opposite, she had  wanted to take prisoners. What is happening to me? she 
thought.

As she stepped aboard the White Hawk, she immediately spotted a group of 
young women standing off to one side, eyes wide with horror and surprise. She 
realized she had to get control of herself quickly. Pointing the lasgun at them she 
decided to use them as slave labor for transporting the corbinite from the pickup 
to this ship. 

“You!” Martha said, pointing the lasgun at the youngest girl. “Get over 
here!”

The girl moved away from the group and closer to Martha, who grabbed 



her and put the lasgun to her head. The girl could feel the warm barrel of the 
lasgun pressing against the side of her head. Fear knotted in her stomach. 

“Now this is what’s going to happen,” Martha said slowly and clearly. “I’m 
going to turn the gravity wells down to ten percent on both ships and you girls are 
going to carry all the corbinite in the cargo bay back here and pile it neatly against 
the wall over there. Any screwups or escape attempts and I’ll kill your young 
friend here. Understood?”

The girls nodded, their eyes wide and frightened. Martha counted four of 
them, five with the young girl she was holding hostage. It was difficult to estimate 
the ages of people these days, but the girls appeared to be fifteen or sixteen years 
old with the exception of the one she was holding. She seemed to be about nine or 
ten. If they were standard Terran genetic stock, and there had been no slow down 
of their biological time clocks she could expect them to act as inexperienced 
teenage girls should. Passively. She didn’t want any excuse to kill the girls and 
hoped they behaved. 

The transfer of corbinite went smoothly, save for the clumsiness of the girls 
because they weren’t used to moving in low gravity. It was a little over an hour 
before the last bar was in place.

Martha was starting to have problems controlling her thoughts. She was 
afraid she soon wouldn’t be able to control her actions and wondered if she had 
already lost control. She hadn’t meant to shoot the woman standing in the 
doorway. It had just happened.

She was currently having trouble controlling the hand holding the lasgun. It 
kept drifting up and pointing toward the young girl’s head and her finger would 
begin to tighten on the trigger. She knew, on some deep level, a force inside her 
wanted to kill the girl she was holding hostage. She felt as though she were being 
torn apart inside. She was very confused. She feared she was losing control of 
herself to the implanted memories.

The young girl looked a little like her niece, Janice, with the same brown 
hair and big dark eyes. To maintain control she kept telling herself this was Janice 
and she couldn’t shoot her own niece. Martha remembered the gift Janice had 
gotten for her on Martha’s last birthday. Janice was a sweet girl and Martha’s love 
for her was immense. Martha stayed focused on the affection she felt for her 
niece. This seemed to work. Her arm stayed relaxed and the lasgun stayed pointed 
at the floor.

After the girls had finished, she locked all of them in one of the cabins and 
warned them not to try escaping. She dragged Captain Jackson’s body to the 
extended passageway and floated it into the pickup. She didn’t want anymore dead 
bodies lying around. It unnerved her, and this seemed to give the memory 
implants  more freedom. Before leaving, she remembered to clear the computer of 



its flight plan. Returning to the White Hawk, she went directly to the control 
room.

She didn’t know the access code for controlling the pickup remotely from 
another ship’s console, so she decided to tear away from it, knowing the extended 
passageway would simply shear off, as it was designed to do. She laid in the new 
course heading, admiring the control panel and the design of this ship’s systems 
(all the while knowing the admiration stemmed from memories not her own), and 
set the antigravity thrusters for maximum acceleration. She wanted to get back to 
the station as quickly as possible and have these memories removed. She was 
certain they were going to drive her insane if they weren’t removed soon. Insanity 
is freedom from guilt and responsibility, a stray thought flashed through her 
mind, frightening her even more.

I just have to make it back, she thought to herself. I can hold on until I 
make it back. Then I can have these memories removed and collect my reward.

She felt as though she were holding a mental door shut against a sea of 
memories threatening to overwhelm her. And then, as she finished the new course 
changes, a sudden wave of deja vu washed over her.

Martha hesitated to bring the thrusters on line. She felt disoriented and was 
losing her grasp of reality. She wasn’t sure where she was or who she was. She 
had been here before and yet she hadn’t. The mental door swept open in spite of 
her efforts. She pulled down the thruster control as a last effort before being 
overwhelmed. Her sense of identity, of who she was, seemed insignificant 
compared to the memories she was drifting through, floating in a world of 
experiences not her own.

The memories were flashes of sensations, images, and sounds. She 
remembered pain and guilt over receiving gifts. Hurting small animals and 
enjoying their pain as they writhed and tried to escape. The total control he/she 
felt as he plotted and carried out various crimes, some for profit, some to prove 
his superiority. There were people being killed. There were people being hurt. 
The feelings being felt during the crimes were always ones of superiority. The 
same feelings she had while stealing the corbinite and killing the guards.

Martha felt stunned and shocked as a memory of looking in a mirror flashed 
through her mind. The face looking back at her was familiar. It was the face of a 
well-known criminal and terrorist named Raymond Ginyit. So this was the 
criminal mind Liechter had used as a donor for her memory implant. 

He had no feelings of guilt. He did have feelings of fear. Fear of being 
caught. Fear of not being good enough in the eyes of others. Fear of not being 
able to control his desire to cause pain. Fear his sometimes overwhelming desire 
to inflict pain might cause him to slip up and allow his own capture.

There was also anger. A deep seated anger. An anger which seemed to have 



been there forever. All of the memories seemed to be drenched in anger. There 
seemed to be no happy memories. 

All normal experiences, experiences which should have produced some 
sense of happiness, were twisted through a perception process turning all the 
people in his life into enemies inferior to himself.

Within the collage of images and sensations, Martha held onto the thought 
she had used recently to help her maintain control of herself: The love she felt for 
her niece. As her psyche drowned in a flood of psychopathic memories not her 
own, she clung to this one memory, hoping it would keep her sane and bring her 
back from the nightmare that had become her mind.

The flood subsided and she was herself once again, sitting alone at the 
control panel of a stolen space yacht, with five young women held captive, and 
three tons of corbinite to be delivered to her new employers.

She thought about what Liechter had told her as she began her training and 
recovery. He had gone into more specific detail about the changes made to her. 
Martha remembered the fear welling up as he spoke of symptoms she could 
expect.

“You need to understand your strengths and limitations.”
“Will you be able to return me to normal after I complete the mission?” 

Martha had asked.
“Yes, but that’s not what we’re talking about right now. Stay focused or 

you’ll be punished,” the doctor had responded.
Martha had experienced the punishment collar before and she immediately 

became compliant. The pain the doctor could inflict through the collar on her 
neck was intense. It had caused her to pass out after moments of extreme agony 
the last time Liechter had become frustrated with her.

“Now, we have modified your bone and muscle structure, making them 
almost twice as dense as they were before. This will make you almost twice as 
strong as you were and much faster. We’ve had to increase the speed of your 
metabolism to support the new changes in your body. I didn’t have much to do 
with the changes in your body structure, so I can’t speak too authoritatively on the 
subject. 

“I’m the one responsible for implanting new memories in your brain. While 
you were unconscious I implanted two additional sets of memories from two 
separate donors. It was quite an accomplishment,” the doctor had bragged. 

Martha had looked into her own mind and found memories which were not 
her own. There were experiences she knew she had never lived through. The 
memories only frightened her more and she veered away from them, trying to stay 
focused in the present, desperately trying not to panic. There was a constant 
nagging awareness of them, calling distantly for her attention, waiting to be called 



to the surface and relived. She felt a kind of perverse curiosity, a desire to go 
searching for their darkest secrets, which she would have given into, if not for her 
nearly overwhelming fear.

“Now, there are certain precautions you’ll need to take. You should avoid 
using the memories casually. We implanted them because you’ll need them, but 
the more you use them the less control you’ll have over them.”

“What do you mean?” Martha asked.
“We have a mission for you to accomplish. To ensure the success of the 

mission we had to make certain changes. One of the changes was to increase your 
range of experience in certain areas. You need to be able to pilot a ship and deal 
with any emergencies that might arise, so I’ve installed the memories of an 
excellent pilot. You will have to plan and carry out a theft, and it is probable 
you’ll have to kill one or two people. For these situations I have implanted 
memories from one  of our greatest criminal minds.”

Martha was stunned. She felt trapped, and she was certain her life was in 
danger. “You said I shouldn’t use the memories. The more I used them the less 
control I would have over them. What will happen if I use the memories too 
often?”

“There won’t be any long-term damage,” the doctor said almost kindly. 
“Don’t worry about it. But overuse of the memories can cause a kind of cascade 
effect which can leave you confused and disoriented. I call it bleedover. If you’re 
not careful the memories could take control of your actions for short periods of 
time. When you return, we’ll remove the memory implants and you’ll be fine. 
Until you return, however, use the memories only when necessary. The more you 
use them the more they will surface without any concentration. You may 
experience some confusion in your thinking. If you hear thoughts in your mind 
that don’t seem to be yours, remember they are simply the habitual thoughts of 
the memory donor. They are not your thoughts. You are in charge.”

Martha paused, sitting in the pilot’s seat of the control room. She checked 
the controls and scanners to make sure nothing was amiss, and then told herself, 
“You are in charge.” She continued to recall what Dr. Liechter had told her while 
she was in his care.

“You can remove the memories?” Martha blurted, the answer to her 
question being the most important information in her life at the time.

“Yes. Of course. I’ll simply reverse the process of installing the implants.”
“What will you do? How is it done?”
Dr. Liechter smiled and warmed to one of his favorite topics. “I’m glad you 

asked. I have developed a technique which allows me to transfer a person’s 
memories to a holographic memory crystal. It involves stimulating a person’s 
brain to relive all their life experiences. I used near-death experiences as the basis 



for my work in stimulating their memories. By recording the neural activity in 
eight sections of the brain as it is reliving its life experiences I can translate and 
record the information. Once it’s in a hard crystal format I can transfer those 
experiences to another individual’s brain. Certain drugs and electromagnetic 
stimulants are used to maximize the effect and increase the processing speed. I’ve 
been working on the technique for years and am very pleased with the success I’ve 
had.”

“But how will you remove the memories?”
“Ah, well, in your case I have recorded the implants only in your short-

term memory. I have it set up so, with certain drugs and hypnotic suggestions, I 
can have the memories wiped from your brain completely. But only I can do it. 
Remember. I have also implanted two additional hypnotic suggestions. The first 
and most important is you complete your mission. This is your highest priority. 
The second is if any effort is made to erase or record the new memories, you will 
feel a great deal of pain. Pain so intense you will decide you can’t live with it. If 
you move your tongue around you will find a small lump in it.” Liechter paused, 
then continued, “When you decide it is time to commit suicide bite down hard on 
that lump. It will release a poison. But you already know that, I’m sure.”

After the doctor had said it, she did know it. The knowledge must have 
been included during the hypnosis. “Yes, I do,” she responded meekly. 

“And what is your mission?” Liechter asked.
“To steal three tons of corbinite from Corbin III.”
“Exactly!” said Liechter.
“And when I’ve accomplished the mission you’ll remove the memories?”
“Yes. And we’ll pay you a hefty reward as well. When you return with the 

corbinite you will be paid one hundred thousand credits and be given new 
identification papers.” 

“Can you give me my life back?” she asked.
“No, but we can pay you enough money so you can start a new one. A 

better one.”
Martha had thought about it. The only person she would really miss was her 

niece. And she was sure her niece would grow up just fine without Aunt Martha in 
her life. She decided to go along with the plan.

Refocusing on the present, Martha felt in control of herself again, but was 
aware of emotional changes from the implanted memories flooding her 
consciousness. She had given a lot of thought to what Liechter had said. She had 
to trust he could remove the memories. What choice did she have. But she knew 
the memories were influencing her. Every experience with the implants changed 
her slightly. And Martha was certain with every experience, the memory used 



transferred to her long-term memory and became a permanent part of her. 
She felt certain the doctor would not be able to remove her own 

experiences. She would carry parts of these implanted memories with her for the 
rest of her life. She was angry with Dr. Liechter. She wanted to punish him. To 
inflict pain on him. Actually, she wanted to kill him.

Frightened by the thought, Martha focused on the present and realized how 
hungry she was. A powerful appetite was one of the symptoms of her increased 
metabolism. She would think about killing him later. Right now it was time to 
find something to eat.

Before leaving the control room she noted where the ship had been heading 
prior to her course changes. Well, the girls won’t be making it to Valencia. A 
little real life experience will be good for them. Builds character.

She was unsure of the thought’s source.

Chapter 6

Homer and Chris were discussing religion. They were in Chris’ cabin, Chris 
lying on the bed with his head propped up by pillows and Homer folded 
compactly in a corner. Homer had absorbed a huge amount of information from 
the ship’s libraries, and his studies had cross-referenced religions. He was going 
on about the varieties of religions the human race had embraced, and wondering 
how one race could have so many analogies for reality.

“Homer. You are aware every human has his or her own genetic structure, 
and even twins, and triplets, aren’t exactly alike, because of experiential 
differences.”

“Yes. I have read in your literature genetic diversity is considered to be an 
important part of the survival of your race. Your theories of evolution emphasize 
mutations and diversity as being integral to your development as a species. 
Characteristics important to your survival, such as intelligence or superior eye-
hand coordination, were passed on to the next generation through survival and 
breeding of the fittest. As your race evolved, these characteristics became less 
important because technology and medical advances allowed the survival and 
breeding of individuals who, in previous generations, would have died or been 
considered unfit for procreation. As medical advances continued certain genetic 
diseases were eliminated from your gene pool. Martian laws are more liberal than 
Terran laws and have resulted in a more generic, but overall healthier population. 
Though the elimination of certain genetic diseases was allowed on both planets, 



laws created between the late 1980s and 2055 regarding human genetic 
experimentation and manipulation which might have replaced natural evolution 
were banned on Earth. How does the diversity of human genetics relate to the 
diversity of human religions?”

Chris blinked and paused for a moment. “We’re going to have to do 
something about your speaking patterns, but we’ll deal with it later. Consider 
every human being is an individual with his own genetic code, which includes 
genetic predispositions toward certain behavioral characteristics. Some individuals 
enjoy very organized living environments, while others prefer a certain amount of 
chaos. Some individuals have a gift for music, while others have a gift for 
mechanics. In regards to religion, to some degree, each individual human 
interprets the information given to him, and creates his own religion based on his 
life experiences and his genetic predispositions. No two people will agree 
completely on their religious beliefs, even if they attend the same church. They 
may agree in general, but there will always be subtle differences in 
interpretation.”

“Chris, are you suggesting each individual human is a separate culture with 
his own idiosyncracies and belief structures?”

“Yes, Homer, I am. We have many characteristics in common with each 
other, but how we interpret experiences and info varies from one individual to 
another, even if only slightly.”

“Perhaps your race should reconsider the concept of cloning. It would 
greatly simplify communications and stabilize behavioral patterns within your 
race.”

Chris paused again, feeling off balance and knowing Homer was completely 
innocent in his statement.

“Homer. Do you understand the concept of confidentiality?”
“Yes. It is a concept many races use to keep specific information from 

being shared with other individuals or general public records.”
“That’s correct. Are you able to keep information confidential?”
“When I return to my home world my memories will be shared with the 

central computer. Within those memories will be the agreement the information 
you share with me will not be made available to any other individuals or races. 
Only I and the central computer will have access to that specific information.”

Chris considered this briefly. “Good enough. Homer, I am a clone and I am 
asking you to keep all information about the fact I am a clone confidential.”

“Agreed. Considering your laws regarding cloning, I am surprised you have 
been allowed to exist.”

“Back in 2040, it was decided to punish the people who created human 
clones, but to treat human clones as fully human, with all the rights a normal 



person would have. Cloning was outlawed primarily because of human rights 
issues. There may have been a few individuals who wanted to use it as a form of 
reproduction, which in itself is questionable, but generally people wanted to use 
the clones for spare parts or for purposes of brain transplants as a way to extend 
someone’s life.”

“I don’t understand why this procedure would be considered a detrimental 
action. I was created for the specific purpose of studying your culture. When I am 
finished and return to Gredoria it is probable I will be dismantled and my parts 
used in the most efficient manner.”

“What if someone started dismantling your central computer?“
“Immediate action would be taken to defend the central computer.”
“Why?” asked Chris.
“It is the source of our existence. It provides direction and houses our 

historical information. Without it the Gredorian race would not exist. Within my 
program, protecting the central computer is equivalent to your survival instinct.”

“Completely understandable. And each human being, cloned or 
impregnated, is a culture and an individual identity. Our laws are designed to 
protect individuals and to foster an environment allowing individuals to grow and 
evolve to their maximum potential. Cloning an individual human, with the 
intention of using him for spare parts, or removing his brain so it can the donors 
brain can be transplanted, conflicts with the essence of our laws.”

“I understand,” responded Homer. “But what about for purposes of 
reproduction?”

“If an individual cloned himself for purposes of reproduction, he would be 
stagnating the process of evolution. Our evolution, both as individuals and as a 
race, is based on sharing, merging, and adapting. Taking the genes of two 
different people and merging them in the hopes of creating something better. 
Also, there are quality of life issues. Prior to the year 2040, there were two 
corporations cloning human beings. In both instances, the children were raised in 
institutional settings, and the results were disastrous. As with most sentient races, 
humans require a certain amount of love and nurturing, especially during their 
infant years. One of the children died before the age of four and the other grew up 
with all kinds of anger and self-destructive behavior patterns. She committed 
suicide at the age of twenty. There is also a record of a man who had a clone of 
himself created and raised the child as his son. In that case the child killed his 
father.”

“The human race is a very complicated culture. This is a valuable 
conversation. Thank you, Chris. May I ask about the circumstances which allowed 
you to be created?”

Chris gathered his thoughts as he tried to find the best place to begin. “My 



parents were kidnapped. They were on their way to Valencia at the time. The ship 
they were on was attacked by pirates. We don’t know what happened to the other 
passengers or crew members. It’s assumed they were sold as slaves. The ship 
reappeared a few years later with a different name and had been gutted into a 
cargo freighter. My birth mother and father were sold to a scientist on a space 
station well outside of the charted territories. The scientist was performing illegal 
cloning experiments. I’m the product of one of those experiments. He removed 
one of her eggs, removed her DNA from the egg, and replaced it with my DNA. 
He was able to fertilize it by giving it a mild electric zap, and then implanted the 
now fertilized egg into her womb, and let nature take its course. He did make 
some minor modifications to my genetic coding which resulted in making me a 
little taller and improved my digestive system. But other than that I’m a genetic 
copy of my donor. With the exception of what he looked like, we don’t have any 
other info about him.”

“Why do you want this information to be confidential? You are innocent of 
breaking any laws.”

Chris paused for a moment. Sometimes speaking to Homer was like 
speaking to a child. He lacked the cultural indoctrination making such questions 
unnecessary. “Originally, it was my parents idea, and the Martian government 
went along with it. They wanted my childhood development to be normal and 
healthy. They definitely did not want me to become someone else’s experiment. 
They told me about it when I turned twenty-one. It seemed like private info, to be 
shared only with close friends, or, under unusual circumstances like this.” Chris 
ended the sentence on a lighter note. He had begun to feel gloomy and wanted to 
shake it off. “I need a break. What cabin are you staying in?” 

After setting Homer up on the computer jack in his cabin so he could 
continue researching the ship’s library, Chris returned to his room and began 
reviewing what he would do when they arrived at Corbin III tomorrow morning. 

When he arrived, Chris was to proceed directly to the mining camp’s 
director, Henry Lee. When he met Mr. Lee he would ask for his opinion of 
possible “mole” suspects and share his thoughts on the three he suspected; Jake 
Latky, Owen Roberts, and Martha Apela. What Mr. Lee had to say would dictate 
his next step. He had familiarized himself with the most probable suspects. 

Nothing to do now, but wait, he thought. Might as well do some stretching.
Bending at the waist, Chris stretched his hamstrings and lower back, 

holding the position until it felt time to release. He then dropped to his knees and 
arched backwards contracting his back muscles slowly, while relaxing and 
stretching his stomach muscles. Chris continued doing a variety of stretches until 
it felt like he had done enough. He had developed a heightened awareness of his 
musculature and internal organs and knew what areas needed to be stretched and 



massaged. 
Lying on his back, in the shavasana (or corpse) position, he relaxed his 

muscles pair by pair starting with his toes and feet and ending with the muscles in 
his face and head, he prepared to go into a light meditative trance. His breathing 
slowed. He imagined lifting out of his body and steadily pulling away, seeing the 
ship as though it had no hull. He visualized six floors of passenger space and 
cargo bays. There were antigrav thrusters in the rear and a control room at the 
front. Pulling away further, he viewed the ship with its hull once more intact, and 
still with a sense of his body inside, as the ship moved against a background of 
ultra-space multicolors. Pulling back still further, much further, he located Sol, 
and then the Tiraneous Twins, the stars Corbin III circled. He watched the ship 
traveling between the two star systems. From here he returned to his body.

Remaining in a meditative state, Chris considered what had sparked the 
emotional turmoil he had felt near the end of his conversation with Homer. 
Obviously, he thought, it had been the issue of cloning. 

Most Martians had genetic predispositions to excel at mathematics and 
technological skills. They tended to be the same average weight and height. Chris 
had no problem blending in physically because he was of average weight and 
height, though he was a little leaner and more muscular. But he was terrible at 
anything more complicated than basic geometry.

Even before his parents had told him about his genetic origins, he had been 
confused by his inabilities to perform tasks in school his peers had found easy. 
Counseling had helped and he had found he had strengths other students lacked. 
Gradually he had become more comfortable and accepting of himself. 

After the initial shock of learning his origins, he had thought he was 
comfortable with the idea of being a clone. Apparently not. 

He had never told anyone of his origins, not even his closest friends. He 
was afraid they would see him differently, no longer as an equal. Although he had 
nothing to be ashamed of, if he was responsible for creating his own reality, a 
basic theme in the New Age Friends philosophy, then he was responsible for 
choosing how to deal with this. He might choose to keep it a secret, or he might 
choose to share it with certain close friends. He would “not” broadcast it to the 
universe and take on the role of a victim.

Increasing his breathing slowly, he opened his eyes and rolled to his feet. 
The meditation had left him feeling more confident and more focused. The 
emotional turmoil stirred up after his conversation with Homer had calmed. He 
knew who he was and what his mission was.

Relaxed but not tired, Chris decided to take a walk to the viewing room and 
stare out the giant port window. He arrived and found the room empty, giving 
him his choice of seats and views. Selecting a comfortable chair, he stared out the 



window. The view was hypnotic and his thoughts turned to Homer’s experiences 
on Terra.

He didn’t know why Bentley had done such a terrible job of assisting 
Homer’s studies of human culture. Was it laziness and incompetence or devious 
politics? Politicians and salesmen. Chris could only hope humans would evolve 
past the need to create illusions for personal gain.

Mars and Terra were very different worlds and he wondered if they would 
continue to grow further apart. The most obvious difference was population 
densities. Terra had a little over seven billion people living on it. Mars had less 
than one hundred thousand concentrated in three major cities and their 
surrounding areas. Terra had strict birth laws in place, allowing a woman to have 
only two children, but somehow the populations of India and China continued to 
grow. Mars had tight immigration laws, but no population control laws. With 
families on Mars choosing to have one or two children, the population had stayed 
stable for the last fifty years. There was even talk of developing birth incentives if 
the population started to shrink.

As a result of their planets smaller population, the people of Mars had a 
much richer lifestyle than the people of Terra. Education was the primary focus of 
Mars’ government and tax dollars. It included biofeedback techniques and yoga 
training, as well as a heavy emphasis on art, physics, and math. In addition, alien 
languages were beginning to be viewed as a high priority because more and more 
Martians were seeing interstellar trade as the future of Mars. The corbinite mines 
would run out in approximately seventy years and Mars would need another 
source of revenue.

Terra had developed a small list of legally correctable genetic diseases, 
ranging from Altsheimers to Multiple Sclerosis. Mars had no such list, allowing 
couples to select the fertilized egg of their choice. Obesity and predispositions 
toward overeating were considered genetic defects on Mars, while on Terra it was 
illegal for parents to make choices based on those genes. Poor health was rare on 
Mars, and on Terra there weren’t enough hospitals and doctors to care for all of 
the sick. The elimination of genetic disorders and biofeedback/yoga training 
allowed Martians to live an average of 150 to 200 years, while maintaining good 
health. Most Terrans lived to an average of 90 years with the help of medications.

After the Martian revolution in 2190, the colonists had instituted a 
constitution very similar to that of the old Canadian System. They had also seen 
the damage uncontrolled population growth could have on a planet, and were 
committed to maintaining a balanced, stable, somewhat minimal population. From 
the very beginning of colonization, the United Nations had screened colony 
applicants for physical and psychological health. After the revolution, 
immigration to Mars became even more difficult. Potential immigrants had to pass 



the health tests plus an IQ test. There were exceptions, however. Certain gifted 
artists and scientists had been invited to Mars with fully funded research grants 
awaiting them, regardless of their IQs or physical health. Mars became known as a 
wonderful place to live if you could get in, and gradually many of the brightest 
and most adventurous people on Terra moved to Mars, much as had happened in 
the United States during its colonization and again during World War Two. 

This transfer of creativity and intelligence, combined with its small 
population, had given Mars an edge over Terra on many different levels. The 
Martian government operated more quickly and efficiently because it was so 
small. Elected officials were few because people voted directly on issues using 
their comm systems. Good ideas were funded quickly and were based on merit 
rather than political connections. Technical research and interstellar trade were 
fast becoming the primary sources of income for Mars. 

It was more efficient and less confusing for alien races to trade on Mars, 
rather than on Terra, because Mars used only standard League trade laws. Terra 
used trade laws based on old ideas that didn’t include interstellar business customs. 
And those laws seemed to change from year to year depending on the political 
climate. Very few traders wanted to deal with the chaos of doing business on 
Terra. Trade goods destined for Terra invariably had to be picked up on Mars by 
the Terran owners or their representatives. 

In spite of its emphasis on technology, Mars still maintained a pioneer 
culture. Laws were few and the individual was responsible for his own problems 
and solutions. Individuality and freedom were words inspiring passion, even 137 
years after the revolution. 

Chapter 7

Behind him, Chris’ sensitive ears picked up the sound of footsteps. If I 
listen hard enough, Chris thought to himself, I’ll bet I can hear that person’s 
clothing rustle.

The footsteps moved closer and he could just make out the sound of fabric 
rubbing against fabric. The footsteps stopped immediately behind his seat. Chris 
was slouched in the seat, and he wondered if the other person knew someone else 
in the room. With just the slightest reflection from the viewing glass, Chris could 
make out the outline of a man. The outline made a sudden movement with its 
hands, and Chris’ intuitive reaction was to slide down into the seat and grab the 



man’s wrists as he reached for Chris’. They were both momentarily frozen in 
position. Chris realized the man was holding a cloth smelling like some kind toxic 
chemical.

His opponent realized Chris had eluded being drugged and now had a clear 
view of his face. Chris recognized the man as the one he had seen at the spaceport.

Continuing to hold the man’s wrists, Chris twisted around to face the man 
in a standing position as he held his opponent off balance, and with the man’s 
forearms now crossed. He leaned back, dragging the man halfway across the chair 
and into an even more awkward position. Taking full advantage of his lucky 
maneuver, he kicked the man hard in the forehead with his knee, knocking him 
out. 

Dragging him to the floor, Chris used the man’s jacket to bind his wrists 
together tightly behind his back. Searching him for papers or some kind of 
identification, Chris avoided touching the chemically laden cloth, not wanting to 
contaminate it with his fingerprints, DNA, or body oils. He wanted no confusion 
about who was attacking whom. 

The man carried no identification, but Chris did notice his knuckles were 
heavily calloused, suggesting martial arts training.

This is not good, he thought. This means there’s more then one operative 
inside Intergalactic Mining and they knew I was coming. 

Going to the room’s comm system, Chris activated it and said, “Computer, 
contact ship security and tell them there has been an attempted assault in the 
Viewing Room on level three. Have them send a security detail immediately. 

“Complying,” the computer responded.
The first thing I’ll have to do is make sure Henry Lee is clean. Now, how 

am I going to do that? I could use the nanite telepathy system, but if he is clean 
I’ll have wasted it. There are other ways.

The mining freighter landed on schedule. As Homer and Chris departed the 
vessel, Chris was given a pair of sunglasses by an attendant. The attendant looked 
briefly at Homer with a confused expression, and then shifted his attention to the 
next arrival, handing out another pair of sunglasses. Homer and Chris walked 
across the landing pad, side by side.

Chris looked around briefly before putting on his sunglasses. The twin blue 
suns blended into the aqua blue sky and created an eerie lighting effect. They were 
bright enough. Too bright for the naked human eye. But the blue tint seemed to 
reflect off everything, giving Corbin III a look of coldness in direct contrast to the 
actual temperature.

It was hot. Chris was beginning to sweat and he’d only been outside for a 
few minutes. An aroma of something like nutmeg was in the air. With the 



exception of the people moving around him, Chris heard no natural noises. The 
planet “sounded” dead. Not even a breeze.

“Will this environment damage you in any way, Homer?” 
“No. The atmosphere and temperature are well within my safety 

parameters.”
Chris put on his sunglasses and looked at the spaceport they were walking 

towards. It was a large two story, rectangular building constructed out of a 
combination of brown stone and metaglass. Chris assumed the stone came from 
the mountains in the distance.

They entered the spaceport terminal and Chris was momentarily confused 
by its unfamiliar layout. He attempted to get his bearings and locate an 
information desk or some other means of finding Henry Lee.

“Would Christopher Black please report to the information desk. 
Christopher Black, please report to the information desk.”

“Nothing like drawing attention,” Chris said to Homer. “I wonder what’s 
going on?”

Making their way to the information desk, Chris recognized his contact, 
Henry Lee, from a photo in the files he had been given. Mr. Lee was much taller 
than Chris had expected. (Chris rarely expected anyone to be a full head taller 
than himself and Henry Lee was at least that tall.) He was easy to spot in a crowd.

Mr. Lee saw Homer first (Homer stood out even more than Mr. Lee, with 
his four legs and dark blue metallic skin), and then noticed Chris.

“Well, Homer, let’s see if we can find out whether Mr. Lee is a friend or a 
foe. The tall man at the info booth is Mr. Lee.”

As they neared, Lee extended his hand and Chris shook it. “Things have 
changed Mr. Black. The corbinite was stolen last night.”

Chris was dumbstruck for a moment, but recovered and proceeded with his 
plan. “Who stole it?”

“A woman named Martha Apela.” 
“How much was stolen?”
She took approximately three tons. But this is now more than a theft. She 

killed six security guards. Murder has been committed. I’m authorized to offer 
you your daily pay guaranteed, plus 50,000 credits to bring back the corbinite and 
Martha Apela.”

Chris didn’t bat an eye. “I accept. I’m assuming you’ve already 
communicated with the office on Terra by way of carrier pigeon.”

Carrier pigeons were missiles traveling at fatal speeds and carrying 
messages and info back and forth. Radio waves took hundreds of years to travel 
the distances from the colonies to Terra. Carrier pigeons were the fastest and 
cheapest way the human race had for communicating across light years of 



distance.
“Yes. I sent one off right after we discovered what had happened and they 

immediately sent one back giving me authorization to renegotiate your contract 
and to help you in any way I could.”

“Good,” Chris said. “How did she transport the corbinite off planet?”
“We’re not real sure yet. We’ll go over to the security office. They’ll have 

the current update.”
“When were the crimes discovered?” Chris asked, wondering how old the 

trail was.
“This morning during shift change.”
“How did she kill the guards?” 
Lee looked as though he wanted to be sick. “As best we can tell, she killed 

them with her bare hands. I knew all of those guards. Three of them had families. 
I had to tell their spouses this morning.”

Chris decided to switch to empathic mode. “This must have been quite a 
shock for you.”

“You can say that again. I still can’t believe what happened to those guards. 
Broken necks, caved in skulls. I vomited twice.”

“You’re not used to extreme violence here.”
“No. This is a very peaceful community. Everyone knows each other. This 

kind of thing has never happened before. The worst thing we’ve ever had has been 
a couple of drunken brawls. And having to tell their spouses. I still haven’t let 
them see the bodies. I’ll have to let them see them soon.”

“You’re concerned about how the spouses will react when they see how 
badly the bodies are maimed.”

“Yes. Absolutely. They’re in shock now, but I have no idea how they’ll act 
when they see the bodies. There’s going to be a lot of grief to deal with.”

“You mean, like with professional counselors.”
“Yes. Exactly. We have to get some professional counselors in here. As 

soon as possible. Maybe I can stall on letting the bodies be viewed.”
It sounded to Chris as though Lee had moved out of processing his 

emotions and into problem solving mode very quickly, which was just fine with 
Chris. Continuing to create a baseline of behavior requiring memory answers or 
thinking answers, Chris now asked, “How long have you been on this planet?”

Lee looked surprised at the change of subject, and then moved his eyes to 
focus on a spot in the upper left hand corner of his field of vision. “About two 
years.”

“What’s the name of your chief of security?” Chris asked, already knowing 
the answer.

“Captain Javis.”



“How long has he been here?”
“A little less than a year,” Lee answered.
“Did you know Martha Apela very well?” 
“No. I’ve spoken to her maybe twice during the month she was here. Once 

when she first arrived and another time at a party.”
“During the times you spoke to her, what was discussed?”
“Well, the first time I spoke to her, I was welcoming her to Corbin III and 

explaining how things worked. And, as I always do, I told her if she had any 
problems with her immediate supervisor she couldn’t resolve, to come and see me 
and we’d work things out.”

“What did the two of you talk about at the party?”
“It was very brief. I asked how things were going and she said things were 

going fine. She said she was very comfortable here,” Lee answered with a shrug 
of his shoulders. 

“Do you remember seeing her with anyone on a regular basis?”
“No, but if you want I’ll ask around.”
“No, don’t worry about it for the time being. Oh, before I forget, there was 

a man who attacked me last night and is being held on board the Gipper. I believe 
he has something to do with the theft. We’ll want to interrogate him.”

“I’ll make arrangements for him to be brought to our security office,” Lee 
said.

“Homer, maybe this would be a good time to access the colony’s library. I 
can see some terminals available over near that window.”

“Alright, Chris,” Homer said agreeably.
“Why don’t you lead the way to the security office, Mr. Lee?” Chris 

suggested. “Oh, and I need to stash this bag someplace safe. I think I’ll put it in 
one of those lockers.”

Chris was glad he hadn’t activated the nanite telepathy system. 

Chapter 8

Aboard the White Hawk, Martha sat at the control panel in the cockpit. The 
girls had been moved to the rec room of the interstellar yacht. It had a bathroom 
and a fully stocked refrigerator/stasis unit. Martha had nothing to occupy her mind 
with, and desperately wanted a distraction to focus on. 

The remnants of the original Martha were feeling some remorse about the 
people she had killed. She thought of the first guard she had killed. Was it only 
two nights ago? she wondered. She had known the guard’s location on the first 



floor from previous “casings”. With little conscious thought, Martha had silently 
approached the woman from behind. She was still surprised at her own cat-like 
movements. Without hesitation Martha rammed her fist into, and partially 
through, the security guard’s head. Martha was shocked at the damage she had 
caused, but the shock quickly wore off and was replaced with a sense of power.

The next guard had been dispatched just as easily. A simple twist of the 
head a little further than it was designed to go. The crackling noises had sent a 
thrill through her body and aroused her sexually. She had felt more powerful after 
killing the six security guards than she had ever felt in her life. The last guard she 
had played with, breaking his arms and legs before caving in his skull.

Sitting here in the pilot’s seat of the White Hawk, Martha realized these 
feeling had been sourced from Raymond Ginyit. Those kinds of feelings had been 
completely foreign to her prior to the memory implants. She now suspected the 
implants were much more dangerous than she had been told. She wondered what 
kind of training Ginyit had received to kill so quickly and efficiently. Martha 
dared not go digging into his memories for fear of another flood of experiences, 
fear the memories would take over what little control she still seemed to have over 
herself.

The victims are weak and useless, good only for expressing your power to 
the world, a foreign thought counseled.

It would take another ten hours at fatal speeds to arrive at Cavanaugh 
Station. Martha desperately wanted to have the memory implants removed. She 
felt as though she had made a deal with the devil and her soul was forfeit.

Chris was introduced to Captain Javis, the chief of security for Corbin III. 
Javis was a few centimeters shorter than Chris, and lean with bad posture. Chris 
suspected he had hyperextended knees and this was the source of his misaligned 
stance He watched as Javis gave orders to his staff and asked why none of the 
satellites were operational. The satellite technician explained a visual inspection of 
the satellites would have to be made before he could give any kind of report.

Javis listened quietly and said, “Hold off on performing any inspections. I 
may need you down here.” 

Lee interrupted to ask Javis for an update on the investigation.
Chris’ immediate assessment of Javis was of someone who was friendly and 

easy going, but in over his head. He seemed dazed and confused. Chris wondered 
if the man had achieved his position as chief of security by way of the Peter 
Principle (the seniority based promotion of someone to a position they can’t quite 
handle), or if he had gained the job through family connections.

“Well, there has been no change since my last report. I can’t get anything 
from the satellites, so I have no idea where the truck she stole is located. Right 



now, I’m just trying to get this place in some kind of order. I can’t get anything 
done until I get things organized,” Javis said with a bewildered look.

“Which way did they go?” asked Chris. Which way did they go? echoed in 
his mind playfully.

“We don’t know. There’s a sandstorm every night in this area. The storm 
covered her tracks. My best guess is west.” Javis answered, giving Chris the 
impression he had no idea.

Chris didn’t know which way west was, but he did know Javis was someone 
he could become impatient with very quickly. Giving Javis a perplexed look, he 
decided to take control of the situation and politely asked, “And which way is 
that?”

Javis stared back at Chris for an instant and then averted his eyes, while 
pointing and saying, “That way.” 

Chris’ hand went to the medallion he was wearing under his shirt. This was 
the device Chester had shown him last. He hadn’t been sure about its usefulness 
because it was fairly primitive technology, being no more than a miniature video 
camera, a short range radio, and a few miniature antigrav motors for lift and 
directional control, but had taken it as part of a package deal at Chester’s 
insistence. He was now glad he had let Chester talk him into it. 

Shifting his attention to Lee, Chris said, “I’ll need a fast land vehicle and a 
driver who knows the area.”

Lee looked at Chris with relief on his face. “I’ll arrange it.”
“I’ll go with you,” Javis said.
Chris looked Javis directly in the eyes and stated quietly, “Captain Javis, we 

need to come to an understanding. As Mr. Lee will confirm, I’ve been put in 
charge of tracking down Apela and the corbinite. Mr. Lee has been given 
directives to assist me in any way he can, and I’m assuming those directives 
extend to you and your staff. I will be happy to accept any help and info you and 
your staff can provide. However, make no mistake, I am in charge of this 
investigation from this point forward. Please make arrangements to have a ship 
for this technician,” Chris nodded at the man who needed to make a visual 
inspection of the satellites, “and whoever he needs, take off within the next fifteen 
minutes to perform their inspections. Also, please make arrangements to have the 
prisoner on the mining freighter transferred to one of your holding cells here for 
questioning. When I return from tracking down the stolen truck I’ll want to 
interrogate him.”

Javis’ face went slack as though someone had cut the power to it. A 
hangdog expression developed and he said, “Will there be anything else, sir?”

Chris felt sorry for the man and responded, “No, thank you. Not right now. 
Shall we go make arrangements for a vehicle and driver, Mr. Lee?”



Mr. Lee looked pleasantly surprised. “Yes, let’s go.” 
Lee went to make the arrangements, giving Chris an opportunity to return 

to the spaceport and compare notes with Homer.

They were in a quiet corner of the spaceport, near the data jack Homer had 
been plugged into.

“Well, the surprise of murder and theft might have caused some unusual 
behavior patterns in Mr. Lee, but I didn’t pick up anything suggesting he was 
lying to us, or may have been an accomplice. How about you?” Chris asked 
Homer. 

“No, Chris. I observed no evidence of microexpressions, nor did he seem to 
be answering a memory question with a thinking answer. I observed none of the 
symptoms of lying you described. I must conclude he was telling the truth.”

Homer had been on the lookout for microexpressions. People could control 
their body language up to a point, and some were better than others, but typically 
they would make minor slips expressing their true feelings. They might say “yes”, 
but shake their head “no” just slightly. 

“So, Mr. Lee is clean. Javis, the head of security, is a possibility, but there 
should have been no way for him to have known we were coming. I’ll ask Lee if 
there was any way Javis could have known. For the time being I’m going to 
assume whoever made the arrangements for me to be taken out of commission got 
their info from a spy inside Intergalactic Mining’s main headquarters.”

“Chris, I am finding this concept of lying difficult to incorporate into my 
processing centers. Also, I have large amounts of information from our 
conversations and from my library studies I need to assimilate. I will have to shift 
into sleep mode soon.”

Chris looked at Homer with some surprise. He hadn’t been aware the the 
sentient robot slept. “When would you like to go to sleep?” 

“Sometime within the next four hours would br appropriate.”
“We’ll find a safe place for you to sleep sometime in the next four hours, 

Homer.”
“Thank you.”
“Oh,” Chris said. ”You might want to observe the people here. I don’t 

know if you’ll get another opportunity to see a community of humans grieving 
over the loss of friends and loved ones.” 

Chris left Homer to continue his studies of the colony library’s info on 
human psychology and went outside. Standing in the light of the two suns, Chris 
took the half-sphere off his medallion and made some adjustments to its controls. 
The half-sphere floated upward and the medallion’s screen came on, showing a 
view from the floating camera’s eye. The camera continued to float straight up for 



several hundred feet and Chris made adjustments to the zoom-in lens, as he 
scanned for some sign of Martha Apela.

As he worked the controls, Chris thought of Homer and their conversation 
on the Gipper about reading Henry Lee. Homer had been shocked by the idea 
humans might deliberately deceive each other. None of the League member races 
viewed lying as acceptable behavior. The idea of investigating missing supplies 
was understandable, but deliberate theft and lying had been difficult for him to 
comprehend.

“Homer, would you help me to assess whether or not an individual has been 
involved in a crime?”

“I would be happy to help you, Chris. What would you like me to do?”
“When humans lie there are a variety of body language clues they display. 

One is called microexpressions, which is a discrepancy between what they are 
saying verbally and actions or facial expressions suggesting they believe or are 
feeling something else. A microexpression lasts for about a fifteenth of a second. 
It might be a quick, almost unnoticeable shake of the head meaning ‘no’ while the 
person is saying ‘yes’, or there may be a brief expression of fear while the person 
is expressing confidence.

“Another way of spotting when someone is lying is to watch his eyes. 
Traditionally, when humans are remembering, their eyes will focus on an 
imaginary point in either the upper left or right hand corner of their field of 
vision. When someone is thinking or creating an answer in his mind, they will 
look in the opposite upper corner. If you ask someone a question requiring an 
answer based on his memory and he looks in the area normally used for thinking, 
there’s a high probability he’s lying. It’s best to ask a stranger a series of 
unimportant questions to develop a baseline of behavior. Then you have 
something to compare with when you ask the real questions.”

“Do humans lie very often, Chris?”
“Some do, Homer. Usually, people lie out of fear. Fear of hurting someone, 

fear of being caught in a mistake. Some people lie deliberately in an effort to 
manipulate other people into accomplishing some kind of short term goal. I 
believe most people are honest most of the time. The occasional lie, out of fear or 
stupidity, I’ll forgive, because humans aren’t perfect and make mistakes every 
once in a while. I personally try to avoid people who are casual about lying and 
use it as a tool to accomplish their goals. 

“On my own world, a Gredorian knowingly communicating misinformation 
would be repaired or eliminated. I am astonished humans are allowed to 
deliberately misinform each other.”

“Well, we don’t eliminate them, but if they cause too much damage we do 



try to reeducate them, or, at the very least, isolate them so can’t do any further 
damage.”

“I am now concerned I may have been lied to on several occasions during 
my visit to Earth. The info I recieved might be inaccurate.”

Chris felt sympathy for Homer. “Most of it probably wasn’t. I think they 
did a poor job of providing info, but I doubt they gave you inaccurate facts. My 
advice is not to dwell on it. Just be aware sometimes humans may lie to you. As I 
said, I believe most humans are honest most of the time, and I try to stay aware of 
the symptoms of lying, especially with people I don’t know or don’t trust. Do let 
me know if you think there was something specific you may have been lied to 
about.”

“The human we will be interviewing...”
“Henry Lee is his name.”
“Why do you suspect he is involved in the plans to steal corbinite.”
“I don’t suspect him. But a limited number of people knew about my 

mission, and someone made arrangements to try and get me out of the way. For 
my own personal safety, and for the success of my mission, I have to know if 
Henry Lee was involved.”

 
Coming back to the present, Chris spotted a truck and campsite on the small 

vidscreen. The truck was empty and it seemed unlikely Martha Apela might still 
be there. The campsite was east, not west, of the mining community. His respect 
for Javis went down another notch. 

A two-person hovercraft pulled up. Chris showed the driver where they 
were going using the floating eye. The driver said the site was about twenty 
minutes away. 

Chris got in the hovercraft. “Let’s go.” 
Arriving at the location, Chris was not surprised to find nothing had 

changed. The tent was still there and no one was in it. Marks in the sand suggested 
a small ship had landed and the corbinite had been transferred to it. Two separate 
sets of footprints marked the sand. The two individuals had approximately the 
same weight, based on the depth of the footprints, but one was taller. The length 
of the stride was longer. 

Chris checked the inside of the tent and found nothing but a few cooking 
tools and a pile of small bones, what looked like the remnants of someone’s 
dinner.

Chris called to the driver who had been inspecting the pickup’s landing 
marks, “Get security on the radio and give them our location. I’ll be there in a 
minute. Also, avoid walking in this area. We don’t want to contaminate it before 
security gets here.”Chris inspected the ground carefully. Only one other person 



had helped Apela load the corbinite.
Had they known where to meet well in advance, or did Apela have 

some sort of homing device? Chris wondered. Did the pickup deliver the corbinite 
to a nearby ship or was it fitted with fatal speed equipment? Where are they taking 
the corbinite?

Walking to the two-person skimmer, Chris accepted the radio from his 
driver, a young man with dark curly hair who didn’t talk much. “This is Chris 
Black. Is Captain Javis there?” 

“No, sir. Captain Javis isn’t available right now. May I take a message?”
“Is he anywhere close by?” Chris asked.
“No, sir. I’m afraid I don’t know where he is.” 
“Please inform Captain Javis we have found the empty truck, and evidence 

suggesting the corbinite was transferred to a small cargo ship with the help of one 
other person. Tell him I would like a security crew sent out to take holographs of 
the site and to give the area a thoro examination. My driver and I will be 
returning shortly. Any news from the tech crew examining the satellites?”

“They’re in the process of checking out a second satellite. Both it and the 
first one were badly damaged by laser fire.”

“Very good. Inform the tech crew to make finding out which satellite was 
the last one to be attacked their number one priority. Please tell them I’ll need that 
info as quickly as possible.”

“This is Captain Javis, Mr. Black. We need to get a couple of satellites 
operational. Without those satellites we’re completely blind and our security is 
compromised.”

Sorry, Captain Javis, but my orders stand. They can begin repairs after they 
determine which satellite was last hit and its location at the time it was 
incapacitated.

No response came from the other end.
“Has the prisoner from the freighter been transferred to a holding cell in 

security?”
“Yes, he has,” said Javis. “He arrived a few minutes ago.
“Good. Thank you. We’ll be returning immediately. Over and out.”
After returning to the mining community, Chris located Henry Lee with 

fairly minimum effort (Lee was in his office) and gave him an update on the 
investigation.

“What’s the fastest long-range ship you have available? Something with 
some fairly high-tech sensory equipment.”

Henry Lee thought for a moment. “I think the ambulance is your best bet. 
It’s fast, long-range, and the most modern ship we have.”

“Sounds perfect. Do you have a good pilot to go with it.”



“I’ll assign Kelly Turner. She’s officially assigned to the ambulance. 
Between you and me, she’s one of the best pilots I’ve ever seen.”

“We may have to do some extensive traveling and we may be gone for as 
long as two or three weeks. Also, it might get a little dangerous. Ask her if she 
would be willing to volunteer for this.”

“I’ll ask, but I’m pretty sure she’ll want to go. She was close friends with 
one of the security guards who were killed.”

“What’s the scoop on Javis?” asked Chris, changing topics. “He doesn’t 
seem to be the most efficient security chief I’ve ever met.” 

Lee looked embarrassed. “Well, this is a small community with not much 
going on. Nobody ever expected we would have this kind of trouble with all the 
security systems we have in place.” Lee paused and then continued. “Upper level 
management arranged to have Javis transferred here a little under year ago. But 
when he arrived, the historical information about his last assignment had been 
erased from his files. I tried to get the information from the main office, but was 
told to drop it. So I dropped it. He’s been okay in his position up to this point. A 
little self-centered, maybe, but okay. This situation, however, is way over his head 
and he doesn’t want to admit it.”

“Does he have a thoro security clearance showing on his records?” Chris 
asked.

“Yes, but let me pull his file up on my computer.” Henry Lee typed away 
busily. “Yes. Here it is. Cleared by both Intergalactic and the U.N. Bureau of 
Investigation. He turned the computer screen towards Chris. “Look, he’s got a 
good track record.”

“Well, I’ll cut him some slack as long as he stays out of my way,” said 
Chris.

“I’ll have a word with him and calm him down a little.”
“He didn’t know I was coming here, did he?”
Lee looked a little surprised at the question. “He shouldn’t have. I didn’t 

tell him, and I don’t know how else he could have found out.”
“Okay. Thanks, I appreciate the help. I’m going to interrogate the prisoner. 

If Ms. Turner is willing, I’d like to leave in about two hours.”
“I’ll let you know if there are any problems. Otherwise, let’s plan on 

the ambulance being ready for take off in two hours.”
“Deal!”

Chris walked across a field of sand on a bluish walkway, heading for 
the blue and white security building and its holding cells. 

Things were moving pretty fast, but he didn’t mind. He was in his element. 
He just hoped he could catch up with Apela and her accomplices.

Javis was at the entrance to the security building smoking a cigarette and 



waiting for him. 
“Your prisoner committed suicide,” Javis said sheepishly.
This news caught Chris by surprise. “How did it happen?”
“Some kind of poison in a plastic sack in his tongue. The guy actually bit 

his tongue in half to release the poison. We haven’t done anything with the body 
yet.”

“I’d like to see the body,” Chris said thoughtfully.
“Sure. This way,” responded Javis, grinding out his cigarette and putting 

the butt in his pocket.                  
When they arrived at the prisoner’s cell, Chris found a doctor leaning over 

the body. Moving closer he could see the man who had attacked him the night 
before had turned a very dark shade of purple and his flesh seemed to have 
collapsed in on itself.

“We don’t know what kind of poison it was, but it sure was toxic,” Javis 
stated.

The doctor lifted his head and said, “I haven’t been able to identify the 
poison. Don’t know I can. Whatever it is, it gets absorbed into the cell, as though 
it were a nutrient, and then begins to break down the DNA structures and 
organelles. If we don’t get the body into stasis in the next twenty minutes, it will 
decay so badly there will be no way to identify it. 

One of the security staff approached and said, “The tech crew just figured 
out which satellite was the last one to get hit.” 

Javis looked at the young woman blankly. 
After a few seconds, Chris said, “Thank you. Please have the info 

forwarded to the ambulance. We’ll be taking it out to investigate.”
The young woman turned to Chris, smiled, and said, “You’re welcome.”
Chris looked at the purple corpse. The man had actually committed suicide 

rather than risk interrogation. And Chris wasn’t exactly into torture. Pretty 
extreme behavior! he thought.

Looking at the doctor, he said, “Please make arrangements for an autopsy. 
No great rush, but I’d be interested in the results. Whatever you can find out 
about him.” 

Leaving the security building, Chris realized he had nearly an hour before 
meeting Kelly Turner at the ambulance. He decided to go find Homer, and then a 
twinge in his stomach reminded him he hadn’t eaten since the night before. First 
things first. He’d find Homer and then try the cafeteria at the spaceport.

Chapter 9



The first floor of the spaceport was used primarily for passenger 
coordination. The second floor consisted of a cafeteria and small shops ranging 
from holocube movie rentals to clothing stores. The cafeteria offered a beautiful 
view of the desert mountains with their red horizontal streaks contrasting against 
the dark brown rock making up the rest of the mountain, which was further 
contrasted against the aqua blue sky. 

Although Corbin III was a desert world like Mars, Chris saw them as being 
quite different. The most obvious difference was the Martian deserts were red and 
Corbin III’s were blue. This planet still had some native life existing on it and 
Mars had been completely dead prior to the arrival of humans. And then, there 
were the two blue suns. Chris preferred Mars. 

The dark metallic figure known as Homer had already found a quiet table 
for the two of them, while Chris stood at the cafeteria computer trying to find 
something edible on the menu.

Cafeteria computers were notorious for their limited selection of food types, 
spices, and recipes. Chris normally ordered veggie dogs with catsup, mustard, and 
Alterian spice seeds, which was pretty hard to screw up. This menu offered a 
selection of standard Terran dishes plus some foods based on native life forms. He 
chose the grilled squirrel.

After ordering and collecting his meal, he sat down and sampled it. Not 
bad, he thought. A few more spices and a little less salt and this could be really 
good.

“What have you been doing, Homer?”
“I have been observing the people in the mining colony, as you suggested.”
“What did you see?” Chris asked.
“The work seemed remarkably slow and inefficient. People were not 

focused on their work and were easily distracted. Some would simply stop 
working for no apparent reason. Occasionally, at the end of one of these breaks, 
someone would speak of one of the dead security guards. It would seem the dead 
guards were held in high esteem.”

“The people here have been wounded, Homer. Emotionally wounded. 
They’re experiencing a flood of emotions over the loss of their friends and being 
overwhelmed by them. What they’re experiencing is called grief. This isn’t 
unusual behavior for humans after the loss of someone close. It’ll take a while for 
them to heal, eighteen to twenty-four months on average. They’ll have to process 
their emotions.”

“I have read about grief. I do not understand why humans choose to 
experience it. It seems to serve no useful purpose.”

Chris noticed the bones on his plate looked like the ones at Apela’s 



campsite. “Grieving is a very complex process, Homer. It includes a variety of 
emotions. Feelings of anger, guilt, depression. I don’t know how useful it is, but 
since almost all humans experience it, I’d have to say it’s included in our genetic 
coding. We’re designed to grieve over the loss of someone close to us. If it’s 
encoded in our genetics, I have to believe it serves a useful purpose.”

“From what I have read,” said Homer, “the human immune system is 
weakened and the person becomes emotionally unstable.”

“The emotionally unstable part strikes a chord. I’m not an expert on 
grieving, but I did go thru the process after my mother died. Yes, I was 
emotionally unstable. I had a hard time staying focused on the present. Memories 
of her kept surfacing. I didn’t want to believe she was gone. I had always thought 
of her as permanent. My world had become unstable and I had to rebuild it 
without her. Perhaps this the essence of grieving. A rebuilding of the model we 
use to explain the world.”

“Using the analogy of a model has helped my understanding. I shall attempt 
to use this in my understanding of emotions.”

“It might work. I’m not sure you and I are using the same definition of a 
model. I remember reading about a psychology model based on a computer 
programs and subprograms. Maybe it’s in the Corbin III library somewhere. But 
don’t get caught in the trap of accepting the analogy to be the same as reality. You 
may find similarities, but there may also be subtle differences.”“Do you believe 
emotions are tools humans have developed for survival?”

“Definitely!” Chris answered. 
“The humans in this colony are experiencing a breakdown in their 

structuring of reality,” said Homer. “With this breakdown, do you think they are 
relying more on emotional responses because they no longer trust their intellectual 
abilities?”

“It sounds like a reasonable theory, but I think it goes deeper. I’m not sure 
the strength of the emotions is given enough credit. I don’t see emotions as being 
completely separate from the intellectual thinking process. I see them as being 
intertwined and working together. The structure of their reality is based on both 
emotional and intellectual processes. I believe your idea of “no longer trusting” is 
correct. However, it’s their view of reality they no longer trust. 

“The concept of human emotions and intellect being intertwined suggests 
the possibility they cannot be easily separated. This would provide an explanation 
for many of the irrational behaviors.” 

Chris laughed.
“You find my conclusion humorous?” Homer asked.
“I sometimes laugh when I’m surprised by the truth, Homer. You have just 

shown me a different, yet valid, perspective of the truth.”



“When we first arrived, I observed your speaking patterns changed as you 
spoke with Henry Lee. Your responses seemed to mimic his statements. It is not a 
communication style I am familiar with. Can you explain it to me?” Homer asked, 
changing the subject.

“Oh, that. It’s called empathic listening. When someone isn’t able to think 
clearly because their emotions are overwhelming them, you can use the technique 
to help them process their emotions. With empathic listening you reflect back 
what the person is saying by repeating what they’ve said, but using different 
words. This shows you understand what they’re saying.” 

“It is not a very efficient mode of communication.”
“It’s a way of communicating on an emotional level. Think of it as a way to 

help repair another person so they can communicate and function more clearly. 
“Is this form of counseling popular among humans?”
“Kind of. It depends on the psychological problems involved. Empathic 

listening is a shallow form of counseling useful for people who aren’t professional 
psychotherapists. People like me. It’s hard to accidentally damage someone using 
empathic listening and is useful on people who are basically psychologically 
healthy, but for some reason have become overwhelmed by their emotions.” 

“Humans are very complicated,” Homer said emphatically.
Chris had just finished his meal, when an older woman he didn’t recognize 

approached them. Looking at her he said, “Hello, can I help you?” 
The woman looked as though she had been crying. Her eyes were red and 

swollen. Chris wasn’t sure what she wanted to discuss, but he felt a dread certainty 
it would be emotional. Chris was terrible in dealing with matters where women 
cried. He had little practice and tried to avoid dealing with a woman’s tears unless 
she was someone he was close to.

“You’re the man in charge of tracking down Martha Apela, aren’t you?” 
she asked, her voice sounding hoarse.

“Yes, I am. What can I do for you?” Chris responded.
“I want you to find her and kill her. I’ll pay you 60,000 credits to kill her,” 

the woman answered.
“I’m sorry ma’am, but if I find her, and it’s at all possible, my 

responsibility is to turn her over to the Terran police.”
“Apela murdered my husband and I want her dead.
Although Chris sympathized with the woman’s loss, he had no intention of 

assassinating Martha Apela. Nor could he say anything suggesting she would 
receive the death penalty, which was against Terran law. The worst Apela would 
suffer would be a mind scrub, and, as far as Chris was concerned, a mind scrub 
was the same as the death penalty.

He had observed people who had had their minds scrubbed. Large portions 



of their memories were erased, resulting in a form of amnesia. They could still 
speak and walk, but they had no recollections of their friends and families, and 
had to begin their education all over, with extensive counseling to assure they 
didn’t develop the same behavioral problems. They were essentially entirely 
different people. Still, Chris thought, I don’t think my opinion on brain scrubs 
will give her the kind of consolation she wants, or the kind of revenge she wants.

“I am very sorry, ma’am, but I can’t help you.”
The woman glared at him and left.
The hair on the back of Chris’ neck was standing on end. Well, that was an 

interesting encounter. Let’s hope I don’t get any other murder for hire offers.
“Chris, using the information you have given me, I would theorize the 

woman talking to you saw Martha Apela as a threat and, choosing to ignore laws 
against murder and assassination, was reacting to the threat emotionally.”

“I believe you’re correct, Homer.” Chris thought briefly about discussing 
the concept of revenge with Homer, but it was almost time to meet Kelly Turner. 

“Why did you not use empathic listening on her?”
“Perhaps I should have, but I seriously don’t think it would have done 

much good. She had made a decision and was pretty focused on it. Also, I think 
she needs far more counseling than I could provide. I’ll leave a message with 
Henry, tho, and advise him of the situation so she gets some professional 
counseling.” Chris hesitated. “Homer, empathic listening is not something I’m 
required to do. It’s not a responsibility. I would do it for friends and I might do it 
as a favor for a stranger. In Henry Lee’s case, there were multiple reasons. He is 
in a position of responsibility for this community and, from a big picture 
perspective, he needs to be emotionally clear to make decisions. Also, if he’s 
thinking clearly and making intelligent decisions, I can perform my job more 
efficiently.”

“You are saying empathic listening is not a responsibility, but a choice.”
Chris smiled. “Yes. Well, almost. I’m saying good deeds are a choice, not a 

responsibility. Let’s go. We’re supposed to meet the ambulance driver soon. I was 
thinking you could sleep on the ambulance while I’m checking out the damaged 
satellites.”

After getting directions from the information desk, Chris and Homer made 
their way to the ambulance, which was in one of the spaceport’s hangers. It 
looked a lot like one of Terra’s early space shuttles, but more oval. It had wings 
for atmospheric flight and stabilization, a retractable wheel base for takeoffs and 
landings, and the same general shape. The equipment inside was, of course, 
dramatically different. Chris had a nearby technician unlock the hatch.

Plasmonics had replaced the much bulkier electronics equipment, though 
the principals were still the same in many ways. (Plasmonics is based on the 



“fluid” properties electricity assumes at miniaturized levels and should not to be 
confused with plasma.) Antigravity thrusters supplied the forces necessary for 
fatal speeds, but were also used during the slower speeds necessary for 
atmospheric flight. There were three force field generators; the primary, and two 
backup systems.

The small size of this equipment left quite a bit of room available inside the 
ambulance. Its maximum capacity was listed as ten human occupants, but Chris 
knew this was a safety limitation and in a real emergency, such as an evacuation, 
the ambulance should be able to carry fifteen or sixteen individuals. Two 
individuals would have plenty of room for comfort, and even a small amount of 
privacy.

“Homer, why don’t you park yourself over there in the corner for the time 
being, while I familiarize myself with the ship.”

Homer said, “Chris, I am going to switch to sleep mode for the next 
twenty-six hours. If you should need me for anything, simply ask me to wake up. 
I will leave a low-level awareness sensor which will respond to your voice.”

Placing the bag with his civilian clothing and ID papers in it behind the 
Gredorian for safekeeping, he said, “Alright, Homer. Oh, before I forget, remind 
me to discuss the concept of the journey being more important than the destination 
with you later. Sweet dreams.”

Chris sat down at the control console, familiarizing himself with it. He was 
especially interested in its sensor array. The control panel showed sensors could 
read subatomic field energies and had the ability to register life form readings. 

Henry was right, Chris thought. This is state of the art equipment. 
Just as he was starting to become familiar with it, a lean, big-boned woman 

with dark hair and wearing a white ambulance uniform entered the ship. He saw 
obvious signs she, too, had been crying. 

“Excuse me,” she said in a cold, unfriendly tone. “I’m Kelly Turner, and 
I’m not used to seeing someone else at the controls. I think I’ve become a little 
possessive of the Saint Marie.”

Chris reminded himself a friend of hers had recently been murdered and she 
was probably not in the best of moods. “It’s a sweet little ship. I can’t blame you 
for being a little possessive,” he said with his best easy-going smile.

She returned the smile stiffly and responded, “You must be Christopher 
Black, my temporary new boss.”

“Well, there’s a title I hadn’t thought of. But I suppose there’s some truth 
to it. How long before we can take off?”

“About ten minutes, if you’ll trade places with me. What’s that?” she asked 
pointing at Homer, who had folded himself up into a tight little package, seemed 
to blend in with the rest of the equipment.



“That’s my Gredorian associate, who has shut himself down for the next 
twenty-six hours. When he comes back on line I’ll introduce you,” Chris said, 
getting out of the pilot’s seat.

“Okay. Just make sure he doesn’t cause any problems.” Kelly took the 
control seat and began turning on switches and adjusting controls, while 
simultaneously talking to the spaceport tower. 

Suddenly, Javis boarded the ship. “Don’t mind me. I’m just coming along 
as an observer.”

Chris was thrown off balance. He saw Javis as unnecessary baggage. “I 
don’t think we’ll you need you, Captain Javis. I’m sure Ms. Turner and I can 
track Apela by ourselves. And you must have things here you need to 
accomplish.”

“Actually, according to company regulations, the chief of security is 
supposed to be involved in any efforts to recover stolen property which ‘may 
include travelling with agents or law enforcement officials’ as a representative of 
the company.” Javis handed Chris a small computer manual of company policies. 
“Besides, you won’t be able to leave until I give the tower the go-ahead.”

Chris looked at the manuals vidscreen and read the regulation. He didn’t 
like it, but could see no way of getting out of the situation without a lengthy 
delay. And Chris did not want a lengthy delay. He wanted to continue the pursuit 
of Martha Apela and the corbinite before the trail dissipated.

“Alright. Have a seat,” Chris said frowning. “You realize we may not be 
back for as long as a month?”

“I know. I’m all set to go,” said Javis.
“The tower is asking to speak to Captain Javis,“ Kelly stated irritably. 
Javis spoke briefly to the tower, giving them the go-ahead, then returned to 

his seat. 
Kelly announced, “The tower has given us clearance for takeoff. Are we 

ready to go?” 
“Yes. We’re ready to go,” Chris said, though he felt somewhat uneasy about 

having Javis aboard.
Antigrav thrusters were turned on and the wheel base tucked in silently. The 

ambulance moved slowly out from under the hanger and down the runway, its 
small navigational thrusters creating a low thrum of background noise. 

“You know where we’re going, right?” asked Chris.
“The coordinates of the last damaged satellite,” Kelly answered distantly, 

focused on her work. “We’re going to be accelerating. Make sure your sitting 
down.”

Chris was already sitting, but appreciated the warning. 
The ship accelerated fast as Kelly kicked in the antigrav thrusters, much 



faster than Chris had expected. I have to remember this is an ambulance, and she 
is an ambulance driver, he thought.

Within moments they were in the upper atmosphere and Chris was looking 
down at a planet with no visible water, only sand and mountains.

Kelly started decelerating as they approached the coordinates of the 
damaged satellite. What was left floated in space nearby. “Damaged” was not the 
word. It was little more than several pieces of scrap metal floating in space.

Standing next to Kelly at the control panel so he could get a good look at 
the satellite, Chris commented, “It’s not laser damage. This was caused by an 
explosion. Kelly, would you bring up a radiation reading?” He paused reading the 
radiation graph. “High ion count. I’ll bet they used an ion torpedo. Now see if 
there are fluctuations in the infra-red readings. We’re looking for a thermal trail 
leading away from here.”

“Infra-red? You’re never going to find anything with infra-red,” Javis 
stated.

“Yes, we will,” responded Chris. “Anything traveling at high speed leaves a 
wake in the EM field, which can be picked up in the low infrared.”

“Is this what you’re looking for?” Kelly asked.
“Yes,” he answered. “Computer, in the lower left hand side of the 

holoscreen create an interstellar map covering this area and project the direction of 
the thermal fluctuations.”

A map appeared showing the section of interstellar space they were in. A 
red arrow overlaid the map. Chris looked at it, and then looked back at the 
thermal readings. Something wasn’t quite right. The thermal trail was spiraled and 
off balance. These were the symptoms of a damaged engine.

“Kelly, would you do a spectral analysis for unusual amounts of gases in the 
immediate area? In particular we’re looking for oxygen and nitrogen.” 

“Sure, boss,”  Kelly replied. After a brief pause, she added, “Higher than 
normal amounts of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitorgen.” 

“I’ll bet they were hit by laser fire from this satellite. It’s still too close to 
the planet for them to have put up their shields. They would have had no way of 
defending themselves. The question is, how badly were they damaged? These 
kinds of satellite fire multiple laser bursts simultaneously. If they were hit, they 
were probably hit more than once. We have to consider the possibility of 
extensive damage. Kelly, what I would like to do is follow the same course this 
trail suggests, at the maximum speed we can maintain, but I want to see any ships 
just floating around dead in space.

Kelly thought about it. “How about this? I accelerate in short bursts of fatal 
speeds and then coast for awhile allowing us to decelerate to a speed where I can 
scan for anything unusual. Then we can travel at fatal speeds, but still get you the 



search you want.”
“If you think it will work, let’s give it a try,” Chris said.

Chapter 10

Deep inside Homer’s body his artificial brain was processing information. 
His initial assessment of the human race was being reevaluated and modified. 
Would he experience grief if he had emotions, he wondered. Initially, he had 
found much of their behavior to be confusing and chaotic. 

Now, with information from the libraries and explanations from Chris, he 
was beginning to find order within the chaos. Their behaviors were beginning to 
follow certain patterns. As with most races, expectations and biological needs 
played key roles in their behavior patterns. The variations from one individual to 
the next made humans complicated. Predicting the behavior of a specific 
individual was very difficult. Chris’ statement each human being could be 
regarded as a separate culture was immensely helpful in learning to understand 
humans.

Gredoria had initially learned of the humans when Terra and Mars had been 
invited to sanction a treaty with the League. Information had been sparse at the 
time, and humans were of no interest to the Gredorians. They were simply a race 
with whom the League of Interstellar Planets had decided to develop friendly 
relations with, in part to keep them from creating chaotic situations by being 
unfamiliar with League rules and territories, as well as to keep them from 
mindlessly reproducing and overwhelming the League through sheer numbers.

Stories of creative solutions humans had used to adapt to unusual situations 
and to resolve problems had started to enter the data streams of the central 
computer. Reports came in of how a single human could adapt to a variety of 
different, and constantly changing, circumstances in crude, but functional ways. 
The central computer had become interested and had investigated the League 
libraries.

Other races had researched humans over the centuries. This research had 
shown humans often reproduced at an alarming rate after moving into a new 
geographic area. Hundreds of billions of humans swarming through League space, 
not knowing its rules or guidelines, had alarmed League security enough to take 
proactive steps. Some had suggested the possibility of exterminating the human 
race before they developed space-faring skills, but a thorough evaluation had 
shown the humans could be educated and their abilities for creative problem 
solving would be useful.



Basic data was available about human biology and genetics, but what was 
available about their current culture was confusing and contradictory. The central 
computer had decided to send an anthropologist to investigate.

The concept humans feared what they did not understand helped Homer in 
his research. He now realized many of the humans he had encountered were 
frightened of him. Homer wondered how accurate Ambassador Bentley’s 
information had been. As Chris had stated, humans were often used lying as a 
defensive mechanism. The basis of this deceptive behavior was not rational, but 
emotional, and therefore, difficult for him to grasp.

The United Nations Diplomacy Office had assigned Ambassador Bentley, 
one of their senior diplomats, to aid Homer in his research of the human species. 
Ambassador Bentley had presented a confused picture of Earth and the human 
race.

After arriving on Terra and being transported by one of Bentley’s aids to 
his office, Homer met Bentley for the first time. Ambassador Bentley, a tall, 
heavy man with blond hair, had stretched out his arm in what Homer recognized 
as the invitation of a handshake. Homer had complied clumsily with his own six-
fingered appendage, taking great care not to crush the ambassador’s hand.

“Welcome to Earth, Homer. How may I be of assistance.”
Homer was immediately confused. He had expected the ambassador to be 

aware of his mission. He rechecked his memory banks. Yes, a message had been 
received confirming that Homer was welcome and that he would be helped with 
his studies of the human race. Ambassador Bentley had been assigned to provide 
educational materials and to act as his liaison.

“I would like to begin my studies of the human race. What would be the 
best way to proceed?”

“Well, I can tell you that we’re all glad that you’re here and that we will do 
everything we can to make your stay a comfortable one. We believe in free trade 
and open communications. I’m sure that we can make arrangements for fair deals 
that will be mutually beneficial to both Gredorians and and the people of Earth.”

“Is there information available about humans?” asked Homer.
“Of course. That’s what I’m here for. We’re a very honest people and we 

look forward to helping you in any way we can. It is my sincerest hope that our 
two peoples can live in peace with each other and that we can help each other to 
achieve new levels of understanding. We’re a hard-working people, with strong 
morals and the sincere hope that Terrans and Gredorians can build a foundation of 
trust and peace from your visit here.” 

For ten days the ambassador had been Homer’s companion, taking him to 
human parties, lunches, and diplomatic meetings. Homer had concluded humans 
enjoyed eating, listening to and creating artistic speeches with little informational 



content, and making certain their appearance was appropriate. Additionally, they 
seemed to have great difficulty in understanding his questions, as Ambassador 
Bentley seemed always to be answering a different question than the one Homer 
had asked.

Ambassador Bentley had asked Homer a number of questions on the first 
day of Homer’s arrival, but Homer had not been able to help the human. 
Homerhad been programmed only with the knowledge necessary for him to study 
Earth’s culture. He had no information regarding Gredorian technology or the 
League’s population size. Ambassador Bentley had seemed disappointed.

On the third day Homer’s systems had detected he was being scanned by 
equipment in the next room. Homer had no desire to stop the scan. He had 
assumed it was a normal part of life on earth. Now he believed the scan had been 
a covert effort to gain knowledge about his inner workings. 

Homer compared his experiences with Ambassador Bentley to his 
experiences with Chris, who had advised him freely about human behavior 
patterns. Chris seemed to have no difficulties in understanding his questions and 
seemed to try to answer them in terms Homer could understand. Chris’ lack of 
body weight suggested he did not share Ambassador Bentley’s love of food. In 
fact, he had only seen Chris eat once during the thirty-seven hours since they had 
first met. Chris seemed to be an excellent example of human adaptability.

The concepts of prejudice and lying, although not new in Gredorian 
experience with other cultures, needed to be incorporated into the understanding 
of humans Homer was developing. Each individual human would have to be 
appraised and evaluated during the interaction process.

With the wide varieties of human culture, and Chris’ additional insight that 
each individual human could be viewed as a separate, distinct culture, Homer 
concluded an understanding of humans should begin with basic human 
psychology. Each human would have to be understood on an individual basis, and 
then observed separately for trustworthiness. 

A large number of characteristics were common to all humans, but the 
strength of those characteristics varied from human to human. The strength of 
their imaginations was a trait the Gredorians could learn from, as was their.......

Movement at the rear of the cockpit reminded Chris Javis was aboard. Chris 
glanced at him. 

“I understand,” Javis said,  “Mars is going to give in to the League and 
begin manipulating genetic codes to meet League standards.”

That’s odd, Chris thought. Javis sounds like he’s trying to bait me. He was 
mild mannered before. Maybe the stress is getting to him. Maybe he’s afraid of 



space travel. I hope he doesn’t start acting out in weird ways. Chris chose not to 
take the bait. Instead he said, “I haven’t heard anything about that. As far as I 
know the Martian people still have no interest in altering their genetics so that we 
can become League members.”

“Oh, come on. You guys have done so much genetic manipulation on 
yourselves, I don’t even consider you human anymore.”

He is weirding out. What’s up with him? Chris wondered. 
“I’m sure lots of people have the same opinion.”
“You don’t seem so superior to me.”
Chris evaluated the statement and fell back on a spiritual, but still true 

response. “I’m not.” 
Javis decided to give up on baiting Chris. “I’m going to take a nap on one 

of these beds back here. With all the commotion last night I didn’t get much 
sleep. Wake me if you find anything.” He closed the door separating the cockpit 
from the sick bay. 

Chris grunted slightly with irritation.
“Well, Mr. Black,” Kelly said quietly, “you’re not exactly the normal, run-

of-the-mill inspector, are you?”
Chris looked down at his Intergalactic Mining Safety Monitor’s uniform. 

Henry made no efforts to hide my identity and I can’t think of any reason to 
continue the charade. 

“You can call me Chris and, no, I’m not. Actually I’m an outside 
contractor. A private investigator. I was sent to Corbin III to stop the theft before 
it happened. It looks like I was sent a little too late.”

A silent moment passed. “Part of me wants to blame you for Michelle’s 
death,” Kelly said, not looking at him, but focusing on the control panel, “because 
you arrived too late. Intellectually, I know it’s not your fault, but I’m so angry 
I’m looking for any outlet.” Tears started running down Kelly’s face. “That bitch 
killed my best friend. So there’s no doubt in your mind, I’ll do whatever it takes 
to bring her in. Dead or alive. And I wouldn’t mind it being dead.”

“Well, we differ a little there. I know you’re angry, but my plans don’t 
include bringing Apela back dead.”

“Just be aware of the fact you might have to.”
Chris wasn’t sure if Kelly would kill her, given the opportunity, or if Apela 

wouldn’t allow herself to be captured alive. He decided not to ask because he 
didn’t want her committing herself to a course of action she might not otherwise 
follow through with. Chris was hesitant to become Kelly’s counselor, but they 
were going to be spending a lot of time together. She needed to process and he 
needed her to be clear. He hoped empathic listening would be enough.

“You two must have been very close.”



Kelly looked at him wondering if he was referring to Apela, and then 
realized he was talking about Michelle. “We were,” she said, looking away. 
“We’ve been friends for the last two years.”

“How did you two meet?”
“We met during training on Terra while we were filling out paperwork. We 

were both from farming planets. I’m from Grand Harvest and she was from 
Bounty. We had a lot in common and hit it off.”

“It must have been nice finding yourself with a close friend on Corbin III.”
“It was. Having a close friend can make all the difference in the world. I 

can’t believe she’s dead,” Kelly said, tears starting to run down her cheeks.
“She must have been very important in your life,” Chris said soothingly.

Half an hour later Kelly seemed calmer. Tired of talking, she said, “Lets 
change topics. We're going to have a lot of time on our hands. Why don't you tell 
me about yourself. How did you become a private investigator?”

“Vocational testing pointed me in the right direction. I’m from Mars and 
everyone is tested just before they graduate from high school. The results are 
pretty accurate. They use both genetics and psychological profiles. Most people 
take them seriously. In my case it seemed like a perfect fit. I get to travel and it’s 
a good combination of using both my body and my mind. It seems to suit me 
well.”

“Do you like living on Mars?”
“Yes. It’s my home. I’m comfortable there,” Chris began rambling a little. 

“When I was a teenager I hated it. I didn’t fit in. I wasn’t good at math and I 
tended to be more emotional than the other students. My parents became worried 
and so did I. I got into trouble a lot more than your average Martian teen. When I 
was sixteen, hypnotic memorization therapy was suggested.”

“What is hypnotic memorization therapy?”
“It’s a combination of hypnotics and memory drugs. It gets used a lot by 

people who want to learn alien languages, which, for me, is exactly what math 
was. I learned enough to understand the basics and to get thru school, but I 
wouldn’t want to make a career out of it.”

“How much does that kind of process cost?” asked Kelly.
“I don’t know. The school provided it.”
“Now why doesn’t Terra give do something like that?” Kelly asked, 

becoming angry as she thought about Michelle and their last conversation. “Did 
you get biofeedback training to extend your life?” 

Chris blinked at her sudden display of emotion and the quick change of 
subjects. He didn’t have an answer for the first question, so he decided to focus on 
her second one. “Yes, altho yoga is involved, too. Yoga sort of creates the map 



and biofeedback makes learning to control your body and mind a little easier. I 
didn’t have any problems with those classes. I was pretty good at anything to do 
with physical and sensory awareness. Those same strengths make me good at this 
job.”

“I’ve heard Martians are real snobs,” Kelly stated.
“I’ve heard that, too. We are proud of the lifestyle we’ve created on Mars. 

We’ve got a good educational system, almost no pollution, and a very low crime 
rate. You’re proud of Grand Harvest, aren’t you?

“Yeah, I suppose. I’ve just never thought about it before.” 
“I’m curious,” Chris said. “Did spending time on Terra give you a greater 

appreciation of your home world?” 
“Yes,” she answered. “It was too crowded on Earth. Too many people. And 

living on Corbin III has made me really appreciate Grand Harvest. Why do you 
ask?”

Chris remembered the sense of relief and relaxation he had after getting off 
the ship arriving from Terra and stepping into the Martian spaceport. He was 
home. Life was easier on Mars. He knew the rules and agreed with them. “Well, 
as I said, when I was a teenager I hated Mars. I thought Terra, the home of the 
human race, would be a kind of magical, spiritual place. A place of 
enlightenment, full of ancient monuments, and an environment humans were 
designed for. A place where I would find myself. When the opportunity to do my 
apprenticeship on Terra came up, I jumped at the chance. My illusions faded 
pretty quickly. I lived on Terra for two years and was extremely happy to get 
back to Mars.” 

Chapter 11

They found the pickup four light years and two acceleration jumps from 
Corbin III. Actually, they had bypassed the pickup and decided to backtrack. At 
slower-than-light speeds it took them an hour to find the abandoned ship. When 
they did, they were surprised to find no life signs aboard. Scanners also indicated 
the corbinite was not on board.

Javis had awoke and returned to the cockpit.
Kelly tried hailing the ship and received no response. The ship floated in 

space, abandoned, with its sheared extendable passageway calling attention to 
itself. They could find no easy or convenient way to board the pickup. The 
sheared passageway would block the ambulance’s own passageway extension and 
they didn’t know the bypass codes to control its computer from their console. 



Space suits were their only option.
Chris and Javis put the suits on. As long as Javis was here he might as well 

do something useful. Chris felt squeamish as he clicked his helmet into place. He 
had no love for being in open space. The two moved through the airlock and 
entered the endless, open vacuum. Chris’ stomach was not happy. 

They made their way to the pickup and removed the extendable passageway 
so the cleanup crew following would have easy access. Entering the pickup, the 
first thing they noticed were the two dead bodies.

“Who do you think they are?” Javis asked.
“No, idea,” Chris answered, taking a closer look at Frank’s body. “Looks 

like this one got a laser thru the eye. He’s wearing civilian clothing and is lying 
right next to the pilot’s seat. He’s about the same weight as Apela and a little 
taller.” 

Chris remembered trails in the sand near the tent. "We'll assume, for the 
moment, this is Martha Apela's accomplice." Chris went through the man's 
pockets. "No identification."

Walking over to the other body, he rolled her over. “This one’s wearing a 
uniform with a captain’s insignia. She’s been shot in the chest,” Chris said talking 
more to himself than to Javis. Glancing at the storage bay, and then going over to 
the damaged console, he continued, “Alright. They’re leaving the planet. They get 
surprised by one of the defense satellites and blow it out of the sky, but not before 
the satellite hits them with laser fire, damaging the pickup and killing that guy 
over there. Apela gets this far, and due to damage, can’t get any further. The ship 
she transfers the corbinite to is either part of the plan, or a random event she takes 
advantage of. Javis, would you check the controls and see if they left the 
destination in the computers program?” he asked as he went through the woman’s 
pockets.

Javis, who was near the console, gave it a quick glance. “No,” he said. “She 
must have wiped it clean before she left.” Javis then made some adjustments to the 
controls. “Nothing in memory, either.”

“Okay. This one’s name is Emelia Jackson, captain of the White Hawk.” 
Chris paused. “Let’s head back to the ambulance.”

While Javis and Chris were aboard the pickup, Kelly thought about 
Michelle. Kelly had stopped by for coffee and conversation three days ago. Joe, 
Michelle’s husband, was at work and their two children were at school. Michelle 
had been talking about her worries the school system on Corbin III wasn’t going 
to provide the kids with a good education.

“Corbin III really isn’t set up for children, Mish.”
“I know, I know,” Michelle said. ”But this is where Joe’s work is. He 



doesn’t know any other kind of work.”
“What about transferring to another mining colony. Maybe a larger one 

with a better set-up for children. Intergalactic has six mining colonies. There must 
be one with better schools than what we’ve got here.” 

“Maybe. There should be information in the computer about other mining 
colonies. Maybe Joe and I can research it. It just gets so frustrating. I mean, Joe 
and I are just normal working class people. No fancy brain implants or 
biofeedback educations. We'll live till we're about ninty, if we're lucky. But why 
shouldn't our kids have extended lifespans? Is it wrong to want better lives for our 
children?”

“Absolutely not,” Kelly had answered, putting her hand on Michelle’s 
forearm. “Your kids are bright and they’ve got two wonderful, loving parents. 
What’s the phrase you use? ‘Raise your kids with lots and lots of love and let 
them go on their way.’ Well, you have two of the healthiest, happiest kids I’ve 
ever seen. I’m sure they’ll turn out to be great adults.”

“Yeah.” Michelle had smiled. “We have a good family and Joe is wonderful 
with the kids. Did you know he’s taking them on a camping expedition out in the 
desert to study the local wildlife. He may not be brilliant, but his heart is in the 
right place.”

I’ve got to make sure Joe transfers and gets those kids to a better school. As 
far as I’m concerned, that was Mish’s last request, Kelly thought to herself.

A small warning sound alerted her to the return of Chris and Javis. Kelly 
pulled herself out of her grief and focused on monitoring the airlock to make sure 
there were no problems. When they were safely inside, Kelly went back to the air 
lock where they were pulling off their suits. She was curious about what they had 
found.

Chris updated Kelly. “No corbinite and two dead bodies aboard. She must 
have transferred it to another ship. Scan for another thermal trail, but with 
different readings. And let’s hope they haven’t masked it somehow. I’m going to 
send a carrier pigeon back to Corbin III giving them an update, with the 
coordinates of the ship, and asking for background data on Captain Jackson and 
her ship, the White Hawk.”

“I’ll send the carrier pigeon,” Javis said. “I’m familiar with the equipment 
and know the coordinates of Corbin III.”

“Good. Thank you, Captain Javis.” Chris said, surprised and pleased Javis 
was being helpful.

Kelly’s fingers moved in a blur, her eyes focused on the lower left hand 
section of the screen. “We’re in luck. There’s another trail heading off toward the 
Gallatin System. You were right this trail has a different thermal pattern. Why is 
that?”



“Different thrusters have different designs and use the antigravity in 
different ways. Plus, the new trail wasn’t made by a damaged thruster,” Chris 
explained.

“How do you know so much about space ships?” Kelly asked.
“When I apprenticed on Terra, my trainer made sure I worked for a 

spaceship mechanic. It was one of five jobs he wanted as part of my training.”
“What were the other four jobs?” Kelly asked, intrigued.
“The others were all part time. There was security system installations and 

repairs, coroners assistant, general gopher at a hotel, and a locksmith shop. 
“So you’ve got a broad background in a lot of areas, but you’re not 

specialized in any one field?”
“I have a broad background, specializing in private investigations,” Chris 

said a little defensively before shifting his attention to the computer console. 
“Computer, plot and show a course from here to the Gallatin System listing all 
possible ports along the way.”

A new map appeared with a light green line from their present position to 
the Gallatin system, one hundred and nineteen light years away. Eighteen red dots 
indicated possible docking ports. One was right on the path of the new thermal 
trail.

“Computer, bring up info on this docking port,” Chris said, putting his 
finger on the screen.

The ship’s computer reported, “Docking Port is listed as the Cavanaugh 
Station. This station is outside of Terran space and all Terran citizens are advised 
to avoid this area. This station is considered to be in unstable space due to its 
proximity of less than one light year from galactic center 4253C12. This station is 
believed to harbor illegal activities. Terran citizens are advised to avoid this area.”

“Bingo!” Chris said. “Plot a course for the Cavanaugh Station, Kelly, but 
come out about a light year away from it. We’ll be able to avoid sensor 
interference from the galactic center it’s orbiting and maybe get a sense of how to 
approach them.”

“You got it, Boss,” Kelly said brightly.
There were a variety of galactic cores, but most galactic centers seemed to 

be massive black holes radiating little visible light. They did, however, emit huge 
amounts of energy and gases, geyser like, from their north and south poles. Some 
erupted intermittently, but most provided steady streams of gas and energy. What 
they all had in common were billions of solar systems orbiting around them. 
Although no civilization had concrete evidence, it was generally assumed it took 
well over a hundred billion years for one to form. The discovery of galactic 
centers had created major problems for the Big Bang theory and had been one of 
the primary reason for its demise. 



The laws of physics changed dramatically and in unpredictable ways as one 
approached to within a half light year of a galactic center. Within the half-light-
year range, electromagnetic interference and gravitational distortions could knock 
out a ship’s sensory and communications abilities. Stories of unlucky ships 
becoming blinded and flown directly into a galactic core were well known.

Kelly had just entered the coordinates of the Cavanaugh Station into the 
navigations console when Chris noticed an odd, sickly sweet smell.

Homer continued processing.
...regarding the treaties the League had with Mars and Terra. Neither was 

willing to make changes in their genetic structures, Homer thought, as he 
integrated, classified, and cross-referenced the information he had acquired. Mars, 
as an independent planet, had negotiated a separate treaty with the League. Both 
treaties were essentially the same, but Mars followed League trade protocols and 
Terra followed its own trade protocols. Terra had twenty colonies, and each 
colony fell under the jurisdiction of the Terran treaty. Trading directly with the 
colonies was not allowed. All merchandise and supplies had to go through Terra 
before being routed to a colony. In reality, most trade went to Mars, then to 
Terra, and then to the colonies. Humans were a stubborn race. (Could it be both a 
strength and a weakness? Note to review at a later time.)

Neither planet would be allowed to enter the League until they were willing 
to make certain changes in their genetic coding. Their aggressive tendencies had to 
be toned down significantly and their communication and technical skills had to 
be improved. Homer had no doubt the ability to lie easily would be diminished 
with the suggested genetic alterations. Their behavior patterns would become 
much less erratic and humans would become less individual.

Both planets had adamantly refused to make the necessary changes in their 
DNA structures. Both had cited the rights of individuals to be individuals. Homer 
had noted in his conversations with Chris, and in his reading, how important the 
concept of individuality was to the human race. Their current belief structures 
would not allow the altering their genetic coding. If neither the League nor Terra 
or Mars was willing to negotiate on this point of individuality, it was quite 
possible the human race would never join the League. 

Chapter 12

Chris awoke to find himself in a small room. His head felt fuzzy and he had 



no idea of where he was. His mouth was dry and tasted like dust. 
He had vague, confused memories of sleeping on the floor of a small ship; 

half waking and dragging himself out of a heavy stupor; voices speaking in the 
background. A concentrated pressure on his shoulder and the hiss of a hypo spray 
injection. Emptiness. The sensation of being carried on a stretcher and wondering 
if he had been in an accident. A familiar male voice congratulating himself on 
how good he was. Javis.

The room Chris was in had light blue walls and no furniture except for the 
inflatable mattress he was lying on. It was windowless and the walls and brown 
carpeted floor gave off a low-grade vibrational hum which could be felt more 
easily than heard, the kind of sensation you would learn to quickly ignore. A 
small toilet and sink were in one corner. The entire ceiling radiated a dim, 
seemingly full spectrum light, reminding Chris of the lighting used on space 
stations. The low-grade vibration emanating from the floor supported the idea. 

A space station. I was going to a space station. I was traveling with a 
woman. Kelly Turner. I was on an assignment. Traveling from Corbin III to....... 
Cavanaugh Station. Javis was aboard. He must have gassed us. He must be a mole, 
also. They had two people working on the planet, and possibly one at Intergalactic 
Headquarters. Maybe more in both locations.

Chris also noticed his clothing had been removed. This could have been 
done as a way to intimidate him causing feelings of insecurity, or as a way to 
eliminate any hidden weapons. Chris’ hand went to his neck. The video medallion 
was gone. 

He sat, mentally silent for a few moments, calming himself. Self-reproach 
would accomplish nothing, and wild speculation without more facts was also a 
waste of energy. His immediate goals were to conserve energy and gather more 
info.

Chris took another look around the room and saw nothing he could use as a 
tool. He focused his attention on the door. Getting up, he checked to see if it was 
locked before assuming he was a prisoner. It was locked. He flipped the mattress 
over and inspected it thoroughly. Still nothing he might be used as a tool or a 
weapon. He did notice two power outlets and a communications jack built into 
one of the walls.

As a prisoner he would have to play the waiting game. Waiting for an 
opportunity to escape, or, at the very least, an opportunity to gather more 
information. For some reason they had chosen not to eliminate him. He also had 
to consider Kelly. If they hadn’t killed him, there was a higher probability she 
was still alive.

He felt a personal responsibility for Kelly’s safety. Screw the corbinite at 
this point. If I can get Kelly and myself out of here alive, I’ll be thrilled. But 



what if the opportunity to take the corbinite with us presents itself? Don’t limit 
yourself. If an opportunity presents itself, I’ll take the corbinite with us. But our 
lives first, particularly hers.

He performed a brief series of yoga stretches to get rid of the various kinks 
in his body, particularly enjoying the plow and cobra positions. Lying down on 
the mattress in the shavasana position he exhaled and began the process of calming 
himself and relaxing his muscles so as not to exhaust himself with unnecessary 
worrying or stress. It took ten minutes to relax his musculature down to a deep 
tissue level. After a timeless period of meditation, which lasted for a little over 
fifteen minutes, he heard voices outside the door.

Chris opened his eyes and rolled to a sitting position just as the door slid 
open. Two uniformed and armed guards walked in, followed by two men and a 
woman. Chris immediately recognized Raymond Ginyit, a criminal wanted by 
Terran and Martian police for a variety of thefts and murders. He was a perfect 
candidate for masterminding the corbinite theft.

Ginyit appeared to be in his early nineties. His hair was brown, full and 
curly, salted with gray. He had a patrician’s nose, soft, dark brown eyes, and thin 
lips. Overall, his face was bland, normal looking, and easy to forget. The 
forgetability of his face had served Ginyit well over the years. He looked coldly at 
Chris.

The other man looked vaguely familiar, but Chris couldn’t place him. Chris 
became tense at the sight of him. He was a bald man with a soft expressionless 
face. His flat nose seemed too large for his face and his eyes had an odd, 
unfocused look.

The woman was not at all familiar, but had a strange blank expression on 
her attractive face. She was more pretty than beautiful, with freckles and a pert 
little nose.

He wondered where Javis was.
Chris decided to act self-confident, perhaps even a little cocky and 

insulting. They wanted him alive, for whatever reason, or he would have been 
dead by now. “Welcome to my humble abode,” Chris said, standing and making 
no effort to hide his nudity. “Ioffer you seats, but furniture seems to be a little 
sparse at the moment.” 

Ginyit looked at Chris and smiled. “Is this him?” he asked the other man.
The other man looked at Chris, smiling and absurdly happy about 

something. “Yes, this is him,” the man said proudly. “Christopher Black. Human 
clone. Experiment 12.”

The hair on the back of Chris’ neck stood up.
Turning to Chris, the vaguely familiar man continued, “You have no idea 

how happy I am to see you. I can’t wait to continue our experiments.”



Now the hairs on the back of Chris’ neck felt as though they were doing 
somersaults. “Who are you?” Chris asked.

“Ah. You don’t recognize me. We have met before. You were a baby at the 
time. My name is Doctor Liechter.”

Chris felt his stomach twist as he realized this was the man who was 
responsible for impregnating his mother with a clone. This man was responsible 
for Chris’ birth and for performing mind experiments on him as an infant. The 
idea of being in his control once again brought up ancient fears Chris had 
forgotten existed. He reacted automatically by breathing slowly and deeply, 
relaxing the fear and tension out of his body.

“No, I didn’t recognize you. I thought you were dead. What a shame you’re 
not,” Chris said.

“You’re not happy to see me?” Liechter said, as he moved closer to Chris 
and gave him a visual examination. My research has come a long way. This time 
we should be able to transfer the memories of your original without any problems.

Chris noted the doctor’s pupils were dilated and wondered if it were an 
emotional response to the anticipation of experimenting on Chris, or if he was on 
some kind of drug. “What exactly do you mean?”

Peering at Chris, Liechter answered. “You were originally part of an 
experiment to transfer memories from a host to a cloned receptacle. Typically, 
transferring memories from one person to another leads to insanity after a few 
months. There has been success transferring memories from one twin to another, 
however, because their thinking processes and brain patterns are similar. With any 
luck, you’ll be able to retain your donor’s memories without going insane, 
providing your donor with a form of immortality.”

“And if there’s a problem, I get to suffer the consequences. Who was my 
donor?”

“There will be no problems,” Ginyit interrupted softly. Although he 
maintained a friendly attitude, he disliked Black intensely. Ginyit didn’t like the 
man’s display of unbroken confidence and was irritated by the smell of him. If it 
hadn’t been for Liechter, he would have ordered a quick interrogation and 
execution.

Ginyit made a quick assessment of Chris. He looked to be a lean, healthy 
human with good muscle tone. The eyes were quick and intelligent. With the 
exception of his cavalier attitude, nothing about him suggested aggressive 
tendencies. No hostility in the body language, no hatred in the eyes. In spite of his 
smell, the man was no immediate threat.

Chris turned his attention to the infamous Raymond Ginyit. His ability to 
remain unmemorable due to his lack of distinguishing characteristics had given 
him an edge during his criminal career. He had a heavyset, soft looking body, but 



Chris suspected a dense musculature under that soft layer of fat. His eyes were 
large black holes, taking in information and expressing nothing.

According to reports his voice could be a powerful tool. It was the voice of 
a man who assumed authority and projected a degree of charisma. If the reports 
were correct he had received charisma training in his youth.

Raymond Ginyit’s psychological profile described him as a technological 
genius and seemingly without morals. Although he apparently enjoyed killing, and 
felt no remorse, his primary goals were always profit oriented. It appeared his 
brain was wired differently from the norm, making him difficult to predict. It was 
theorized physical and emotional sensations were felt only distantly by him. To 
provide stimulation, to feel alive, Ginyit had to create situations causing intense 
emotions. 

Ginyit spoke to Chris in a calm and friendly voice. “You will cooperate 
with Dr. Liechter. You will not try to escape or you will be killed. You may be 
important to Dr. Liechter, but not to me. Later, you and I will talk. I would like 
to discuss Mars and your views of the League.” Turning to Liechter he said, “You 
may stay if you wish. I’ll be returning to my chambers.”

Ginyit left, but the guards and the blank-faced woman stayed with Liechter. 
“You just don’t seem to realize how much work I put into your creation,” 

said Liechter. “I had to completely rebuild the telomere endings of your 
chromosomes. Creating a fully functional clone isn’t as easy as some people 
think.” 

“Who was my donor?” Chris asked again.
“I don’t know very much about him. I purchased him and four other 

cryogenically preserved bodies a few months before you were born. He was 
frozen in the early 21st century. All records about him were destroyed before I 
purchased him.“

“How are you going to transfer the memories of a popsicle into my brain?”
“With the help of a computer. I was able to electrically stimulate 

approximately 85% of the memories and record them to a holographic memory 
chip,” Liechter said happily. “Transferring the memories from a holo chip to a 
recipient is a fairly easy process, and the way I typically perform the procedure of 
memory implants.”

“Is there any chance of reviving the donor?” asked Chris.
“No. None what so ever. Even if we could repair the damage to his body 

from whatever accident he was in, the damage from their primitive freezing 
process is too extensive. But, he may live again through you. Besides, I have no 
interest in reviving him. He’s more useful to me in his current state.”

The woman behind Liechter caught Chris’ eye. Her facial expression hadn’t 
changed since she had entered the room, and, other than a slight swaying from 



side to side, she hadn’t moved.
“What’s the matter with her?” Chris asked, hoping Liechter would continue 

to answer his questions.
“There’s nothing the matter with her. This is the way she’s supposed to be,” 

Liechter answered with a smile. “This is Pam. Pam is one of my clone 
experiments. The original donor is one of the five bodies I purchased. The brain 
tissue was too badly damaged for memory transfer experiments, but I have her 
body frozen and can create an infinite number of Pams as servants. There are 
eight right now. I speed their growth and implant electronic controls in their brain 
tissue. They can learn, but have limited thinking capabilities. They make 
marvelous serving girls. The only problem with them at this point is, if you leave 
them alone for too long, they commit suicide. As soon as I work out that one little 
bug, we can begin mass producing them and selling them on the blackmarket.”

Slavery! Chris thought, but said nothing, wanting to keep Liechter involved 
in seemingly casual conversation. He looked closely at Liechter’s eyes. I think 
he’s high as a kite. 

“And how are you planning to profit from clone memory transfers?” asked 
Chris.

“Well, Raymond Ginyit will be my first customer. He wants a backup of 
himself in case he’s ever killed. Then, whoever wants a shot at immortality and 
has the money to pay will provide me with a profit.” 

“What happened to the woman who was traveling with me?”
“I have no idea, I was so excited to find out you were arriving I didn’t ask 

about other prisoners,” said Liechter. “Well, I must be going. I’ll see you in a few 
hours. Come along, Pam.”

Liechter left, followed by Pam and the two guards. 
Chris sat on the floor, leaning his back against the wall opposite the door, 

his legs extended and crossed at the ankles, and thought about the situation. He 
knew he was on a space station, most likely the Cavanaugh Station. And the 
Cavanaugh Station was a base for illegal activities. 

Raymond Ginyit and Dr. Liechter seemed to be in charge of his captivity, 
meaning they had some kind of pull on the station. How much was an unknown. 
Dr. Liechter was, at the least, an expert on cloning and memory transfers. He also 
seemed to have no moral structure. Liechter was in good company, because his 
employer had no moral structure either. This had been proven time and again by 
his rapes and murders. 

The last time Chris had checked, Ginyit was believed to be responsible for 
forty-nine rapes and two hundred and eighty-three murders. All of the rape 
victims, children, women, and men included, had been murdered. 

Ginyit had been born on a small, isolated colony whose inhabitants claimed 



to be the children of God; all outsiders were considered the spawn of Satan. As 
with many religious cults of this nature they had self-destructed, committing mass 
suicide. When Ginyit was a teenager, he and three other young teenagers had been 
put on a small shuttle set for auto-pilot and aimed at Terra, just prior to the mass 
suicide. After arriving on Terra, all four teens had received extensive 
psychological treatment. Three of them were leading normal productive lives. 

Raymond Ginyit was the exception. Initially, his counselors had believed 
him to be a healthy young teenager. Only much later had he been diagnosed as 
schizophrenic with extremely violent tendencies, and a genius I.Q. No one could 
be certain of Ginyit’s childhood history but it was theorized strong feelings of 
anger had been associated with his early sexual experiences and he had a deep 
rooted hatred of his parents. It was understood the subject had to relive those same 
emotions to achieve sexual gratification.

Moving on, Chris thought to himself. Let’s focus on best case and worst 
case scenarios. The best case scenario would be I escape, rescue Kelly, find and 
retrieve the corbinite, capture Liechter and Ginyit, and turn them over to the 
authorities. The worst case would be Kelly and I both become guinea pigs for 
Liechter experiments, and when he’s thru with us, Ginyit slowly tortures us and 
then kills us. I think my highest priorities should be escaping and finding Kelly. 

Chapter 13

Raymond Ginyit was feeling satisfied. His plans were working out. As long 
as he followed two basic rules, he believed his plans would always work out. His 
experiences supported this belief.

He reviewed the two rules briefly. One- Always have plans within plans. 
Two- Never tell people the truth unless it is to your advantage.

He had overcome the primary problem with continuous deception. People 
who lied regularly began having difficulty in separating fact from fiction. Ginyit 
had solved this problem by creating two worlds: The world of reality, which was 
cold, hard, and impersonal; and the world he presented, which was an array of 
twisted facts and misdirection. Because of his superior memory, he could easily 
remember what lies he had told and who he had told them to. His superior 
intellect allowed him to create seamless fabrications which did not conflict with 
each other.

The world of reality needed review periodically. He allowed himself to feel 
omnipotent when not making plans, but he knew intellectually he was still only 



human. It was time to make plans, and a hard, cold look at reality was necessary. 
He knew he was a sadistic killer, a schizophrenic, and a genius. These facts 

did not bother him. 
His parents had been small-minded, unloving, and cruel. They had taunted 

and mistreated him until the day they died. They had deserved to die. He had been 
called worthless by his father, weak and pathetic by his mother. When his mother 
was angry with him, she would lie to his father, and he would be beaten. He had 
learned early in life not to make his mother angry, which was difficult because she 
looked for reasons to be angry. His father was her weapon.

His parents had built their lives around anger and victimization. His father 
had lost countless landscaping contracts, not because of his alcohol abuse, but 
because his customers expected too much from him. They had been forced to flee 
Terra, not because of misspent deposit monies, but because the sinners of Terra 
were corrupting the family and were jealous of their religious strength. They 
hated the Terrans for forcing them to seek a life on a foreign planet and were 
certain Mars was the home of Satan, as did all members of the religious colony. 
Anger was a familiar and comfortable feeling in his home. Until his mother’s 
accident. 

While feeding their three cows, she had fallen from the hay loft in the barn 
and her head had landed on a spike extending from the bailer. The spike had gone 
through her cranium, entering just above the ear, and out the other side, breaking 
at its base. Without losing consciousness, she had hitched up the horse and buggy 
and gone to the village doctor. He had done what he could, but medical supplies 
were almost nonexistent in the colony. 

Ginyit had been in the colony’s school learning to fear God, and his father 
had been with friends drinking moonshine. Neither of them found out about the 
accident until they returned home that evening.

The wound became infected and she became sick. She was unconscious for 
days. Everyone was certain she was going to die and prayed for her. Miraculously, 
she survived, and, after four days, regained consciousness. Everyone said his 
mother had been touched by God, but Ginyit was certain it had been the devil who 
had raised her from the dead.

In retrospect, he knew intellectually the wound had damaged a section of 
her brain controlling inhibitions. Her behavior became completely unpredictable. 
She ate food at the market without paying for it and attacked people she disliked. 
She flirted with men on the street, and even in church. His father was advised to 
keep her home and Ginyit was taken out of school to help care for her.

Within a week of being taken out of school, his father began leaving him 
alone with her and would go out drinking with his friends. He left Ginyit with his 
mother for longer and longer periods of time. She was much larger and stronger 



than the seven-year old boy, and soon the torture began. She tied him in a chair 
and would not let him go to the toilet. When he finally soiled his pants she untied 
him and beat him, screaming he was an undisciplined sinner. 

One morning, soon after his tenth birthday, he awoke to find he was now a 
different person. A shift had taken place while he had slept, sparked by the 
previous night’s beating. The young boy had been replaced. He was no longer 
afraid of his mother, and he was certainly not afraid of the occasional beating 
from his father. He no longer felt pain. When his mother had attempted to punish 
him for some imaginary crime, he frightened her with the look in his eyes. She 
never touched him again.

He killed a small cat a few weeks after his personality transformation. He 
hadn’t planned it, something inside of him had taken over. He felt powerful 
afterwards. Intellectually he thought he should feel guilty, but emotionally he 
didn’t. To hide the evidence, he had cut the cat up into small pieces and buried the 
parts in differant locations. A few months later he dug up the skull and took it 
home as a trophy, which he hid in his room. When he was twelve, he had started 
becoming sexually aroused at the cries of agony from his small animal victims. 

Shelby Evans, the community father, the holy man of their small little 
colony (and one sick fuck himself) took a liking to Ginyit and taught him the art 
of Charisma. Evans was unable to have children and needed an heir, someone to 
continue leading the community. He recognized Ginyit as an exceptionally bright 
child and chose him, saying it was God’s will. Ginyit’s mother told him he could 
never lead the colony and would have to rely on her help. Ginyit recognized it for 
the manipulation it was.

As time passed and he gained Evans’ trust, it had been easy to slip poison 
into the ritual Sunday communion wine. The wine paralyzed everyone in the 
church. While they sat watching, Ginyit scientifically set the church on fire. Evans 
would never again sodomize the young children in the choir and his adoring flock 
would burn with him. 

The church burned to the ground, killing everyone in the colony, except for 
three children around his own age, and his mother. Ginyit had killed his mother 
the night before. 

He had made sure the three children were being punished and were not at 
the ceremony. The children were neighbors, two twin sisters and their younger 
brother. They were the only ones who had ever been nice to him. They had shared 
their food with him at school when he had none, and had never made fun of his 
intelligence like the other children. They had been worth saving. 

They had also been necessary. Ginyit had started developing plans within 
plans and he needed someone to corroborate his story. They had taken the only 
ship the colony owned and left the planet, sending out a distress call on all 



frequencies. 
Flying the ship had been easy, because Ginyit had read the manual and 

asked the maintenance chief all kinds of questions. With just the right 
compliments, at just the right times, the maintenance chief had been happy to 
provide answers.

After they were rescued and taken to Terra for physical and psychological 
evaluations, he had lied about his home life. The officials and psychiatrists knew 
nothing of his hatred for his parents, nor of his killing nearly the entire colony. 
The three other children described what they believed to be true, what Ginyit had 
set up through misinformation and manipulation. Everyone believed the colony 
had committed mass suicide and the four children had been expelled because they 
were “sinners” and “not pure enough” to be received by God.

His intelligence was recognized during the evaluations and he had been 
trained and educated at a special school for genius-level teens. No one knew of his 
love for torture. 

When he was seventeen he had tortured and killed his first human being. He 
knew what he was entering into and did so consciously, experimentally, with no 
sense of guilt. He had studied the texts on serial killers under the pretext of being 
curious about the field of law enforcement. Torture and rape of humans quickly 
became his only sexual outlet, being far superior to the simple torture of animals.

They were onto him after his second victim. Though he had underestimated 
the forensics scientists, he easily eluded capture and discovered he enjoyed the 
chase. He began deliberately leaving a signature clue at each crime scene, a broken 
cross.

At age twenty-three schizophrenia had set in. He knew enough about 
schizophrenia to recognize the symptoms. The first symptoms to appear were 
instructions from God. Second, he noticed his already limited range of emotions 
and feeling seemed even further diminished. 

The voices from God sometimes warned him of impending danger. At other 
times they told him to kill and inflict pain on others. The warnings had prevented 
his capture on five separate occasions and he paid attention to them. The messages 
to kill and torture were always a pleasure, and he considered them to be his 
reward for doing God’s work. He was unconcerned by his minimal feeling of 
emotions because he was no longer human. God had told him so.

He felt fortunate in not having the other classic symptoms of schizophrenia, 
such as depression, a lack of energy, or problems with concentration. Quite the 
opposite, at times he felt as though he could see the world with razor-sharp 
clarity, or focus his attention on a pinhead for several hours at a time. Ginyit was 
grateful to Evans for one thing: the Charisma training he received had included 
mental concentration exercises. 



Ginyit knew exactly what medications would eliminate the symptoms of his 
schizophrenia. He was also aware of an operation which had successfully cured a 
number of schizophrenics. Those methods were not for him. Instead he chose to 
embrace his schizophrenia as a way of doing God’s work. He listened to the 
voices, but chose the advice and timing carefully.

Being a chosen one did not make him infallible, he reminded himself. And 
now was the time for clear thinking.

Three thousand kilograms of corbinite needed to be shipped to the Ek-clar 
station for transfer to its new owner. It was five days travel at fatal speeds to reach 
the Belarian rendezvous point. Who should he send, with Frank Meyer was dead? 
Javis would be an excellent choice. He was an experienced pilot and understood 
the importance of good security. Javis would need an addiction before leaving to 
assure his return. Perhaps a cocaine and ecstacy combination. Ginyit would have 
the doctor mix something up within the next few hours.

He had prisoners to deal with. The young girls were his, to torture slowly 
and at his leisure. They would make a refreshing change from the Pams who no 
longer brought him any true pleasure.

Christopher Black was Liechter’s until he completed his experiments and 
observations. Observations might go on for as long as a year. As much as Ginyit 
disliked the smell of Black (Ginyit firmly believed he could recognize an enemy 
by his smell), and wanted him destroyed, he was necessary for the doctor’s 
experiments. And last, but not least, there was the ambulance pilot. He would save 
her, change her, use her for a mission. Perhaps she would be difficult and he 
could enjoy the process of breaking her.

The bomb would be detonated in approximately three weeks. This was not 
his concern, but the repercussions would be to his advantage, creating chaos and 
distracting Terran officials. His ultimate goal was within his grasp. He had been 
manipulating and placing people for several months to gain control of 
Intergalactic Mining and eventually all of Earth. He would scour the Earth of 
sinners and, when the time was right, he would declare war on Mars. 

Sharon looked at the unconscious woman lying on the jail cell cot. A lot 
had occurred in the last three days and it took all of her control to stay calm. She 
thought about what had happened.

Her father had purchased a new yacht and it had needed to be broken in 
with gradual acceleration for specified periods of time. The manufacturer had 
created specific guidelines for breaking it in; failure to do so would be shown by 
the ship’s data banks and void the warranty. Her father was insistent it be broken 
in properly, which basically meant no short little hops to Mars or Europa for a 
month or two. What was the point in having a stellar class yacht if you couldn’t 



use it? she had wondered at the time.
Her mother had come up with the wonderful idea of using the break-in 

process to celebrate Sharon’s birthday by going shopping and sunbathing on 
Valencia. Three of Sharon’s friends were also invited. Her mother had originally 
planned to go, but had canceled at the last minute because of a business 
emergency. Ann, one of the three friends, had immediately asked if her younger 
sister, Tina could go. Tina was fairly cool, for a nine-year old, and Sharon had 
agreed with a minimum of reluctance.

Sharon knew the captain and knew the rules. When you were on her ship 
there was no monkey business. You didn’t touch anything  related to the ship’s 
equipment. You didn’t step past the threshold of the control room without specific 
permission from the captain and you never entered her cabin or, as she put it, she 
would have you keel hauled.

Sharon had looked the phrase up. It was a form of punishment from the old 
ocean-faring days and it meant to lower someone by a rope from the front of a 
moving ship, and then let them be dragged under the ship until they surfaced from 
the rear.

She had planned to ask Captain Jackson if she would be keel hauled with or 
without a space suit. It might have been fun if she could wear a space suit.

She would never be able to ask Captain Jackson the question. After they had 
stopped to assist a stranded vessel, Captain Jackson had been killed by a crazy 
woman.

Sharon became aware the woman on the cot was starting to stir. She was 
waking up.

Kelly woke up feeling nauseous and fuzzy. Where am I? she wondered 
looking around. My mouth tastes like dirt. I’m in some kind of jail cell. There are 
girls here, too. She could see them on the other side of the cell bars.

“You’re awake. I’m glad. We were beginning to worry about you.”
Kelly turned her head to find there were two girls in her cell. One was 

about the same age as the three in the cell facing her, about fourteen or fifteen 
years old. The one who had spoken looked to be about nine or ten years old and 
had short reddish hair. The older one had shoulder length, dark, curly hair.

“Where are we?” Kelly asked.
“We were hoping you would know,” said the older girl.
Kelly tried to remember what had happened. I was in the ambulance. We 

were going into deep space, to a station. We were chasing Apela and the corbinite. 
Javis was with me, and a man named Black. I had just set the controls for Space 
Station Cavanaugh. Cavanaugh was an outlaw station, outside of Terran 
jurisdiction.



Her anger with Apela had dissipated. She wasn’t good at holding onto 
anger. It just didn’t seem to be in her nature.

What had happened to Javis and Chris Black? she wondered.
“There were two men with me. Do you know what happened to them?”
“No,” the girl said. “You were the only one they brought in. I don’t know 

what happened to them. Do you know what they’re going to do to us?”
The chances were pretty high they would be sold into slavery. Kelly 

decided to remain silent about how bad the situation was. Five hysterical girls 
would be a significant distraction and she needed to remain alert, should an 
opportunity for escape present itself. 

“My name is Kelly, Kelly Turner. I’m an ambulance driver from Corbin 
III. Who are you? And how did you get here?” Kelly asked.

“My name is Sharon,” the dark-haired girl answered. “This is Tina. And 
over there,” she said pointing to the three girls in the other cell, “is Ann, Gaby, 
and Juliet. We were on our way to Valencia for a two week vacation. We were 
traveling in my fatheryacht when we were boarded by a crazy woman. She had 
sent out a distress signal. When she came aboard she killed Captain Jackson, the 
pilot, and made us haul over a lot of corbinite containers. Then she locked us up 
in the rec room. The next thing we knew guards were taking us off the ship and 
bringing us here. We don’t know why we’re in jail or what we’ve done wrong. 
They won’t tell us anything and they won’t let us communicate with our parents. 
We’ve told them our parents will pay a reward for our return but the guards just 
laugh and ignore us.”

“You haven’t done anything wrong, and we will get out of here,” Kelly 
said, approaching the cell bars.

“Stop! Don’t touch them,” a girl from the other cell yelled. “There’s a 
force field covering the bars.”

Kelly stopped. She had no desire to get a force field shock. She would 
probably be batted back against the steel wall behind her.

“Thanks,” she said.
“At first we thought you might be dead,” said Gaby from the other cell. 

“I’m glad you’re not.”
Kelly spoke with the girls for about half an hour, asking questions about the 

guards they had seen. Information was minimal because the girls hadn’t been there 
very long. They thought they had only been there for about a day. It was difficult 
to estimate how long they had really been there, but they could tell Kelly they had 
been there for two meals, a sleep cycle when the lights were dimmed, and another 
meal. The girls were pretty emphatic about disliking the gruel. Kelly suspected it 
was high on nutrition and low on flavor. 

The main door slid open and Javis walked in, followed by a guard in a gray 



uniform.
“Javis, what’s going on?” Kelly asked, confused by Javis’ status as a 

nonprisoner. 
“What’s going on?” Javis asked tauntingly. “I’m out here and you’re in 

there. I’m going to be rich, and you’re going to become some kind of slave, 
although the specifics haven’t been decided yet. Maybe I’ll buy you and start a 
harem. Of course, you’d have to learn your place, but I think I would enjoy 
breaking you.”

“You were in on this,” Kelly said accusingly.
Javis smirked. “Yes, from the very beginning. Before Apela even arrived. 

You people were all so smug. Well, who’s laughing now?”
“But those were your own people. Your own staff who were killed. How 

could you?”
“It was easy. I simply selected the people on my staff I hated the most. I 

have been manipulating the schedule for the last month. Those people who died 
were the ones who deserved it.”

“Why? What do you mean? Because you didn’t like them you selected them 
to be murdered?”

“They were insulting. They didn’t show me the proper respect. Those were 
all the reasons I needed.”

“You’ll never get away with this. You’ll get caught.”
“No, I won’t,” Javis answered confidently. “They’ll think we’re all dead. 

The carrier pigeon I sent out was a mayday signal, with the wrong coordinates. I 
told them we had lost the trail and were under attack by pirates. And if they do 
find the empty pickup, they won’t be able to get any leads. Black, the idiot, let me 
access the computer. Ten minutes after we left, the force field came on. Ever try 
getting through a force field? It’s not easy. They have no way of tracing us. By 
the time they get any kind of search and rescue operation, the thermal trail will 
have dissipated. A smart move, for an idiot, following the thermal trail. I’m glad 
he won’t be around much longer. He was an insulting little prick, too.” 

“What’s going to happen to Chris?” Kelly asked, suddenly concerned.
“Dr. Liechter is going to use him in some kind of memory transfer 

experiment. I don’t know what’s involved, but I do know Apela has turned into a 
raving lunatic, and they did memory transfers on her. They have her locked in a 
cell in the medical ward right now. She’s pulled out all her hair and won’t let 
anyone near her. When they arrived yesterday, it took six guards to pin her down. 
Two of them walked away with broken arms. Chances are pretty good Black will 
go insane, too.”

“You just came here to gloat, didn’t you, Javis?”
Javis smiled. “That’s exactly why I came here. I’ve got everything I could 



ask for. Women, respect, and money. On top of the bonus I for bringing in Black, 
Oliver Sven’s sappy wife paid me 60,000 credits to kill Apela. I won’t need to. 
She’s going to die anyway. And I’ll keep the money even if she doesn’t. 

“Well, I’m done gloating and I have to be on my way. I have to get ready 
for phase two of this mission.”

“Phase two?” Kelly asked, switching from anger to concern. 
“I think I’ll leave the question open. Besides, I might get killed if I told 

you.”
After Javis left, the girls had a hundred questions. Who was Javis? How was 

he involved? What was Kelly doing before she had been kidnapped? Who was 
Apela and who was Chris and who was Black?

Kelly felt emotionally overwhelmed, but she swallowed her frustration with 
the situation, and her irritability with the girls, answering their questions calmly.

After their curiosity had been satisfied she said, “If an opportunity presents 
itself and we have a chance for escape, I want you girls to be ready and follow my 
instructions immediately. If we get one chance and blow it, we’ll never get a 
second chance. So get it in your heads when I say "go", we go. No standing 
around looking confused. Okay?”

The girls all agreed.

Chapter 14

Chris looked the room over carefully. Although there was a computer jack 
in one wall, without a computer there was absolutely no way to override the 
entrance controls. 

He looked at the computer jack once again. Maybe I can’t override the 
controls, but I might be able to stir up some trouble. This close to a galactic core 
the magnetic interference has be incredibly strong. They must have the plasmonic 
circuits heavily insulated. If I open this box, remove some of the insulation, and 
do a little creative short circuitry, their main brain processor should send 
misguided info all over the station. Nothing serious enough to set off the safety 
overrides, but certainly enough to cause some minor power outages and irritation.

Using his thumbnail, Chris unscrewed the cover plate and went to work. 
With the rough surface of the junction opening, he filed a sharp edge onto the 
cover plate and used it to carefully strip off sections of thick insulation from the 
circuitry. Then, holding the insulation like a kind of hot pot holder, he 



manipulated and cross-wired a few of the plasmonic circuits. 
Two minutes later the lights went out.
Chris moved to the door, relaxed, but poised for attack. When the door 

opened, two maintenance technicians entered. Before the technician’s eyes could 
adjust to the darkness, Chris sent his fist flying into the first man’s solar plexus. 
As the technician buckled over with the breath knocked out of him in a great 
whoosh of expelled air, Chris kicked the side of the man’s skull and knocked him 
unconscious.

The other man tackled Chris. Using his second opponent’s momentum, 
Chris rolled to his back. Bringing his knees up as he continued the roll, he sent his 
opponent flying. 

Then, using the weight of his now downswinging legs, he rolled forward 
into a standing position. The two faced off. Strikes and blocks flew back and 
forth. Chris was surprised, he hadn’t expected this much fight from the technician. 
He feinted to the left. The man countered, preparing for a blow from the right. 

The blow never materialized. It was a feint within a feint. The technician 
felt a brief instant of pain at his left temple and saw a bright white light. Then 
nothing. He was unconscious.

Chris stripped the larger tech of his clothes and put them on. While dressing 
he realized how lucky he had been in having only two maintenance technicians 
arrive and no security. There must have been no communication between security 
and maintenance about him. Let’s hope poor communications equal poor 
organization.

He stepped out into a corridor curving off into the distance, in both 
directions. Having no idea where he was, Chris chose to go left and soon came to 
a corridor going right, towards, he assumed, the center of the station. As he 
walked, he passed two people having a conversation. They nodded politely and he 
nodded back.

The corridor ended overlooking a space two stories high. The first floor had 
a variety of shops, stores, and restaurants making up a commercial enterprise zone 
or, as it was more commonly referred to, a mall. A walkway circled what would 
have been the second floor, overlooking the first and accessing a number of 
corridors leading out to the hub of the station. 

Trees and other flora were clustered in the center of the mall and randomly 
scattered around the open space. A number of people, mostly human, were 
walking around or sitting at cafes. The ones who were not human were a variety 
of different alien species, some of whom Chris recognized. He anticipated no 
problems for an hour or so, until it was discovered he had escaped.

He wondered briefly if he had any chance of getting help from the locals. 
Then he saw the broken cross, Ginyit’s trademark. 



Ginyit controls the whole station, he realized.

Raymond Ginyit was entertaining himself with two of the Pam slave girls. 
His sleeping quarters were luxurious, with plush carpeting and soft fabric wall 
hangings. One of the Pams was in a corner of the room huddled into a ball and 
whimpering. The other was beneath him crying slightly each time he thrust into 
her. The sounds were music to his ears. 

Ginyit was on the verge of orgasm when his intercom system carried the 
voice of his chief security officer, Major Reynolds, into the room.

“Father Ginyit, the prisoner has escaped.” 
“What! What!?” Ginyit said. “Well, find him! And when you’ve found him 

bring him to me in my main chambers. And don’t interrupt me for another half 
hour.”

“Yes sir.”
The security chief, a heavy, muscular man, wiped the sweat from his 

forehead with the back of his hand. He was following established protocol in 
reporting the escape of a prisoner. But in doing so he had broken the rule of not 
interrupting Father Ginyitrecreation period, which happened every day at this 
time. He was in a no win situation and would be extremely lucky to get through it 
without some sort of punishment. Not informing Father Ginyit of the escape 
would have resulted in certain death. His own.

Ginyit took his frustration out on the woman beneath him, but the moment 
of climax was empty for him. His sense of control and domination had been 
weakened. His mood became foul.

He decided to have the chief of security bound to a stake and whipped in 
the center of the mall. He hadn’t decided on when to do it, but it would come to 
pass, he thought to himself. He believed timing was everything and preferred to 
choose his moments with a sense of artistry, a combination of intellect and 
intuition.

To calm himself he began to think of what he had accomplished since he 
had taken possession of this station. 

The station had been abandoned over fifty years ago, and when he had first 
arrived it had been a shambles. The family who had been squatting here had 
essentially no technical skills and were allowing the station to fall into further 
disrepair. He had seen its potential for criminal profit immediately. He never did 
find out why the station had been abandoned, but because of the obvious 
vandalism he suspected some form of insanity had run rampant through the 
previous occupants.

With his charismatic abilities to persuade, he had used the first family as 
slave labor for cleaning up the debris and useless leftover equipment. He had 



made many of the environmental repairs himself. Ginyit then contacted his 
followers, a variety of weak-willed individuals who felt they had been treated 
unfairly by the rest of humanity. With them, he had created a community whose 
common goals were seeking vengeance against the human race and, in the process, 
proving their superiority.

The First Family still lived here as favored veterans of his community of 
worshipers. They attended his weekly sermons and were true believers in the path 
of the righteous. They fit in well with the population of followers he had chosen 
to bring to the station.

It was so easy to control angry people with low self-esteem. All you had to 
do was tell them what they wanted to hear. And this station had been deliberately 
populated with people who had low self-esteem and an abundance of anger. He 
had given meaning to their lives 

Ginyit had turned the station into one large religious community, very 
similar to the one he had been raised in as a child. But here, technology and 
science were used as tools and not wasted and ignored. Ginyit had long ago 
decided technology did not take God away from people. Options took God away 
from people. Minimize their options and God once again became a part of their 
lives. Technology, he had discovered, could be used just as easily to limit options 
as to create them. His followers didn’t want freedom. They wanted a leader and 
he provided leadership.

The station now had four hundred and twenty permanent residents all living 
and working in peaceful harmony under a strict and easy to understand 
hierarchical order. He was at the top and his Angels of Mercy, his security staff, 
were his hands. His Angels of Science, the technical staff, were his eyes and ears, 
maintaining the station and receiving special privileges. At the lowest rung were 
the Truly Blessed, the people who ran the shops and did the cleaning and made 
this station a true community, his devoted followers. The clone slaves didn’t count 
as people.

Finding a stairway down, Chris located an out-of-the-way spot, leaned 
against a wall, and casually surveyed the area. Four information terminals were 
located on the plaza, designed to give general, low security information to sentient 
beings unfamiliar with the station. Trying to look casual, he went to the nearest 
one.

“Computer. Display floor plans of this station.”
An image of the station’s layout came up on the screen. It was a wagon-

wheel shaped space station. A section labeled “Enterprise Zone” in the center of 
the hub was displayed in light yellow and covered one half of the outer rim. This 
half of the rim was used for public docking. The rest of the station was in red, and 



required a security clearance. A free enterprise zone? Ginyit has his own little 
trading post set up here. One specializing in criminal activities. He’s going to sell 
the corbinite as fuel to the criminal population.

Chris looked around and then back at the station map, familiarizing himself. 
He was in the free enterprise zone. Looking around once again, Chris was 
astonished at the diversity of alien races on the station. He had always assumed the 
human race was the only one with significant criminal problems. It seemed 
criminal activity was much more widespread than he thought. 

“Computer, display location of space ship, Saint Marie.”
At the last dock before switching to red and requiring security clearance, a 

representation of the Saint Marie began blinking in blue.
“Computer, show me the location of Kelly Turner.”
“This information is unavailable without clearance.”
Chris paused for a moment. Trying to coax or confuse the computer into 

giving the information would probably bring security. Looking at the map, he 
noticed a station security office was nearby.

In fact, it’s right over there, Chris thought, looking directly at the office 
and wondering about the sign above the entrance, which read ‘Angels of Mercy’.

Chris memorized the map, and the route to the Saint Marie. Drumming up 
his courage, he walked into the security station and sat down at a computer 
terminal near the entrance way. One of the security officers looked at him 
curiously.

“Don’t mind me. I’m just trying to track down a comm systems glitch,” 
Chris said with an easy going grin. The man nodded and turned back to his work. 

“Computer. Run a self diagnostic, and list all prisoners in alphabetical 
order, and provide their current locations.”

“Complying,” the computer responded.
Chris waited patiently as the computer ran its diagnostic, trying to look 

bored and to maintain a low profile.
“Diagnostic complete. There is an interference problem sourced from room 

d358 on level two. Two technicians have been dispatched to make repairs. This 
interference problem has made prisoner listings inaccessible.”

Damn. I’ve fallen into my own trap, Chris thought.
A hand clamped down heavily on his shoulder and a voice said, “Would 

you come with us Mr. Black?”
Chris looked at the three beefy security guards behind the one who had laid 

a heavy hand on his shoulder.



Chapter 15

Kelly said, “Did the force field just flicker?”
“I didn’t see anything,” Tina responded.
“Neither did I,” said Sharon. 
Kelly picked up the pillow from her cot and threw it at the bars. It hit the 

bars and fell to the floor. “Quick!” she said. “Does anyone have anything we can 
use to pick the locks?”

Gaby, from the other cell, pointed and yelled, “They keep the keys over 
there on a hook. Maybe you can reach them.”

Kelly leaped to where the bars were hinged to the wall and stuck her arm 
through, grasping for the keys, which were out of her line of sight, and not 
finding them.

“Higher!” cried Gaby.
Kelly reached higher and found them. She bought them back into the cell. 

Fumbling with the keys and finding the right one through trial and error, she 
opened the cell door. She quickly moved out of her own cell. Tina and Sharon 
followed her. With some more fumbling of the keys, Kelly released the three 
other girls. 

“Come on!” Kelly said as she poked her head into the corridor. The 
corridor was empty. With the five girls following, she went to the left. To her 
right, the corridor dead-ended about ten meters from the jail room entrance. To 
their left, the corridor ended, but intersected with another corridor going left and 
right. Kelly was experienced with space stations and in her mind she created a 
map showing the jail cell near the outer wall of the station, and the upcoming 
hallway as a full circle within the station. 

Kelly walked to the intersection and dropped to her knees, poking her head 
out around the corner and looking both ways. As she did so, she could hear sounds 
coming from the left, which she hadn’t heard before. She pulled her head back 
and the sounds disappeared. Looking around, she spotted a sound neutralizer near 
the ceiling. These devices worked by sensing a sound’s vibrational frequency and 
immediately sending out a sound wave of the opposite frequency, effectively 
canceling them both out. They were common in restaurants and other areas where 
private conversations might be desired.

Kelly strongly suspected the sound neutralizer was to keep the sounds of the 
prison area from reaching the hall and not vice versa. It might be best to keep 
torture sessions quiet. 

She guided the girls to the right, away from the sounds of people talking 
and machinery moving. Spotting a maintenance closet symbol, she tried the door 



and found it unlocked. She ushered the girls inside what turned out to be a small 
storage room and closed the door. Relaxing for a moment, she realized she had 
been holding her breath and made an effort to breathe normally.

As the girls hugged each other and processed their emotions, Kelly looked 
around the untidy room. There were chemicals, spare parts, and half dismantled 
pieces of machinery stored in the room. This kind of sloppiness offended Kelly on 
a deep level, and she had to squelch a desire to clean and organize the storeroom. 
She decided to ignore her feelings and be grateful to fate for letting her stumble 
into this potential treasure trove.

One of the items she found was a portable laser cutter. Another was a small 
force field generator which had been removed from its casing. If she could attach 
it to a power source she would have a portable force field. If the generator 
worked. There might be a reason it wasn’t currently installed somewhere.

Moving over to a work bench Kelly stripped back insulation from its power 
feeds. Then she aimed the field to one side and plugged the generator’s bared 
wires into a power outlet. The generator hummed to life and a greenish-yellow 
field appeared. Picking up a wrench, she gently tossed it at the oddly colored 
force field. It bounced away with what seemed to be as much energy as it had 
been thrown with. Discolored as it was, the force field seemed to work. 

I have a weapon and a shield. If I can find out where the ship is, I might be 
able to get us out of this, she thought. 

Stripping off her uniform blouse, she told the girls, “I’m going out to get 
some info. Stay here, keep the door locked, and don’t let anyone else in.” Kelly 
then put her blouse back on inside out, hiding the various Corbin III insignia 
attached to it.

“You’re going to leave us here alone?” Gaby asked, genuinely shocked.
“What if you don’t come back?” Tina chimed in.
“I will be back,” Kelly said pocketing the laser cutter. “Just stay calm. I 

shouldn’t be gone more than half an hour.”
The five girls watched wide-eyed as she left, closing the door behind her. 

She went in the direction of the noises and was surprised when the corridor ended 
at a walkway overlooking what seemed a business mall. 

Most space stations have these. I shouldn’t be so surprised this one does, she 
told herself.

Chris was led to a private suite of apartments. which turned out to be 
Ginyit’s living quarters. The place had the feel of a small palace. There were 
decorative hangings from the wall and expensive works of art here and there. The 
ceiling was two stories high, as it had been in the station’s mall. Chris could see 
the reasoning behind a two story high ceiling in the business section, but for one 



person’s living space, it seemed a little excessive.
He also noticed two of the Pams were in attendance, probably as gophers 

for the moment. Their costumes suggested they performed another role during 
more private moments. The sheer material left just enough to the imagination, 
while refracting and reflecting the light in such a way it was almost impossible not 
to stare.

Dragging his attention away from the girls he focused it on Raymond 
Ginyit, who was wearing what looked to be black silk pajamas. He was sitting in a 
throne on a dais, with his hands folded across his lap.

Two of the guards forced Chris to his knees.
Raymond Ginyit looked at Chris with irritation. It took all of his self-

discipline to keep from ordering the guards to slice off the man’s head. The 
irritating smell was now in his personal quarters. If Liechter didn’t need him, he 
would have taken great pleasure in torturing the escaped lab rat.

“Mr. Black, if it weren’t for Liechter’s experiments, I would have you 
killed right now,” Ginyit stated pleasantly. “Computer. Create direct 
communications with Dr. Liechter.”

“Direct communications available. You may speak when ready.”
“Liechter! Get up here! Now!” Ginyit yelled.
“On my way,” a voice from a hidden speaker responded.

Liechter had been in his own apartment sampling a new hallucinogen which 
allowed the recipient to consciously create hallucinations, but slowed down the 
person’s ability to react to events in the real world. He quickly took the antidote, 
which worked almost immediately, and followed it with a drug called “think-
fast”. He made a mental note to himself about using this drug too often. It had 
extremely unpleasant side effects. He also needed to do a cleanse. Residue from 
the various drugs he used were beginning to build up in his system and would 
reach toxic levels in another week or so.

The think-fast kicked in and his mind became clear and sharp. What’s gone 
wrong now? he wondered. He put on a lab coat and left his apartment. He walked 
quickly toward his leader’s quarters, hoping the fault wasn’t his.

“We may as well take advantage of this time while we wait for the doctor,” 
Ginyit stated. “Tell me, Mr. Black, what do you think of the League’s desire to 
reconstruct the human race in their own image?” 

Ginyit’s voice was warm and friendly. The tone had a way of relaxing a 
person.

Chris was willing to admit to himself he admired the cunning and criminal 
intelligence of Raymond Ginyit. He would never let the killer know this, 



however, because he also despised the man for his lack of morals and the hundreds 
of innocent people he had killed. I’m not going to give Ginyit the satisfaction of 
getting under my skin. He’ll start off soft and then try to pump me for the info 
he’s really interested in. ‘I’ should be pumping him for info telepathically, he 
thought.

“Ginyit, when I get loose, you’re the first person I’m coming after,” Chris 
said, casually tapping his skull behind the ear three times.

Ginyit looked at him blankly for a second and then laughed loudly. “You’ll 
never get loose, little man. You’re my prisoner and you’ll remain my prisoner 
until I decide it’s time for you to die. Don’t waste my time with empty threats.” 
The real Ginyit had surfaced.

“It’s no empty threat. Your time is running out. It’s that simple,” Chris 
stated, keeping his eyes focused on Ginyit. “You’ve been incredibly lucky up until 
now, but your luck has run out. You’re either going to die or you’re going to 
prison. The choice is yours.” 

Ginyit’s face contorted and reddened. “Guards. Stand him up and hold 
him.”

Two guards hoisted Chris up, each holding one of his arms. Ginyit moved 
to stand in front of Chris and slapped him ferociously across the face twice. Ginyit 
paused for a moment and sent his fist flying into Chris’ stomach. 

Chris rolled with the punch by expelling the air in his lungs and retracting 
his stomach muscles. It looked as though Ginyit had knocked the breath out of 
Chris, but, in fact, Ginyit had barely touched him. Chris knew it and Ginyit knew 
it. Ginyit looked at Chris with cold, hard eyes and returned to his seat.

Picking up an item from a nearby table, Ginyit stated, “This device of yours 
is mildly interesting. A mobile spy eye with the smallest antigravity thrusters I’ve 
ever seen. I hope you won’t mind if I add it to my collection of tools. It may 
come in handy some day.”

“Under the circumstances, I promise I won’t lodge a formal complaint. 
Consider it my gift.” Chris felt odd, distanced from his body. Ginyit was 
surrounded by a strange grayish aura with pink flecks. “Tell me, what are your 
plans for the corbinite?” Chris asked Ginyit.

Ginyit’s aura flickered with a variety of translucent colors. A rush of 
fragmented thoughts streamed into Chris’ mind. Big chunks of information were 
missing, but the basic theme was there. Chris was stunned by the knowledge.

“You are not here to ask me questions, Mr. Black. I will ask the questions. 
The League has required Mars to make certain changes in the genetic coding of its 
newborns before it can become a League member. What do you think the general 
opinion of the Martian population on this issue is?”

The voice no longer sounded friendly. It had taken on a threatening quality. 



Chris could feel his stomach knotting up with fear as the power of Ginyit seemed 
to reach inside Chris to extract the answer. It took all of Chris’ will power to not 
to blurt out an answer to Ginyit’s question. 

“Mars will join the League. In a few weeks. The decision has already been 
made,” Chris answered sarcastically, using all of his control to appear calm and 
unafraid. A battle of confidence had begun.

“I don’t believe you,” Ginyit said. His aura grew darker and the flecks 
became bright red. “Your news media has said a great deal about a new treaty 
with a race called the Belarians, but there has been no mention of changing your 
relationship with the League. I have to believe, even on a planet as morally 
corrupt as Mars, your people are still not willing to give up their humanity to the 
League devils. I was hoping for a friendly discussion, but I can see you’re not 
going to be cooperative.”

Liechter suddenly appeared. Chris noticed his aura was a greenish color 
with curious orange streaks.

“Mr. Black, hopefully you will prove to be of some value to Dr. Liechter. 
Just in time, Doctor. Take this creature away before I have him exterminated.” 

Liechter looked at Chris with some surprise.
“Before I go, maybe you could tell me what happened to the pilot and the 

security chief who were with me?” Chris asked. 
Again a rush of fragmented thoughts left him disoriented. 
“Get him out of here,” Dr. Liechter ordered, his voice raising.
“Guards, escort the prisoner back to my lab,” said Leichter. 
What is he doing in Ginyit’s personal quarters, an odd, tinny voice in Chris’ 

mind asked.  He recognized them as Liechter thoughts.
Hello, Dr. Liechter. In case you’re wondering, I had escaped and have been 

recaptured. Then they brought me here.” Chris turned to Ginyit. “Perhaps you 
should get more guards. You may not have enough.” 

This time he received only a small amount of data from Ginyit’s mind. 
There were sixty-seven guards on staff. Ginyit believed he was overstaffed and 
had no plans for recruiting more.

Chris found himself being hurried out of Ginyit’s throne room. He was 
staggered by what he had learned telepathically of Ginyit’s plans for the corbinite. 
Most of it will be used as fuel, he thought, but some was going to be sold, and 
used to create a multiphase bomb. The buyer plans to destroy the Sanine home 
world. Ginyit had felt a curious sense of satisfaction at the image of the Sanine 
home world exploding.

Chris was stunned. The League treaties clearly stated any act of violence 
aimed at a League member (such as the Sanine civilization) would result in 
retaliation and possible destruction of the offending world, be it Terra or Mars. 



Terrans might not be building and aiming the bomb, but humans would be 
supplying the materials with full knowledge of its planned purpose. There would 
be guilt by association.

Although the League probably wouldn’t destroy Terra, they might very 
well restrict the use of fatal travel by humans. It was true Ginyit was a criminal 
wanted by Terran police, but he was still a Terran citizen and making them 
responsible for his actions. Something like this could cause the League to ban the 
entire human race from operating faster-than-light ships, on the basis humans are 
too primitive and hostile to be allowed this kind of technology. It could be 
centuries before the human race would be allowed to travel at fatal speeds again. 
Humans would lose contact with the Terran colonies and the resulting chaos 
would be irreparable.

It made no difference Ginyit was a criminal and had separated himself from 
the rest of humanity. Humans had produced this monster and they were 
responsible for him.

Chris felt disconnected with reality for an instant as the full impact of the 
consequences sank home. Over twenty colonized worlds could be isolated from 
the rest of humanity. Products from alien species, products accepted and depended 
upon, would no longer be available. Technology using resources from other 
planets would disappear or become an expensive novelty. Most of the human 
colonies would lose access to corbinite, and in the process take two giant steps 
backwards in affordable energy. Terra would become dependent on Mars for all 
of its corbinite needs. Chris was awestruck at the terrible implications.

And then there were the deaths of billions of sentient beings as their world 
exploded from underneath their feet.

He knew he had to readjust his priorities. Things were getting complicated 
and his course of action was no longer clear. What were his priorities now? The 
big picture? At the cost of Kelly’s life? And what about the Pam clones? And 
what could he do? He was a prisoner about to be experimented on.

Chris was strapped to the bed as soon as they had entered the laboratory. 
The guards, guns drawn, allowed no room for resistance.

“Well, my boy, do you have any questions before we begin the procedure?” 
Liechter asked.

The nanite telepathy system was still operating, and Chris’ best guess was 
he had another half hour before they shut down. His fear was distracting him and 
the only thoughts he was receiving from Liechter were the immediate steps 
involved in the procedure.

Telling Liechter about the nanite system made no sense. He might gain a 
half hour delay, but the procedure would still take place. He thought desparately 
of the vague possibility the powerful magnetic field of the nanites might block the 



electromagnetic mind scrub.
Four meters from where Chris lay, a bald and bleeding woman was banging 

her head against the bars of her cell. The thoughts coming from her were of 
intense anger with periodic images of Liechter being strangled. 

“Yes, a few,” Chris responded distantly. “Is that Martha Apela over there?”
“Why, yes it is. I’m surprised you recognized her,” Liechter said warmly. 

Apela’s face and various joints in her body were badly swollen. “She is, 
unfortunately, suffering from the side effects of memory transfer. Transferring 
more than an hour’s worth of memories typically causes insanity, after a few 
months. A memory transfer involves transferring experiences and thoughts in their 
entirety, which includes sights, sounds, feelings, and behavioral responses. I 
believe it is the behavioral responses causing the conflict and the insanity. 
Something as basic as brain wave patterns are a complicated combination of 
genetics and learned behavior, so the conflict is something running very deep. In 
her case it seems to be creating a condition known as Lupus, in which the white 
blood cells attack various parts of the body as though trying to reject an alien 
invader. The swelling you see is a result of the attacking blood cells. Lupus is a 
side effect I had not expected.” 

“I can’t believe she accepted a memory transfer knowing insanity would 
result.”

“Oh, no,” Liechter replied. “She was kidnapped and forced to accept the 
memory transfers. One of the incentives for completing her mission was the 
promise of having the memories removed upon her return. Unfortunately, it’s a 
promise I could never keep. There is no way of removing implanted memories. I 
might be able to suppress them with drugs and hypnosis, but even then there’s no 
guarantee they wouldn’t resurface.

“And this is what I can expect?”
“No, not at all. I am 95 percent certain the memories will be accepted by 

your mind with a minimum of problems. The experimental work I’ve done on 
twin chimpanzees has been quite successful. The genetic patterns will be an exact 
match and I’m hoping the behavioral patterns of you and your donor will be very 
similar. Ideally, I would have grown your body at an accelerated rate and kept 
your brain in a state of retardation. Then there would be a minimum of 
contamination to the transferred memories. That was my plan before your parents 
decided to steal you and escape. But, I must work with what I have available,” 
Liechter said philosophically.

“Excuse me. Understand I’m not in favor of cloning, but why not clone a 
new body and simply do a head transplant?”

“There are a variety of reasons. The primary reason is nerve connections are 
extremely complex and in many cases never heal properly, causing partial 



numbness and paralysis. The second reason is if my client were in an accident, I 
wouldn’t be able to get to the head quickly enough. With a few stem cells in 
storage, I can easily create a clone. With a holographic memory cube updated by 
the donor periodically, I wouldn’t need the head. Another important reason would 
be the down time. A surgical procedure of this type would require several months 
of recovery time and quite probably a few years of physical therapy. A memory 
transfer is much easier, with very little down time and greater benefits. If I’m 
successful in transferring the memories to you, and insanity does not develop, 
there should be absolutely no problem repeating the procedure I had originally 
planned, using a combination of accelerated growth and mental retardation. 
Obviously, the mind scrub didn’t work out with you, but I should be able to 
achieve the same effects.” 

Chris felt himself go numb at the prospect of having his identity erased. 
“Tell me, what kind of ethics do you have, Dr Liechter?”

A flash of memories showing Liechter killing a variety of people during 
surgeries and using poison to eliminate failed experiments.

Liechter smiled. “Let’s just say I have very flexible ethics. I believe the 
phrase is situational ethics.”

“For me, that translates into no ethics at all.”
“I think it’s time to end this conversation,” Liechter said, suddenly 

becoming irritable. “After the mind scrub, we’ll begin the memory transfer. 
Computer, have one of my assistant Pams sent into Lab 3.”

“How does the memory transfer work?” Chris asked, suddenly desperate to 
stall for time. The mind scrub was a death sentence for his identity, and he had no 
idea how the nanites would react to the process.

A Pam clone entered the room.
“Pam, prepare the mind scrub helmet.” Moving to a counter and picking up 

a hypospray, the doctor answered Chris’ question. “I’ve worked out a very 
functional, efficient system. Your sensitivity to the memories will be heightened 
and your brain will be running at an accelerated rate. The memories will be fed 
into you at a high speed, with certain memories the donor accessed frequently 
standing out as tags for the conscious mind to gain its bearings. You shouldn’t 
bother worrying too much about it. You won’t be here much longer anyway.”

The Pam placed a helmet-like device on Chris’ head while Liechter injected 
him with some kind of a drug. The Pam looked Chris directly in the eyes and he 
was sure he could see sympathy in their depths. From a distance Chris could hear 
the words, So sorry, so sorry, echoing in his mind. He struggled against the straps 
and barely had time to feel fuzzy before he lost consciousness. 

Chris became aware. He couldn’t think. He couldn’t see or feel or hear 



anything. He was simply aware of his own existence. After a timeless expanse of 
nothingness, experiences started to feed through his mind, so fast and with such 
vividness they were painful. Most of them he couldn’t comprehend, but 
occasionally a memory leapt out at him and the experience seemed to slow, as if 
he were living in that time and place. The first ones to stand out were 
uncomplicated, but intense, feelings. Admiration for his father. Security from his 
mother. Pain when he was spanked for some wrongdoing. Joy when opening 
Christmas presents.

As the experiences continued the vivid memories became more complicated. 
A five-year-old’s total fascination with the bite marks of a spider on his best 
friend’s arm and the intellectual process of imagining how such a thing could 
happen. Strong feelings of affection and protectiveness for his first girlfriend. 
Anger at his classmates for teasing him because he was an Indian. Becoming 
aware of how lost within his own imagination he would get when Mr. Hansel, the 
teacher of the one room country school house, read stories to the students in the 
afternoons.

Later, as he matured to adolescence, embarrassment and jealousy were felt 
when he discovered his girlfriend had broken up with him, and had a “new” 
boyfriend. He felt confusion and pride after being seduced by the babysitter and 
losing his virginity. There was pleasure at the realization he had developed a 
strong circle of friends. Embarrassment as he sat in his English class and 
developed spontaneous erections. Frustration in school (now a school with 
multiple classrooms), because he couldn’t understand trigonometry. A sense of 
awe during the summer he had spent with his grandfather, a Chippewa shaman 
who wanted to initiate him into spirituality and harmony with nature. Pleasure at 
his ability to track and hunt wild game.

As he became a young man he felt as though he could conquer the world. 
He was strong and vital and intelligent and the world had so much too offer. 
Frustration employers couldn’t see his potential and were unwilling to take the 
risk of hiring an Indian with no college degree and minimal work experience. 
Fear of an employment opportunity presenting itself. Could he track down a 
young man who had skipped out before his court hearing, leaving the bail 
bondsman with an unpaid debt of 10,000 dollars?

He had been successful and knew he had found a career suited to him. As he 
moved into adulthood, the memory tags began to be based more and more 
frequently on feelings of awe and less on other, stronger emotions. As a successful 
bounty hunter he occasionally tracked the bail jumpers to other countries. The 
memories of his marriage and the births of his children were especially strong.

And on the experiences went. Chris lived a lifetime in two hours.
Finding a stairway down, Kelly spotted a tavern and went in. The tavern 



was a dimly lit room with several imitation wood tables and a bar with stools. 
Taking a seat at the bar, she glanced around at the people in the room. Most were 
human, but a large number of aliens were scattered about sitting with human 
comrades. No one appeared to pay any attention to her. 

The bartender was an older woman who looked ancient and tough as nails. 
Kelly ordered of a beer, and asked how business was.

“Things have been a little slow, but, God willing, they should be picking up 
real soon. They just got a shipment of corbinite in and ships will be stopping in 
pretty regularly to get their coils refitted.”

“Ships belonging to pirates like the ones I came here with?”
“Exactly!” the old woman grinned broadly showing off teeth severely worn 

and needing regeneration. 
“I’m looking for a friend who’s supposed to be working on this station,” 

Kelly said. “What’s the best way to find him?”
“Ah, well,” the old woman replied. “You could check at the security station 

They have everyone listed there. Or if he’s working for one of the shops you 
might be able to find him using one of the information terminals out in the main 
courtyard. What’s his name? Maybe I know him.”

Kelly thought quickly and said, “Javis, Harold Javis.”
“Haven’t heard of him. Sorry.”
“Thanks anyway,” said Kelly. She thought briefly about trying to locate 

Apela, but decided getting the girls off the station was a higher priority than 
seeking revenge. Finishing her beer, she left a five credit marker, and went out 
into the courtyard.

Going to the nearest information terminal she stated, “Computer, locate a 
new arrival on the station named Christopher Black.”

“No information has been found regarding Christopher Black,” the 
computer responded.

Kelly noted the computer didn’t say the information was restricted. It said 
no information had been found. Which could mean he simply hasn’t been entered 
into the computer listings.

“Computer. Display location of the space ship ‘Saint Marie’.”
A partial layout of the space station appeared, referencing the information 

terminal’s location, the ship’s location, and the most direct route to the 
ambulance. Looking around the plaza, Kelly made a mental map of where the ship 
was located in reference to where the girls were. It was located at the last dock in 
the yellow area, one docking bay from being in the high security section of the 
station. Dock 8. “Thank you, computer. End request file.”

She started on her way back to the girls and then realized they hadn’t eaten 
in several hours. She would get some food for them, and then it would be time to 



get out of here.

Chapter 16

When he awoke he was alone. The helmet had been removed, but the straps 
holding him to the bed were still in place. He noticed the smell of urine coming 
from Apela’s cell. 

I feel alright, he thought. I still feel like myself. My name is Christopher 
Black. I’m from Mars and I live in New Haven. The year is 2327. I hope. I’m 
still here. The mind scrub didn’t work. But the memory transfer did. I have 
another man’s memories in my head.

Testing the straps, he found no weakness and decided not to waste any 
further energy on trying to break free of them using brute force. He looked 
around, trying to find something, anything, he could use to escape. He 
remembered a time when he had been tied down once before and had used a 
broken piece of glass to cut the ropes to escape. No. That wasn’t me. It was the 
other guy. Casey. His name was Casey. Casey used a piece of glass to cut the 
ropes. And so it begins, Chris thought. Someone else’s memories invading my 
mind. I wonder what will happen to me. Later. I need to focus on escaping.

The door slid open and a Pam in laboratory garb walked in. Had she been 
the one to save him from the mind scrub, Chris wondered, or had he gotten really 
lucky with the nanite system counteracting the scrub? If the Pam had done it, it 
meant she was conscious and aware. Hadn’t he picked up thoughts from her, just 
before sliding into unconsciousness. They are aware. Which is why they commit 
suicide when left alone. An ally. I need an ally. He looked at Pam intently. 

“Pam, listen to me,’ he said. “I need to escape and I want to take you and 
your sisters with me. I need your help.”

Pam blinked twice and her pupils dilated. A pained expression crossed her 
face, as if she were trying hard to concentrate.

Chris assumed she had understood, but was having trouble getting 
past whatever inhibitors Leichter had implanted.

“Pam, please release the straps.” 
 Pam immediately began unstrapping him. It seemed the Pams would 

respond to orders from anyone. As the last strap was released, Chris sat up, feeling 
dizzy and nauseous. 

Controlling himself, he said, “Do you have any way of communicating with 
the other Pams?”

Pam nodded “yes” very slowly.



“Can you have them, and yourself, meet me at Dock 8 in one hour?” he 
asked.

Pam nodded “yes” slowly, once again.
Chris decided to rephrase the request as a command. “Your assignment is to 

communicate with the other Pams, and instruct them they, and you, are to meet 
me at Dock 8 in one hour,” Chris looked at the clock on the wall, “at two-thirty. 
You are to do this quietly and discreetly, with no one else knowing about it.” 

Pam looked at the clock also, then nodded and left.
Chris was uncomfortable with the abruptness of the interaction and worried 

she might not have understood, or she might completely forget about their one-
sided conversation. He didn’t know what to expect from an individual whose 
thinking processes were inhibited by an plasmonic implant.

Get over it, he thought. Focus on locating Kelly, getting her and the Pams 
(if they show up) aboard the ambulance, and getting the hell out of here. He 
realized he was weak with hunger and shifted his body’s source of nutrition from 
his stomach to his body fat.

Going to a computer terminal on one side of the laboratory, Chris said, 
“Computer, list all prisoner holding stations and the prisoners being held in each.” 
He crossed his fingers and hoped this terminal had security clearance.

On the screen, a layout of the station three holding cell areas was shown. 
Two of them held a single prisoner, but neither of them was Kelly. The third was 
completely empty. 

Not good! Chris thought.
“Display location of this terminal in reference to the ambulance, Saint 

Marie.”
Two colored dots appeared on the stations layout: a red one with “YOU 

ARE HERE” labeled above it and a green one Chris recognized as the location of 
the ship the last time he had looked for it. The ship hadn’t moved and he knew 
where he was in reference to it.

He decided to try a different tact in locating Kelly. “Computer, display 
location of Kelly Turner.”

“The location of Kelly Turner is unknown,” the computer responded.
Great! Either she’s dead or she hasn’t been registered with the computer. 

Wait. Maybe I’m asking the wrong question.
“Display the last known location of Kelly Turner.”
“The last known location of Kelly Turner was in holding cell two,” replied 

the computer as it lit up a blue dot on the screen in the empty holding cell.
The holding cell wasn’t far from his location, he thought. Under no 

circumstances could he allow himself to get caught, now that he had a group of 
enslaved clones meeting him at Dock 8. But I have nearly an hour to kill and it’s 



certainly worth checking out.
Typing an omega related equation into the computer, Chris said, 

“Computer, solve this equation. Maximum priority.” The equation was a tidbit of 
information supplied by one of Frank’s vocational tutors. It should keep the 
central computer tied up for at least an hour, Chris thought.

Grabbing a lab smock he turned to leave the laboratory. He saw a ring of 
keys hanging on a hook near the laboratory door and looked at Apela. It took him 
a few minutes to figure out how to turn off the force field covering the cell bars. 
After he had gotten it switched off, Chris took the keys and tossed them at the cell 
holding Apela.

Kelly had just returned with food and the girls were gratefully shoving it 
into their mouths. Hunger had counteracted any training in the social graces and 
Kelly smiled with amusement at the girls’ feeding frenzy. As soon as they finished 
eating they would leave for the ambulance.

She had just set up the force field generator to cover the storage room’s 
entrance and was about to plug it in when she heard noises at the door. Kelly 
paused and waited for the door to slide open. As it did, someone attempted to step 
in. She plugged the bare wires into the outlet and the person disappeared, causing 
a thud from the impact with the opposite hallway wall. 

Cutting the power to the force field and motioning Sharon to come with 
her, she stepped out into the hallway hoping there was only one individual to deal 
with. Her mouth actually dropped open when she recognized Christopher Black. 
First looking left and then right down the hallway to make sure no one was 
observing them, she and Sharon dragged Chris into the storage room.

Chris started to come to. “Kelly!” he said as he recognized her.
“Hello, Mr. Black. Fancy meeting you here.”
“Yes. It’s such a small universe we live in,” he said with a lopsided grin 

while rubbing a bump on the back of his head.
“How did you find us?” Kelly asked.
“Food crumbs outside the door.”
Kelly remembered balancing the food precariously as she stood outside the 

door giving the secret knock. Some crumbs of food must have fallen to the floor. 
“My, aren’t you the observant one,” she said with some irritability at her 

own sloppiness.
“Let’s not forget, I am a private investigator. My powers of observation 

have been finely honed,” Chris replied with a thoughtful look. Gazing around he 
added. “Looks like you’ve started a rescue operation of your own.”

Kelly wasn’t sure what to make of Chris. Was he really cracking jokes at a 
time like this. “These girls were kidnapped by Apela when she took their ship.”



Chris gave the five girls a quick once-over. “Well, aside from you, I have 
my own little rescue operation going on. I have a small number of clones named 
Pam I’m trying to free from slavery.”

“We’re talking about a lot of people, I don’t think we can fit them all in the 
ambulance.”

“What about the White Hawk?” one of the girls chimed in.
Chris looked at Kelly and Kelly looked at Tina, the girl who had spoken.
“How many people will it sleep?” asked Kelly.
“Twenty,” answered Sharon.
“Sounds big enough to me. Any idea where it’s located?” Chris asked.
“None,” said Kelly. “But we should be able to locate it easily enough.
“I wonder if the corbinite is still on board? It might be. Most of it anyway. 

Some of it would have been removed,” Chris said, thinking of the impressions he 
had gotten from his telepathic experience with Ginyit. “Javis has three thousand 
kilograms of it for making a bomb.” Changing subjects he said, “I have to meet 
the clones in a little less than half an hour.”

“Split up or stay together?” asked Kelly.
“Together,” said Chris. Stopping for an instant, he said, “How about if we 

loosely bind everyone’s wrists and then I, in my lab smock, lead the way to the 
ambulance.”

“It might work. We still need to find the yacht.”
“I think the clones can help us. It’s quite possible one of them will be able 

to access its location with no problems. We’ll have to see after we meet up with 
them.”

“Do you have any weapons?” asked Kelly.
“None. How about you?”
“We have a laser cutter and a force field generator. You’ve already bumped 

into the force field,” Kelly said with a quirky smile, trying to embrace his positive 
attitude.

Chris looked at the generator with its bared wires. “If we put it in a box, 
you can carry it and no one will suspect we’re walking around with our own 
portable force field. Too bad it requires a multiple cycle current. Otherwise, we 
might be able to hook it to a battery.”

The group moved through the corridors of the station without incident. 
Two individuals passed them, nodding to Chris in their friendly way, but paying 
no attention to the “prisoners”, who stayed in a straight, orderly line and kept their 
eyes focused on the floor. Approaching Dock 8, they were joined by two Pam 
clones and, as they entered the docking bay area, they discovered a group of six 
Pam clones waiting for them. Chris noted there were no ships docked outside any 
of the three airlocks. They had moved the ambulance.



Chris approached the only one wearing a lab smock and assumed it was the 
one he had first spoken to. “This is very important. We need another ship. There 
was a ship here recently. It had these girls, a woman named Martha Apela, and a 
shipment of corbinite. It’s called the White Hawk. It is the ship we want to use for 
our escape. Do you know where it is?” 

Pam looked at him blankly and pointed to a nearby computer console. 
Moving to it, she slowly typed in a request. The computer responded by 
displaying the station’s layout, with which Chris was by now quite familiar, but 
this display showed information on the restricted areas. The yacht was only three 
docking ports down. 

A male voice in the background exclaimed, “Hellfire! What the fuck is 
this?”

Kelly was nearest the maintenance technician and reacted immediately. She 
ran and tackled the man. Chris was right behind her, but even so, she had the tech 
on the floor and pinned before he reached the two of them. Chris brought out the 
laser cutter and held it to the man’s throat.

“If you take the laser cutter, I’ll tie him up and gag him,” Chris said to 
Kelly.

“Right!” she responded. 
After a few moments they began to hurry down the corridor. An unusual 

group like this was bound to draw attention from anyone they crossed paths with. 
The first person they met on their way to the yacht was a security guard. Chris 
kicked the woman in the solar plexus and, as she buckled, he brought his fist 
down hard to the side of her head. They continued moving at a steady jog. 
Another person came into view, but this one turned and ran the other way.

Chris said loudly, so everyone could hear, “If they didn’t know where we 
were before, they will in a few minutes. Let’s move a little faster. Kelly, take the 
lead. I’m going to cover the rear.”

A few minutes later they were in the corridor to the yacht. Kelly found an 
outlet and plugged in the force field generator just as a security team came around 
the corner. They stopped and looked at the yellowish-green force field curiously. 
One man threw a set of keys at it and everyone watched them bounce away.

“Kelly, get everyone on the ship,” Chris said.
Another security guard fired a phaser pulse at the field. It was absorbed and 

rechanneled back into the force field’s wave harmonization matrix.
A woman at the head of the team, and seemingly its leader, spoke to her 

wrist communicator. Chris could just make out what she was saying. “Computer, 
this is Captain Daryl. Shut off all power suppl......”

She never finished her sentence. Someone was attacking the small security 
force from behind. The team leader was the third to die as Apela caved in her 



skull with a single blow. Chris watched in amazement as Martha Apela cut 
through the team using her bare hands. Human bone seemed unable to resist the 
force of her blows. Blood was flying in all directions. 

Apela then focused her attention on Chris.
The force field saved him. She smashed into the it and bounced off as 

though she didn’t see it. Recovering quickly, she repeated the process. This time 
she was a little slower in recovering. She looked at the force field and shook her 
head in disgust. Martha Apela got up and returned to the main corridor. Chris 
assumed she was looking for new prey to kill and hoped it would be Liechter.

He refocused on the immediate problems in the here and now. As Chris ran 
to the airlock connecting to the yacht, he noticed what looked like the ambulance 
outside another airlock. Stepping into the yacht, he yelled, “A change in plans. 
I’m going to take the ambulance and follow Javis.”

“Are you nuts?” Kelly yelled back.
“Probably. How long until you’re ready?”
“About two minutes. And the corbinite is on board,” she yelled.
“Not all of it! That’s why I have to go after Javis. I’ll follow you out in the 

ambulance and try to cover your rear.”
“I’d rather have you covering my rear from in here,” she muttered under 

her breath, and then wondered if she had made a Freudian slip.
Kelly cut the magnetic anchors and backed the ship out fast. Sending an 

antigravity pulse from the forward left steering thruster, she turned the ship 180 
degrees as the momentum of backing the ship out carried them further from the 
station. It was the kind of maneuver only a gifted and experienced pilot could pull 
off and Chris admired it from the window of the airlock.

The full impact of Chris piloting the Saint Marie hit her. There were secrets 
about the ambulance only a few people knew. And there was no time to educate 
Chris.

Entering the ambulance, Chris saw Homer, still in the corner in sleep mode. 
Javis had never been told he was aboard and apparently wasn’t familiar enough 
with the ambulance to recognize an extra piece of equipment. Homer did blend in 
quite well and looked like he belonged there.

Chris brought the antigrav thrusters on line and released the magnetic 
anchors. The ambulance was designed for immediate departures, with no warmup 
time or complicated take-off procedures. He followed Kelly out 45 seconds later, 
wishing he had her subtle touch and feeling clumsy by comparison.

The two ships sped away from the station. Chris hoped the central computer 
would stay off line for another few minutes. He got his wish, but only by seconds.

A missile was launched. Chris saw it on the holoscreen. He saw Kelly had 
brought up her force field and was accelerating to fatal speeds. With the females 



safely on their way, he decided to do likewise. 
I wonder what happens to missiles after losing their targets? he wondered. 

Chapter 17

Chris laid in the coordinates for Ek-clar Station. Ek-clar was a legitimate 
trading station at the edge of the League territories, just inside Belarian space. A 
wide variety of goods and materials came and went through this central point of 
transfer. The station also provided repair service for ships and a temporary respite 
for travelers who needed a break from the monotony of ship life. 

They had almost forty-two hours before arriving. 
“Perhaps this would be a good time to tell me what happened while I was 

asleep,” Homer suggested.
Chris was embarrassed about having forgotten Homer. He updated him on 

the events of the last ten hours, starting with locating the pickup. Homer was 
curious about the criminal Raymond Ginyit and about Chris’ opposition to having 
memories implanted, but Chris was simply too tired for a discussion.

“I’m sorry Homer. I’m afraid I need to sleep.” Chris felt exhaustion setting 
in. A lot had happened in the last two days, and he was desperate for sleep. 

“I will wait and monitor our progress to Ek-clar station. Pleasant dreams, 
Chris.”

Chris went to one of the beds in sickbay, and fell asleep immediately.

In his dream Chris was in the backyard of his house, building a deck (which 
was strange, because Chris had never owned a house, let alone a backyard). It was 
daytime. His senses were heightened. Colors were crisp. Sounds were rich and 
varied. He could smell fresh cut grass.

He was using decking screws, because he disliked decking nails. Screws 
could be unscrewed, while decking nails were a nightmare to get out. He had put a 
great deal of planning and care into this deck and was pleased with the results.

The dream shifted. Now he was having a conversation and a glass of wine 
with a friend. The person was a tall, blond haired, gangly man whom. Chris had 
never seen before, yet recognized as a friend. Both of them agreed the Big Bang 
theory relied far too much on its original assumption the redshift of stars was 
caused by the stars moving away from each other. His friend noted it was curious 
the cosmologists supporting the theory were unable to find the direction of the 
center of the universe. If all the stars were moving away from a central point, how 
hard could it be to find out the direction of that central point. Chris’ major 



problem was the mathematical limits on how the universe functioned. He saw 
cosmologists as mathematicians who had to set limits on the universe, reducing it 
into something they could work with their equations. 

Again the dream changed. The sun was shining and he was on a city 
sidewalk. People wore clothing made out of thick, heavy materials. In front of a 
store window, there were two tables loaded with paper books for sale. Through 
the window he could see more books set up in a display arrangement on shelves. 
Across the street was a theater he had once visited. He recognized the city as Ann 
Arbor, but was unsure of when he had seen it.

He was following someone, a man further down the street dressed in black 
pants and a tan short sleeve shirt. Continuing to follow the man, while 
maintaining a discrete distance, a small group of Asian youths passed Chris, 
blocking his field of vision for an instant. His quarry was still in sight, and 
turning down an alley.Chris immediately sensed a setup. His target, Chris knew, 
stayed in expensive hotels and drove expensive cars. Casually walking down an 
alley was completely out of character. He might get dirty. And this guy was 
fanatically clean.

Suddenly, Chris found himself at a party, but it wasn’t a party. It was a 
discussion group. Chris was at a table with several other individuals. They were 
discussing cloning. The room was like no room Chris had ever been in before. It 
had harsh angles. The walls and ceilings had odd, pebbled textures. Chris listened 
to the people talking. Most were very old and what they were saying surprised and 
frightened Chris. They were saying clones would have no souls, and so would not 
be self-aware. If they were not self-aware, there would be no problem using them 
as spare body parts. 

Chris was now strapped to a table. Dr. Liechter was there with a laser 
scalpel. 

“Well, my boy, I’ve received several orders for spare body parts. I’m sure 
you won’t mind. After all, since you don’t have a soul, you should be unaware of 
the loss.”

Chris felt no pain as Liechter cut off his right arm at the shoulder and 
carefully placed it in a stasis case. He watched as his right foot was sheared off, 
the laser cauterizing the blood vessels so there was no bleeding. 

“We’re going to infuse you with regeneration chemicals,” the doctor said. It 
will take several months for replacement parts to grow back, but I’m sure they’ll 
be available by the time we receive our next order.”

Liechter was now moving to Chris’ groin. Chris found he was unable to 
speak and couldn’t move because of the straps. Liechter started cutting and Chris 
screamed silently. 



He woke up in a sweat, wondering where he was. He felt completely 
disoriented. He had never had a dream like that before. Where had he been? The 
clothing had looked like something out of the year 2000.

Ancient memories leaking into my dreams. This must be my brains way of 
processing the transferred memories.

Fear welled up inside him for a brief instant, a fear of going insane, as 
Martha Apela had. He relaxed the fear and the tension out of his body and mind, 
being completely here and now. He got up from the bed and entered the cockpit.

“Hello, Chris. Have you completed your sleep cycle?” Homer asked.
“Yes. I think so. How long was I asleep?”
“For approximately eight and a half hours.”
“A long time for me. I generally only sleep for six hours, and rarely more 

than seven and a half.” Chris considered what he had been through. “I did need 
the sleep, though. I feel much better. We have what, about thirty-three hours 
before we get to Ek-clar station?”

“Yes. You are correct.”
“Well, this would be a good time for questions and answers, tho I warn 

you, everything I say is strictly my own opinion and my own interpretation of 
events. Also, in typical male tradition, I may get tired of speaking after about an 
hour, so I’ll probably need a break.”

“Everything you say is based on your own unique perceptual screening 
process and you may need a break in approximately an hour,” responded Homer.

“Yes. Very good use of empathic reflection. You accurately rephrased and 
simplified what I said to verify your understanding,” Chris said, with an edge of 
sarcastic humor in his voice. “Very good! Why don’t we start with my concerns 
about having memories transferred into my brain. Hold on for a few minutes.”

Washing his face with cold water helped him to wake up. He wished the 
ambulance had a shower, but understood there wasn’t enough room. He changed 
into the civilian clothing he had been wearing prior to his boarding the Gipper.

“I think my biggest concerns, Homer,” Chris said, returning to the cockpit, 
“are based on fear. Altho the doctor believes the transferred memories will be 
accepted without any major problems, he doesn’t have any solid evidence to 
suggest what will happen. He said there has been success with twin chimpanzees, 
but experiments with people who aren’t related end with the memory recipient 
going insane. And suppose the memories do transfer without any major problems. 
How are they going to change me? Will I become a different person? Is there any 
chance the donor will somehow take over and I’ll become a memory?”

“You are concerned the memory transfer may cause you to go insane, and 
even if it does not cause insanity, your identity will be altered dramatically.”

“Yes. Exactly. I’m also furious this was done against my will. If I could, I 



would destroy Liechter. The desire may be sourced from my anger, but I do 
genuinely believe the universe would be a safer place without him in it.” Chris 
could hear his own voice rising with anger and frustration.

“Perhaps he could simply be restrained in one of your prison systems, or 
have a memory erasure done,” suggested Homer.

“Yeah. You’re right. A memory erasure would be enough. But what do I do 
in the meantime. While I was asleep the donor’s memories surfaced in my 
dreams.” Fear was in his voice and he could feel himself flushing. 

“Chris, I believe I must set aside empathic listening and attempt to reason 
with you. All the psychological literature I have digested suggests you are a very 
stable personality type and this of approach should be successful. It is my 
understanding human twins, two individuals with the same genetic code, often 
develop similar identities when growing up together in the same environment, and 
generally express many behavioral similarities, even when they have been raised 
in different environments. It seems probable the donor would have many of the 
same behavioral patterns and basic personality traits you have. If this is true, then 
it is unlikely you will go insane or develop a radical change in your sense of 
identity. By resisting the new memories, you are expending more energy than you 
would by simply accepting and absorbing them. Your mission is very important 
and should receive your full attention. If you are not successful in capturing the 
corbinite, hundreds of billions of people could die. I think it would be a mistake 
to direct your attention to an internal battle with your memories, rather than 
putting all of your energies into your mission. Am I incorrect in assuming 
recovering the corbinite is of more immediate importance then than the issue of 
possible insanity in three months?”

Chris was stunned. He had come to view Homer as innocent and naive, and 
had forgotten he was also a highly developed being with great intellectual skills. 
He blinked twice, processing the information Homer had presented.

“Very logical, Homer. I have to agree with you. I was letting my emotions 
cloud my judgement. Thank you. There is a mind control technique in which a 
person, using his imagination, creates a box and puts a problem troubling him 
inside the box, closes the lid and puts the box on a shelf. The problem can then be 
forgotten until later or until a solution presents itself. I’ll use this technique to put 
the problem away temporarily.”

“We discussed fear very briefly before arriving on Corbin III. I understand 
you view emotions as tools, but I am astonished at how fear seems to override 
intelligent thinking,” Homer observed. 

“That may be more true than I want to admit. It is true fear can cause 
people to behave stupidly. I’ve read yoga texts describing fear as the enemy of 
man.”



Chris thought for a moment before continuing. “You know, Homer, I can’t 
think of a single good reason for fear to exist in a mature human adult. It doesn’t 
improve the quality of life and it’s not very useful in adult behavior. Children, 
yes, because their intellectual abilities haven’t yet developed and fear would be 
useful in keeping them from harm. Children are the only reason I can think of for 
keeping fear included in human genetics. It’s such a basic, primal emotion, tho. I 
have to wonder whether it could be separated from our survival instinct. It might 
be the essence of our survival instinct. Maybe it does serve a useful purpose, in 
which case, learning to control it would be better than eliminating it.”

“You are unsure of your beliefs on this issue. Much of the literature 
available on fear seems to be contradictory as well. Some articles describe fear as 
an enjoyable experience for thrill seekers.”

“Well, it is an experience I can relate to. I have a gene which causes me to 
receive a great deal of pleasure from dopamine and adrenaline, which are 
produced in threatening situations.”

“Yes, I read an article on the topic. Within the article, the question, should 
this gene be considered a potentially dangerous defect, was asked. The author 
chose to answer the question by stating Mars would have never achieved its 
independence if this gene didn’t exist.”

“The human body is a very complicated balancing act, Homer. Even today, 
with our knowledge of genetics and regeneration techniques, we still have a poor 
understanding of all its complexities.” 

“Earlier you asked me to remind you of the topic ‘the journey and the 
destination’. I am curious about this subject.”

“Well,” said Chris, “let me ask you, as a Gredorian, which is more 
important, achieving a goal or the method you use to achieve the goal?”

“It would depend on the importance of the goals and whether the 
methodology broke any laws.”

Patience, Chris, patience, he thought. “I agree. Let’s say the goal is 
important, and no laws are broken attaining this goal.”

“In such a case, achieving the goal is more important than the method. The 
most efficient method would be advantageous, but if it is not an option then the 
second most efficient method should be used.”

“Humans don’t always practice that philosophy. Sometimes they place more 
importance on the method than on the goal.”

“This is a very strange concept. Why would they do such a thing?” asked 
Homer.

“Pleasure, adventure, curiosity, morality. A desire to experience new and 
unfamiliar things. Emotional reasons. Efficiency is not always important to 
humans.”



“You would deliberately allow your emotions to be involved in your 
decision making process?”

“Yes. Absolutely.”
“I have not placed enough emphasis on the importance of human emotions 

in your decision making process. I have viewed emotions as unnecessary and 
inefficient leftovers of your evolution, regardless of how much you seemed to 
enjoy them. Why would you allow emotions to take precedence over efficiency?”

“Because it seems to work. From the human perspective, the most efficient 
method is not always the best method. We make a lot of mistakes with this 
approach, but we also gain valuable knowledge from those mistakes. Have you 
read gaining knowledge evokes a sensation of pleasure in humans?”

“No. It is information has not been acquired.”
Chris shrugged. “The libraries you’ve been able to tap into haven’t been 

very extensive. When we get back to Mars you’ll have a lot more data available. 
Anyway, we do feel pleasure from seeking out and gaining knowledge. It’s been 
an important factor in the our evolution. And we don’t experience it by following 
the most efficient path to our destination. That would be routine and boring. Now 
it’s my turn to ask you a question. What do you know about the Belarian race, and 
more specifically about Ek-clar station?” 

“Very little. My programming was developed to prepare me for studying 
human culture. It was limited to knowledge of such things as human genetics, the 
English language, and some of the basic customs humans have been observed 
performing. I have been programmed with very little information about other 
races.”

Chapter 18

 For the first time since his youth, Raymond Ginyit felt lost and confused. 
His captives had escaped and a crazed killer was loose. Ginyit wondered briefly 
how much of his own identity had taken control of Apela. Focus, he thought, 
focus! The immediate problem is Apela. She has to be stopped. Killed or 
captured. She’s already slain most of the Angels of Mercy. Her movements are 
unpredictable, making out-thinking her nearly impossible. She may be using my 
memories to avoid capture. Perhaps I could trap her with some sort of enticement. 
What can we use as bait?

The answer came with the sound of Liechter’s voice on the intercom system 
requesting an audience. Ginyit granted it, and eyed him intently as he entered the 



spacious throne room.
“Yes, Liechter. What is it?” he asked in his most concerned tone.
“I would like to take one of the pickups and leave the station.”
“Dr. Liechter, I’m sure you are aware we have a rather extreme security 

breach. This is hardly the time to go galavanting around,” Ginyit said coldly.
Liechter became animated and his voice rose, “I’m not going to go 

galavanting around. I need to get off this station. Apela’s last intelligent words 
were she was going to kill me.”

“The woman is insane. There’s no reason to believe she’s going to single 
you out. In her current state I doubt she would even recognize you.” 

“You didn’t see the look in her eyes. I know she’s looking for me.”
“Very well, doctor. If it will make you feel better, take the pickup from 

Gate 27. It’s just had its corbinite coils replaced,” Ginyit said with just a hint of 
disgust. “I’ll have it ready for you in half an hour.”

“Thank you,” Liechter said gratefully, and hurried from the room. 
He had been so easy to manipulate.
After Liechter left, Ginyit said, “Computer, connect me to Major 

Reynolds.”
“Major Reynolds speaking.”
“Major,” Ginyit responded, “what section do you currently have Apela 

located in?”
“Level Two, Section Ten, sir.”
“Thank you, Major. I would like you to allow her easy access to Gate 27. 

Make no efforts to capture her. Do you understand?”
“Yes, Father Ginyit,” Major Reynolds answered, sounding confused.
“Computer, close link to Major Reynolds and pipe this section of recorded 

conversation through to Level Two, Section Ten.
Half an hour later, Liechter was aboard the pickup. He had just left the 

station and felt an almost overwhelming sense of relief. As he began to accelerate, 
the thrusters suddenly stalled, leaving the pickup floating in space.

Those damn technicians. They must have screwed up the coil installation. 
Well, at least I’m off the station.” Getting up from the pilot’s seat, he turned to 
find Martha Apela staring back at him. His sense of relief turned to terror.

From outside the ship, blood could be seen splattering the frontview 
window. Liechter’s screams could not be heard through the vacuum of space. 

Martha Apela looked down at her bloody hands and felt good. She was 
incapable of rational thought and had only her emotions and her confused 
subconscious desires guiding her. Liechter lay dead at her feet. She didn’t know 
where she was, but she she was safe and warm. Curling up into the fetal position, 
she went to sleep feeling content.



Meanwhile, on the Saint Marie, Homer had decided to keep a diary. It was 
an experiment to see if the process helped to sort out the disconnected blocks of 
information he had absorbed over the last few days. It would also have the 
additional effect of leaving a separate recording of events if he should be 
somehow destroyed before returning to Gredoria. His first entry read:

                                                         March 3, 2327
Dear Diary,

Today, as I was correlating various pieces of info, I noticed a pattern which 
might explain some of the antagonism between Terran humans and Martian 
humans. It involves their religions, a framework they use to perceive the world. 

On Terra, approximately sixty percent of the population belong to an 
organization called ‘The Church’, which was formed during a time of food and 
energy shortages in the year 2170. The Church helped to distribute food and 
material goods and saved millions of human lives. In response, many of the 
recipients of these goods became loyal followers of The Church and provided 
financial support.

During this same time three thousand colonists on Mars were abandoned by 
the Terran government. Food and supplies normally sent to Mars to supplement 
their inadequate crops and industry were never sent. The colonists were made up 
of scientists, engineers, psychologists, and doctors. To survive they became expert 
at genetically modifing plant life, recycling supplies, and using their resources, 
which included time and energy management, as efficiently as possible. As an 
isolated culture, they evolved a code of ethics called The Way of the New Age 
Friends’ and an organization to teach their children this philosophy.

The philosophy of the New Age Friends has recently started gaining 
popularity on Terra and The Church sees this as a threat to their own organization. 
The New Age Friends have incorporated modern physics into their belief 
structures, which are at odds with the teachings of The Church.

I find it interesting both organizations believe in the continued existence of 
their souls. The Church teaches the human soul goes to a place of great comfort 
called “Heaven.” The New Age Friends believe the soul leaves the body as a form 
of energy and joins with the energy of the cosmos. I seem to identify with the 
New Age Friends concept of life-after-death and have incorporated it into my 
sense of identity.

The antagomsim between Mars and The Church seems to be based on the 
differances in childbearing practices rather than the destination of the human soul. 
The Church requires a more natural method based on an entity called “God” who 



directs the lives of humans, The Church states humans should not interfere with 
his will. The Church will allow some individuals with specific damaging genetic 
traits to select their children from artificially inseminated eggs, but speak with 
great hostility of the Martians who perform this ritual prior to all pregnancies. 
The Church believes the Martian humans should practice the same childbearing 
rituals its own members do.

I have also been studying a concept called synergy, which Chris intoduced 
me to. It explains how humans can maintain a sense of individuality while 
simultaneously supporting their community or culture. Most races strongly 
emphasize the importance of the community over the importance of the 
individual. This may be an important component in making humans so creative. 
The concept of working for both the self and the community simultaneously, may 
in a synergistic process, fuel additional problem solving skills. Synergy is strongly 
advocated in the philosophies of the New Age Friends and may be a reason for its 
growing popularity on....

Chapter 19

Chris asked the Saint Marie’s computer for a picture of Ek-clar. The 
computer provided a holographic image of a moon as it circled a planet roughly 
the size of Jupiter. The station floated on the dark side of the moon, using it as a 
natural shield against the planet’s intense radiation. To one side of the image, 
there were a few paragraphs describing technical data about the station. It used 
satellites to collect radiation from the planet and convert it into energy for the 
station.

Chris directed the computer to zoom in on the station. It was an alien 
design. A sphere at the center extended several armatures outward in all directions 
The armatures ended and split at right angles creating the impression the station 
was oval in shape.

A wave of excitement and anticipation washed over Chris. A smile spread 
on his face and his eyes lit up. “This is where we’re going, Homer.” 

“This is Ek-clar station?” Homer asked.
“Yes. It should prove interesting. They’re a trading outpost, so I’m going to 

assume they’re not going to blast us out of the sky.” 
A pleasant thought occurred to Chris. The ambulance traveled at much 

faster fatal speeds than a normal ship. He was guessing they would pass Javis and 
arrive at Ek-clar a few days before him. He knew he would have to be prepared 
for Javis’ arrival, and exploring the station was certainly one way to prepare. Life 



was starting to become fun again, instead of simply hectic. Chris was looking 
forward to arriving at the Belarian station.

A concern entered his mind.
“Computer, access Belarian protocol regarding emergency visits into their 

space by an alien ship. What kind of problems will we encounter?”
“There is no information available regarding Belarian protocols,” the 

computer responded.
“What info do you have about Belarians?”
“There is a thirty minute documentary available, as well as three magazine 

articles discussing future trade agreements between Mars and Belaria,” the 
computer responded.

“Homer, do you mind if I switch the holoscreen from the map to a 
documentary?” Chris asked.

“No, not at all. Please prepare yourself for your arrival at the Belarian 
station. I shall observe your preparations.”

“Thanks, Homer,” Chris said with a grin. “Computer. Begin playing 
Belarian documentary.”

The holo picture changed to the Belarian home world spinning on its axis, 
and a narrator’s voice began describing Belaria. “Belaria is roughly the same size 
and makeup as Terra. It has eight major continents and seventy-five percent of the 
planet is covered with water. Belaria has a matriarchal government with a 
hierarchical system. The planet is governed by ten regents, each of whom 
represents a geographical area of approximately the same size, and who meet 
regularly four times per year. There is no class or caste system outside of 
governmental designations and the government seems to have little direct control 
over the individuals of its population. The government is responsible for 
coordinating military training, educating the young, and providing for the medical 
needs of its people.” 

The picture changed to a nude Belarian male and female. “Belarians are 
humanoid and have many remarkable similarities to humans.”

Chris noted they had two feet, two hands, one head and the appropriate sex 
organs. But one feature struck him as odd. “Do the males have permanent 
erections?” 

“Yes, the Belarian penis is supported by a bone. It does not rely on a system 
of fluid expansion as the human penis does,” the narrator answered. 

“Does it get any bigger?”
“There is some variation in size from one male to another. However, the 

Belarian penis does not expand. The sample shown is the average size.”
“How about the female’s sex organs. How are they different from a 

human’s?”



“The female ovulates four times a year and is fertile for approximately two 
weeks during these times. The females have the equivalent of a ‘G’ spot on the 
posterior side of the vagina and do not have a clitoris or its equivalent.” 

“Continue with the basic documentary,” Chris directed.
After the documentary was finished, Chris decided to try clearing up some 

of his anxiety about transferred memories before they arrived at the station. He 
wanted to examine his fears of the newly acquired memories. Homer had been 
right. His fears could distract him to the point where he might blow the mission. 

He explained to Homer he was going to meditate and would probably be 
gone for about thirty minutes. Starting with the bow position, Chris performed a 
series of easy stretches to get the energy flowing smoothly through his body.

Lying down on one of the beds in the sickbay, he focused on his breathing 
for several minutes, feeling a familiar distance between himself and his body 
develop. The distance not only minimized physical sensations, but separated him 
from his emotions, as his body relaxed and tensions dissipated. He was in a quiet, 
empty space with no distractions.

Although he doubted his fears of the future were invalid, he didn’t want to 
be distracted by them while he was on the station. He also had to admit to himself 
he was intensely curious about his donor. He had been since his parents had told 
him of his genetic origins, but there had never been any info available to begin 
researching.

Chris decided to take control of the situation. Rather than going through the 
next three months constantly inhibiting the memories, he decided to risk 
examining them, to incorporate them into his sense of identity. One memory had 
intrigued him. It had been of a summer spent with his grandfather (or Casey’s 
grandfather).

He allowed himself to sink into the memory of a summer long, long ago.

There was the smell of clean, fresh air, the sound of a breeze rustling the 
leaves in the trees, causing shafts of sunlight to play and dance with the shadows. 
His grandfather was talking about patience.

His grandfather was an old man in his seventies, but still strong in his mind 
and body. Somehow his long, braided, white hair seemed to fit with his faded 
denim shirt and jeans. His weathered, wrinkled face displayed character and inner 
peace. He was a man who was content with the life he had lived. He was of the 
old ways. Ways without technology. An uncomplicated, nearly extinct lifestyle . 

Casey’s parents had sent him to spend the summer with his grandfather in 
the hopes it would calm him down. Casey had gotten in trouble with the law and 
had been hanging around with a gang of young thugs. He wasn’t happy about 
leaving his friends to spend a boring summer with his grandfather.



“Hunting is all about patience and focus,” his grandfather said. “The hunter 
waits for his prey, using all of his senses. Sight, hearing, smell, all are opened to 
the world as you wait. In this way you become one with nature. Impatience is 
your enemy. Not only does it disturb your hunt, but it will disturb the harmony of 
the tribe.”

Casey heard the words, but didn’t understand them. He had no experiences 
relating to hunting or patience. From his perspective this was all nonsense. His 
grandfather didn’t even hunt with a gun. “But, Grandfather, it could be hours 
before a deer comes near here. You want me to remain quiet and motionless for 
hours.”

“If you want to eat something besides vegetable stew tonight, yes, that is 
exactly what I want.”

The first week had seemed like a living hell. He sat around waiting for wild 
game, bored out of his mind. His frustration was intense. Twice deer had 
wandered by and he had missed his chance. The first time he hadn’t been 
prepared. He had shot in a rush and missed the buck he had been aiming at. 
During his second opportunity he had made a noise and the doe and her two fawns 
had bolted. 

He hated his grandfather. He hated the watery vegetable stew for dinner 
every evening as they waited for him to kill some sort of wild game. He hated the 
gnawing emptiness in his stomach, even though it caused his senses to become 
heightened. The importance of the hunt began to take on a new meaning for him. 
A successful hunt meant a full belly.

He began to lose track of the days after the first week, as one day merged 
with the next. There were no clocks or calendars in his grandfather’s small cabin. 
He had no television or radio for distraction or entertainment. There were none of 
the time oriented pressures from the civilized world. Casey’s sense of time became 
dependent on the movement of the sun.

Gradually, his mind became calmer and his sense of reality shifted. Colors 
and sounds became crisper and more vibrant. The forest became a mystical place 
full of life and the rhythms of nature. He became used to quiet, to the lack of 
constant conversation or activity. Each day as he hunted, he became more and 
more comfortable with spending time alone, his thoughts and beliefs becoming the 
source of his identity. His need for stimulation came to be satisfied with the 
beauty and wonders the forest provided. He started to become more and more 
sensitive to the subtle changes in the forest as one day moved to the next.

In the evenings Casey and his grandfather would play checkers and talk. His 
grandfather did most of the talking, telling stories of his life and experiences, and 
sharing words of wisdom.

“Never tell a lie, Casey,” his grandfather said one evening. “You have to 



tell a hundred more lies to cover for the first one, and you have to remember the 
lies to keep your stories straight. When I was a young man, about your age, I lied 
to my father, telling him his bow had been stolen. Actually, I had lost it. I was 
afraid to tell him I had lost it, so I lied to him. At the time it had seemed like an 
easy way to avoid his anger. But he asked questions and with each new question I 
had to tell another lie. Other people approached me, concerned by the theft. Soon, 
I had lied to several of my tribe. I never did tell my father I had lost his bow, and 
I had to live with the constant fear someone would find it. After my story had 
been accepted, I swore I would never tell another lie. The truth is much easier.”

One morning during the second week, Casey was hunting, waiting for a 
deer to cross his field of vision. He had done all the things his grandfather had 
instructed him to. He was downwind from where the deer often slept. He was near 
a stream. He was quiet.

To pass the time he practiced some of the exercises the old man had taught 
him. He felt the air blowing ever so lightly against his skin. He listened to all the 
sounds of the forest simultaneously, trying simply to accept them without 
identifying them. He expanded his field of vision, with nonfocused eyes, trying to 
see peripherally. He smelled the rich variety of forest smells. The idea was to 
expand all of his senses simultaneously, with no specific focus, while keeping his 
conscious mind in a state of rest. In this way, he would become one with nature.

He smelled something in the air, an animal smell. He heard a twig snap and 
he became totally focused on his immediate surroundings.

He saw the doe, its brown fur contrasting against the sunlit field in the 
background. Slowly, he raised his bow and arrow. He could feel the tension in his 
arms and shoulders. The string pressed hard against the tips of his two fingers as 
he lined up the target. Fear and excitement caused his heart to pound and he hoped 
the deer wouldn’t hear it. At the right moment he let the arrow fly. The arrow 
went into the doe’s throat and the animal leapt away, leaving a trail of blood.

“Grandfather! Grandfather!” he yelled.
After a few minutes his grandfather appeared through the woods.
“Did you get something?” he asked.
“Yes. I got a doe,” Casey said excitedly. “I shot it through the neck and it 

ran away!”
“Yes, I see the blood. Well, let’s track it,” his grandfather said patiently.
They followed the blood trail for almost half an hour, occasionally losing 

it, but his grandfather always finding it once again. His respect for his 
grandfather’s ways, which had been growing in spite of Casey’s determination not 
to recognize it, could no longer be denied. 

As they came upon the body of the doe, his grandfather knelt and explained 
to the doe why it had been killed and thanked it for the use of its flesh. “After 



every successful hunt, you must always explain to your prey the need for the hunt 
and express your gratitude,” Grandfather had said. “In this way you will not 
become full of the ego and you will remain in harmony with the world.”

He instructed Casey to perform the same ritual.
Life changed after his first kill. His grandfather gave him an Indian name 

meaning ‘patient hunter’. He learned patience. He learned to appreciate food was 
all the sweeter because he had provided it. And he developed a sense of harmony. 
That summer turned out to be one of the most spiritual adventures of Casey’s life 
and he had come to love and respect his grandfather. They had bonded.

It was a wonderful memory and Chris was pleased to have the opportunity 
to share it. He decided to skim through some of the other memories to find out 
who this man was.

In high school he had recieved a report card in which he was amazed to see 
he had gotten a ‘D’ in trigonometry. The teacher was being kind. He didn’t 
deserve a ‘D’.

He discovered being a bounty hunter suited him. He was paid well for his 
services and he became a highly skilled tracker of men.

Later, Casey became a county sheriff, something he always found 
astonishing. Casey was surprised at the number of people who knew of him and 
apparently respected him.

Chris was leaping from memory to memory, skipping over years at a time. 
With each leap, he could feel Casey’s mind and philosophies expanding and 
maturing.

By the time Casey was fifty he had worked out a basic system of principles 
he lived by.

                        
-Avoid lying. It causes nothing but trouble.
-Follow through. Complete the things you have committed to.
-Be responsible for yourself. By giving responsibility for your 

problems and solutions to others, you gave away your personal power. 

-Strive to achieve quality and excellence in all you do.

-Don’t be afraid to ask for help.
         
Chris pulled away from the memories and returned to the quiet space. He 

decided he would have liked Casey. He knew he had only skimmed through the 
man’s surface memories, but in Chris’ opinion Casey had been a good man. 

Chris was also completely aware people had a tendency to approve of like-
minded individuals and he couldn’t deny the strong similarities in the way the two 



of them viewed reality and in the experiences they had chosen to include in their 
lives. Chris could only conclude the obvious, they were genetically predisposed 
towards certain tendencies.

They both maintained a positive outlook and preferred an easy going 
attitude rather than a complicated one, seeing these behaviors from a big picture 
perspective. Physical disciplines and sensory expansion exercises had attracted 
both of them. Neither of them had an intuitive grasp of any of the more 
complicated forms of mathematics.

There were differences as well. Different experiences had resulted in 
different abilities and beliefs. Chris had received special training in mathematics 
and Casey had not. Casey had enjoyed woodworking and Chris had no experience 
with wood. Casey had been a Christian and Chris was a New Age Friend. Casey 
had married and had children, and had lived in a monogamous relationship for 
several years after the children were gone. Living in a monogamous relationship 
until....until the memories ended. Chris could not remember the events leading up 
to Casey’s death or how he died. The memories just seemed to stop as he was 
driving to Detroit one morning. Chris had no idea how Casey had died. In fact, 
there were a large number of holes in Casey’s memories.

Chris intuitively felt he had meditated for long enough. It was time to 
return. Coming out of his meditative trance, he increased the speed of his 
metabolism and opened his eyes. He liked Casey and was no longer opposed to 
having his memories. They actually felt comfortable and seemed to belong. 

Chris sat up and looked at the room around him. He felt calmer and more 
relaxed. As often happened after coming out of a meditative state, colors seemed 
brighter and outlines crisper. The symptoms of coming out of a meditative trance 
are the same as the ones Casey developed during the summer spent with his 
grandfather while hunting. The difference is Casey was living in an altered state 
for the entire summer. The effects of a meditation generally disappear after an 
hour.

There was something else. Chris noticed he felt more solid, more grounded. 
Casey’s experiences during the summer so long ago had affected Chris 
psychologically. He felt more confident, but he also felt more... certain of who he 
was.

Feeling a need to be busy, Chris decided to take inventory of the 
ambulance’s contents.

There’s all kinds of medical equipment here, he thought, looking around 
the ambulance sickbay. I wonder what might be useful when we arrive at Ek-clar 
Station. Chris went through the entire inventory of equipment. Some things he 
recognized, many he did not. Whenever he came across something he didn’t 
understand he asked the computer. 



The therapy bay consisted of two beds, each with its own treatment and 
scanning equipment. Both beds had basic equipment capable of scanning for 
broken bones and damaged tissue. Combinations of electromagnetic and ultra 
sound techniques were used. Each bed also had regeneration resonance generators, 
which included DNA scanners as a preliminary step in adjusting the generators. 
One bed was set up for computer coordinated laser surgery and the other had 
equipment for emergency life support.

After a little over an hour, he concluded the ambulance would make a great 
forensics lab. The DNA scanners by themselves would be invaluable.

The chemical analysis lab setup in the corner could provide information 
ranging from drug analysis to the chemical makeup of an individuals body oils. 

But there was very little in the Saint Marie useful as a weapon. Chris did 
discover a very expensive League language translator and stashed it in his bag.

He wondered if some of the equipment might be of interest to the Belarians 
and decided to trade anything in the ambulance the Belarians might want in return 
for their help. Hell, Chris thought, I’ll give them the ambulance, if it will secure 
the corbinite for me. Just so long as the stuff doesn’t get turned into a bomb.

Chris realized he was hungry and remembered the last time he had eaten 
was on Corbin III. The food storage unit was near the control panel, right behind 
Homer. Opening it, he found nutritionally enhanced bananas. They were larger 
than the normal banana and loaded with vitamins and proteins. He decided Kelly 
must have stocked them and figured they must be one of her favorite emergency 
food rations. 

As he ate, he looked at the three dimensional map above the holo projector 
in front of Homer. A red dot in the center of the map indicated the ambulance’s 
position. Stars and galaxies moved past the red dot at a moderate rate, although 
Chris understood they were traveling at about 100 times the speed of light.

Chris felt his energy level begin to soar as he finished a second banana. He 
was rested and well fed. Now he was feeling a need for physical stimulation. 
“Homer, have you read anything about the biorhythms of human beings?”

“Yes. Why? Is something wrong.”
“No. I just have a really high energy level right now. It’s nothing to worry 

about. I’m feeling very dynamic, and a little wired.” 
Chris breathed slowly to keep himself from becoming fidgety and to allow 

the energy to spread itself evenly throughout his body. He was relaxed, but alert 
and aware.

On his own ship, Javis finished reading the rules and regulations of Ek-clar 
Station. As a chief of security (or former chief of security), he had a special 
interest in the rules and regulations of other organizations. He noted with 



satisfaction his security system had been far superior to what the Ek-clar Station 
was using. They didn’t even bother to inspect ships to find out what was being 
carried in their cargo bays. They just took people at their word on what they were 
transporting.

He scoffed at trust systems. They were so easily abused by people like 
himself. People who used trust systems deserved to be cheated. Trust was for 
fools. Trust no one. That’s my motto. Which includes the bloody great asshole 
Ginyit, he thought.

Javis had sent two carrier pigeons to his contact at Intergalactic Mining, 
knowing if one didn’t make it, the other probably would. The messages were the 
same in both carriers.

He didn’t know if he would receive a response, but he did feel some sense 
of loyalty to the individual who had stood by him through all the wrongs 
Intergalactic Mining had plagued him with. 

Javis thought back to his conversation with Raymond Ginyit as they 
discussed the delivery of corbinite to the Ek-clar Station.

“There is no doubt in my mind you will be able to complete this mission,” 
Ginyit’s voice had told him soothingly. “Your expertise in capturing Black and 
bringing him here shows your intelligence and adaptability.” 

Having someone recognize his abilities was all Javis had ever wanted. 
“After I’ve delivered the corbinite, then what?” he asked.

“Then you return here. You’ll receive the 50,000 credits we already owe 
you, plus another 50,000 credits. After the Sanine home world has been destroyed 
and the evidence leads them back to Corbin III, the League will ban Earth and, 
hopefully, Mars from space travel. Our efforts to take control of Earth will begin 
then. You’ll be my assistant. You’re familiar with how Intergalactic Mining 
operates. They will be our vehicle for controlling Earth. Only we will be able to 
provide them with corbinite.”

Javis had wanted to believe. He could see himself as a crusader, saving 
Earth from the influence of League minds and ending all contact with alien life 
forms.

During the time he had been on the station, he had fallen under Raymond 
Ginyit’s charismatic powers of persuasion. With Javis away from Ginyit, the 
effects were wearing off and his own self-interests were once again becoming a 
priority. He did agree with Ginyit’s views on aliens, though. Humans would be 
better off without them.

One of his newest self-interests was a drug the doctor had introduced him to 
at Cavanaugh Station in preparation for his trip to Ek-clar. The doctor had stated 
it was a mild antidepressant and might be useful to counteract boredom during the 
long flight he was about to undertake. 



Unfortunately, he was bored again. He had used little of the drug, and was 
trying to ration it out. He didn’t know he was becoming addicted to it.

He was starting the third day of his journey. The first two days had been 
fine because the drug had been a wonderful way to ward off the tedium of solitary 
space travel. But now he was beginning to suffer from the isolation and the lack 
of stimulation on the trip. Javis didn’t realize the effects of isolation were 
becoming exaggerated by the absence of the drug. He still had three more days 
before he reached Ek-clar. 

His mind retreated to familiar patterns. Reviewing the injustices he had 
suffered recently, and over the course of his life was a favorite pastime.

One of his favorite wrongs to relive was his job just prior to transferring to 
Corbin III. He had been promoted to chief of security there and told he would 
have a free hand in making sure no corbinite was stolen from the planet. But 
within just two days of implementing his program to strip search the miners after 
they came out of the mines, he had received orders to stop the practice. On the 
third day he received notice any procedural changes needed approval by the 
colony manager, Mark Broder. Broder would now be his immediate supervisor. 
He was certain the women miners had complained about him. They didn’t 
understand he had just been doing his job. His enjoyment of the searches was 
irrelevant. 

And how had he been rewarded for doing his job? With disrespect. Any 
ideas he had were immediately negated by the liberal wimp, Broder. Finally he 
had put in for a transfer and received Corbin III. And Henry Lee wasn’t any 
better.

Soon after his arrival on Corbin III he had been approached by Frank, one 
of the transport workers from an independent cargo ship, and asked if he was 
interested in earning some extra money. He had known immediately an 
opportunity was presenting itself. He was no virgin when it came to accepting 
bribes. He had been on the take before and accepted it as normal operating 
procedure. He had no real loyalties to the company or to Henry Lee. Not after the 
way they had treated him.

The infractions had started out small. At first, it had been letting small 
amounts of corbinite slide through the inspections with certain transport workers. 
Then there was the request for information about the planet’s security systems. He 
had received 10,000 credits for the information.

When he had received orders from Frank to rearrange the schedule of the 
guards, so one specific evening a minimal number would be on duty, he had 
known immediately a heist was going to happen. This was not problem for him. 
He was in too deep already and took a perverse pleasure in the idea of 
Intergalactic Mining suffering a major financial loss, with Henry Lee being 



embarrassed in the process. The offer of another 50,000 credits didn’t bother him 
either.

When the private investigator had arrived his schemes started to crumble. 
He was supposed to meet the man who had assaulted Black, and the two of them 
were to discretely transfer Black to the Allurian transport. Javis had questioned 
Black’s assailant before he committed suicide. The conversation had been one-
sided and useless, with Javis asking questions and the prisoner remaining silent. 
Javis had realized, for some reason, Black was to be captured, not killed. Javis 
understood the man had been sent to capture Black and had failed. There was no 
doubt in Javis’ mind he had been sent by Frank’s employer.

When Frank’s dead body was discovered in the abandoned pickup, Javis 
recognized his plans, and his career, would soon be destroyed. He had been 
surprised to find Frank dead. The man still owed him 50,000 credits.

Once, Frank had tried to convince Javis to accept payment in the form of 
paintel. Javis had wondered about Frank’s odd skin tone and, after the offer of 
paintel, Javis understood. He figured the paintel addict was certainly better off 
now. 

Javis knew the investigation would uncover the credits transferred to his 
account. With Black snooping around it would only be a matter of time before 
they discovered his role in the corbinite theft.

After Kelly plugged in the coordinates for Cavanaugh Station, Javis decided 
it was time for action. He would deliver Black to Cavanaugh Station and prove his 
worth to his new employer. He also hoped to collect the 50,000 credits owed to 
him.

His own genius astonished him. By deciding to deliver Black to the station 
he would become one rich bastard.

Chapter 20

Homer was communicating with Ek-clar Station, coordinating docking 
procedures. They were near the docking port they had been assigned and were just 
connecting the magnetic anchors. The anchors came online and pulled the 
ambulance snugly into place. A small, green light over the hatch came on, letting 
them know docking procedures had finished and the hatch was now in an airtight 
fitting. Homer could open it as soon as he received authorization. 

Chris had discovered the ambulance was equipped with a built in League 
translator. It seemed unusual the Saint Marie had one League translator, but 
having a second, portable translator strongly suggested regular contact with alien 
races. Why would a mining operation’s ambulance have have contact with other 



races? 
Homer and Chris had discussed the situation, and agreed Homer, using his 

status as a League citizen, should request permission to dock. After, it would be 
up to Chris to explain the circumstances and convince the Belarians to extend their 
help in capturing Javis and recovering the corbinite. Homer could tap into the 
ship’s translator by radio, giving them both access to conversations with aliens.

A voice came over the speaker system, “Unit 1146, of Gredoria, my name 
is Lar Sesni. I am your official greeting representative. I will be collecting a 
parking fee of four hundred League credits, and will give you a brief orientation 
of the station and its guidelines. How would you like to proceed?”

Chris recognized Sesni as a term of respect among many of the League 
member races. Lar would be the individual’s name, though Chris didn’t know if it 
was a family name or the equivalent to a given name. He wondered if League 
words had become common place in the Belarian language.

“Lar Sesni, we shall open the hatch and come out to greet you, and to pay 
the docking fee. I am using the Terran name Homer while I am away from 
Gredoria. I and my associate plan to stay for a minimum of three days. May we 
pay for the three days in advance?”

“That would be acceptable, Homer.”
Just before opening the hatch, Chris grabbed the contents of his bag 

inserting the language translator in his ear and pocketing the rest. Stepping 
through the hatch with Homer in the lead, Chris saw their greeting representative. 
His skin was silver and seemed to be made of scales. He was about one and a half 
meters in height, standing on three legs, with two arms and a large hairless head 
with four eyes and a small mouth. There was a faint citrus smell in the air and 
Chris was certain it was emanating from Lar Sesni. Chris had no idea what alien 
race this person belonged to, but he didn’t look like a Belarian.

Lar Sesni strode up to Chris and Homer. “It is a pleasure to do business 
with Gredoria again. How may we help you?”

Homer responded, “Lar Sesni, this visit does not involve Gredorian 
transactions. I am assisting Christopher Black, a human, in recovering stolen 
corbinite. The corbinite is to arrive here in approximately three days and is to be 
transferred to an unknown receiver for purposes of building a bomb. We will be 
making a formal request for help from your station security staff. This is 
Christopher Black.” Homer gestured toward Chris.

Lar Sesni turned to Chris and extended a short arm, which ended in four 
small tentacles  acting as of fingers. “How do you do, Christopher Black? 
Welcome to Ek-clar Station.”

Chris extended his hand and they shook. Lar Sesni had a firm, but cold 
handshake.



“How will you be paying?”
Chris reached inside his jacket and retrieved his wallet, which, thankfully, 

was still there. “Will this credit card be acceptable?” asked Chris, as he handed it 
to Lar Sesni.

Lar Sesni took the card and inserted it into a small device belted in around 
his waist.

“Yes, this will be fine.“ He handed the card back to Chris. “Your account 
has just been debited twelve hundred credits. “With the formalities over, would 
you like to walk toward the station’s commerce center while I explain our 
guidelines to you?”

“Yes, I would enjoy a walk,” Chris responded, happy to be out of the 
ambulance’s small space, and to have room to walk without immediately bumping 
into a wall. They headed down the wide corridor away from the ambulance. 

“Did I shake hands correctly?” Lar Sesni asked.
“Yes,” answered Chris. “The timing and the amount of pressure were both 

acceptable. Where did you learn how to shake hands?” He noted the peculiar 
sensation of having his words translated into Standard League everytime he spoke.

“From a documentary. It was my first effort. You are the first Terran to 
visit our station.”

“Excuse me, Lar Sesni,” Homer said. “Chris is from the planet Mars, which 
has a separate government, as well as a separate treaty with the League.”

“My apologies. I didn’t know there was a distinction between Martian 
humans and Terrans. I have only heard people refer to the Terran system and 
assumed it included all humans. Are there any obvious physical characteristics 
allowing people to distinguish between the two?”

“Not really,” Chris answered. “The safest behavior would be to use the 
generic reference ‘human’ and then ask them what planet they’re from.”

“Humans have the ability to adapt both individually, and in groups, to 
different environments,” Homer added. “The developing customs and behavior 
patterns as they adjust, bond the individuals together and give them a sense of 
group identity.”

“The Belarians have similar adaptation skills, but they have never had an 
interest in colonizing other planets. This kind of schism has never had an 
opportunity to develop. Does this kind of behavior create complications?”

“Yes!” Chris and Homer agreed simultaneously.
Chris smiled and said, “A human’s loyalties can change over time. Not 

always, but sometimes. For example if I worked on this station for a few years I 
might come to identify with the people here more strongly than with my home 
world of Mars. Or, if I never came to feel comfortable here, I would continue to 
feel a sense of loyalty to Mars.”



“The Belarians behave in a very similar fashion. Although I have lived and 
worked on this station for six and a half years, such flexibility is still an amazing 
concept,” stated Lar Sesni. “It would never occur to me to shift my loyalties from 
my home world to my associates on this station. Such flexibility on the individual 
level must require a high tolerance for chaos within human culture,” Lar Sesni 
said tactfully.

“It helps to keep people from making assumptions. What is the name of 
your home . world, Lar Sesni?” Chris asked, as they continued down the corridor. 

“I am from Jenarra, which is a League planet.”
“How is it you came to work here?”
“It is a custom on our planet, as with many League cultures, to spend 

several years working on an alien planet or, in my case, on an alien space station. 
This experience broadens our minds and allows the ideas of other cultures to 
cross-reference with concepts familiar to us. In this way new ideas and perceptions 
can evolve and keep our peoples from stagnating.”

“That sounds like a very intelligent way of doing things,” Chris said 
thoughtfully. “Homer, your anthropology study of humans is based on the same 
premise, isn’t it?”

“Yes, Chris. The intent is the same. We continue to evolve by studying the 
ideas and concepts of other cultures.” 

“Do you think it might be worthwhile for a few Gredorians to be sent out in 
the same way Jenarrans are? To live and work for a period of time with peoples of 
other cultures?”

“It seems a very unfocused way for Gredorians to spend time and energy, 
but, based on my experiences with you, there may be unforeseen benefits. I will 
ask the question when I return to Gredoria.”

“We are nearing the station’s center, which has several shops and business 
establishments. I should inform you of the station’s basic rules and guidelines,” 
Lar Sesni stated. “First, there will be no violence. The punishments for violent 
actions range from financial retribution and being banned from using the station 
to being turned over to Belarian authorities. Theft and deception may require a 
Belarian police response, depending on the nature of the crime. Finally, we ask 
you be respectful of the people and races interacting in this station. There are 
many different races aboard and we would like everyone to get along as smoothly 
as possible. Certain areas are marked with this signal,” he pointed to a sign 
making a quiet, repetitive noise, “which means station personnel only. Do not 
enter these areas. Do you have any questions about the station’s guidelines?”

“No, they make perfect sense.” Chris responded.
“Good. This handlink is tied into the station’s guest information system. It 

will provide you with a map of the station and answer a variety of questions you 



may have about the station.”
Stopping at an intersection going off to the left of the main corridor, Lar 

Sesni continued. “I shall inform the chief of security of your business here. She 
will be contacting you shortly. In closing, I would like to welcome you aboard. If 
you have questions the handlink is not able to answer, please feel free to use it to 
contact me, and perhaps I will be able to help. If you continue down this corridor 
you will come to the station’s center. There are a number of shops and 
entertainment services available there. Please feel free to use the facilities.”

“Thank you, Lar Sesni, for your time and hospitality. You have been most 
helpful,” Chris responded formally, and bowed to show his respect.

“You are welcome, Chris. Goodbye. And goodbye to you, Homer.” Lar 
Sesni turned and went down the smaller corridor.

Chris and Homer continued along the main corridor. Chris suspected the 
language translator gave simplified versions of what was being said.

As they entered the station’s center, Chris felt a sense of awe. It was 
essentially a standard business mall with hundreds of aliens and a smattering of 
green skinned Belarians strolling and transacting business. The variety of alien 
races alone would have impressed Chris, but the architecture and art work were of 
a nature he had never seen before. Much of the art work seemed to be an intricate 
form of beadwork and the architecture seemed to involve delicate looking cones 
and spheres. There was a smell of fresh air and plant life.

Chris felt a need to stop and adjust to this new environment of wonder. 
They came to a small beverage shop with outside tables and stood at one, 
watching the flow of traffic. 

 The station had a kind of organic feel to it. There was plant life 
everywhere. None of the walls or fixtures had hard edges or corners. The mall 
seemed to be fifty percent tropical forest mixed with a combination of function 
and esthetics.

A small, yellow-skinned triped with four eyes and four arms approached. 
“What may I serve you?” it asked.

“Do you have bisno?” Chris asked knowing it was a standard League drink 
safe for human consumption.”

“Yes.”
“I’ll have one mug, please.” 
After the waitperson delivered his drink and left, Chris smiled at himself. 

He had almost asked Homer if it would be possible to get a replacement 
Gredorian, one who had more knowledge of other races and could act as a tour 
guide. The smile reflected Chris’ constant concern for the robot’s feelings. 

“Here’s a behavioral observation for you, Homer. I keep projecting human 
characteristics on to you.”



“I have noticed you seem to use polite phrasings and terminology when a 
single word or short statement would have sufficed. It is unnecessary to be 
concerned about my feeling or emotions. Nor should you be concerned about 
asking my permission to perform certain activities. I have no feelings or emotions 
to offend.”

“It may be true, but I don’t plan to stop being polite. I’ve noticed you’re 
polite to me as well.”“Yes. Humans require polite behavior or they become 
hostile. It is a part of my base communications program.” 

“What a surprise. It’s a part of my base communications program, too. I 
guess we’ll have to go on being polite to each other,” Chris said mischievously.

“I do not understand why you would project human emotions on to me?” 
“Behavioral habits? You’re a sentient being I have conversations with and 

interact with. A large number of people do it with pets. I even have a few friends 
who talk to their computers as tho they were human. It’s not an unusual 
characteristic. Besides, I’m habitually polite to people in general and you fall into 
my definition of a person.

 “Homer, I’m curious about your communications program, because it gives 
you a perceptual framework to see the world thru. Do you have both English and 
Standard League in your memory?”

“I have only the English language programmed into my base memory.” 
“That makes a fair amount of sense. Then your understanding of human 

behavior would be closer to a human’s. If Standard League were your primary 
language, you would think like a Leaguer, but I’m still surprised Standard League 
isn’t incorporated into your base program.”

“Traveling with a human as he attempted to recover stolen corbinite was not 
foreseen as a part of my studies.” 

The explanation of Homer’s programming confused Chris. Some of his 
decisions had obviously been based on a moral structure. If something like good 
manners had been incorporated into his English language program, where was his 
moral structure located. It seemed unlikely the Central Computer had loaded 
Homer with human morals. It might effect his loyalties. “What about a moral 
structure? Isn’t there something similar included in your programming?” he asked.

“Yes,” Homer replied. “There is a deep-seated subroutine with Gredorian 
principles and League guidelines. Only under extreme circumstances would I be 
allowed to deviate from them.”

“Do you mean like a human subconscious?”
“The analogy would work. Yes.” 
“Were League guidelines required, as part of Gredoria’s agreement in 

joining the League?” Chris asked.
“Yes. It is similar in nature to what the League has asked the Martian and 



Terran peoples to initiate, so they, too, can join the League. With Gredoria there 
was no conflict of interests. League guidelines are very similar to Gredorian 
principles. The changes made were minor and well worth the gains in knowledge 
and protection we have received.”

Chris became thoughtful. There were a few people on Mars who actively 
promoted making the genetic changes the League insisted on for membership. He 
wasn’t one of them. There were many reasons and arguments against such an 
extreme alteration of human genetics, but for Chris the bottom line was humans 
had a rich emotional life, and he wasn’t willing to sacrifice it to make the changes 
the League needed as their admission fee.

For the human race, the League’s price of admission was five specific 
changes to human genetics. The first and most important one involved integrating 
a genetic predisposition towards an understanding of Standard League language 
and customs. The remaining four involved lowering the sex drive, lowering of 
emotional intensity (especially anger), increasing the understanding of 
mathematics and physics, and, last but not least, eliminating all genes causing 
physical and psychological illnesses.

The League had offered its help in making the modifications, if the human 
race should ever choose to join. It was highly unlikely the offer would be accepted 
anytime in the near future.

The first prerequisite of League language and customs required a lot of 
space in terms of DNA sequencing. League geneticists had suggested replacing the 
more base animal behaviors (such as sex and emotions) with the necessary coding, 
killing two birds with one stone. 

Most Martians viewed the idea of embracing League language and customs, 
on a genetic level, as nothing short of cultural brainwashing. To be born with a 
predisposition towards understanding the League language and customs would 
eliminate the need to learn a traditional human culture. Babies born to this kind of 
inheritance would see reality through the eyes of a League citizen and their 
loyalties would most likely be to the League. 

As for the last two requirements, an increased understanding of mathematics 
and physics and the elimination of genetic diseases, Chris believed this was a 
direction the human race was already taking, particularly on Mars, where parents 
had such a wide selection of genetic options available to them. 

His recently acquired memories had shown a large portion of his identity 
was based on genetic predispositions. 

He wouldn’t willingly make those kinds of changes in himself, nor would 
he consider diminishing the quality of life for his children. He suspected most 
people felt this way.

One of Casey’s memories surfaced. He had been involved with a discussion 



group, one of several sponsored by the U.S. Federal government. The purpose of 
the group was to discuss the morality of deliberately eliminating genetic defects 
through egg selection. A practice now a common on Mars, was a major moral 
issue for those groups. 

Casey favored the right to choose and eliminate genetic diseases. Most of 
the people had been in favor of the right to choose. A few had felt the need to 
defend the genetic defects. Some argued only God had the right to make the 
selection. Others stated those with the defects had as much right to life as those 
who didn’t have defects. 

Although Casey had tried to respect their opinions, he had been unable to 
understand their positions. His belief structure was quite different from theirs. In 
the wild, the babies of both animals and humans died quickly if they had genetic 
defects. Extending their lives artificially seemed unnatural in Casey’s mind. Better 
to let them die and never reproduce. Technology was offering a third option he 
found acceptable. As for the argument it was God’s choice, Casey suspected those 
people were afraid of making decisions and preferred to let a religious system 
make the decisions for them.

Something in the memories was nagging at Chris. He found it. One night, 
the subject had turned to human cloning. (Something clicked in Chris’ mind. Part 
of his nightmare had been based on this memory.)

The U.S. President, Bill Clinton, had made a special request this subject be 
discussed, because the issue of cloning was becoming a reality. Casey had been 
astonished to find most of the people in the group favored human cloning. He 
soon discovered many people in the group felt cloned humans would have no 
souls, making them available as a source of spare body parts.

This memory had an odd impact on Chris. I do have a soul, and those 
people were full of shit! he thought. He made an effort to calm himself. Those 
people were all dead now and there was no point in getting upset about something 
from three hundred years ago. With current regeneration techniques, spare parts 
weren’t an issue. I wonder how many times the soul has changed locations? I 
know it was once thought to be in the heart, then it moved to the brain. Most New 
Age Friends now believe it’s in the solar plexus.

Chapter 21
 
They sat for almost an hour. Chris succeeded in distracting himself from the 

foul mood he was in by watching aliens as they interacted and shopped. 



Homer sat quietly. His program was being altered, without his knowledge, 
by a subroutine buried so deeply he was unaware of it. It had activated when they 
entered the station. The central computer had incorporated it into all Gredorians 
leaving the home world.

The robot was to discretely seek out any information available about 
Belarian force field technology. Belarians had developed a heat resistant force 
field powerful enough to allow a ship to fly through a star’s corona. This 
technology, which had not been shared with the League of Free Planets, would be 
extremely valuable to the Gredorians. 

Chris felt a little frustrated with Homer’s lack of knowledge about other 
races. The handlink was useless as well, because it was designed primarily as a 
communication device and had no way of referencing questions about alien races 
unless Chris provided the name of the race. He really did need a tour guide.

Looking around, Chris once again experienced an overwhelming sense of 
wonder as the awareness of sitting on a Belarian space station, drinking bisno, 
cross-circuited his sense of reality.

He thought about the upcoming meeting with the station’s chief of security. 
Ek-clar Station’s basic philosophy followed a live and let live premise. He had 
figured much out by asking the handlink specific questions about station 
regulations. It was possible they would help when they understood his mission. In 
the worst case scenario, they would advise him he could take no action while on 
the station. In the best, they would arrest Javis for him and release the corbinite 
into Chris’ custody. 

Picking the handlink up from the table, he asked, “Has a cargo ship named 
Ballester arrived at the station in the last few days?”

“No ship with this name has been docked at the station within the last three 
days.”

It had seemed unlikely, but he had to make sure. “Are you able to notify me 
when Ballester arrives?”

“Yes,” the handlink answered.
“Please notify me when it arrives.”
“Understood.”
Chris noticed one of the green-skinned humanoids walking towards them. It 

seemed to be female, and Chris thought she was very attractive. Tan flowing 
clothing accentuated the gracefulness of her walk. He remembered from the 
documentary only the females had developed verbal communications skills. 

The males had evolved into highly specialized hunters and communicated 
with a complex system of hand signals and body language. They were almost two 
separate species, even more extreme than human males and females. The males 
had continued as hunters, while the females had developed social and technical 



skills.
“Homer, there’s a female humanoid coming this way. She may be the chief 

of security.”
Homer responded with a slight shift of his body to better scan the 

approaching woman.
As she approached, she repeatedly glanced at Chris and then looked away. 

Arriving at their table she said, “My name is Inner Strength. I am a security 
deputy on this station. Quiet Voice, the chief of security, is busy with other 
matters at this time. I have been asked to meet with you and to see if we may be 
of assistance. I understand you wished to speak about apprehending a criminal, 
who will be arriving here soon.” 

She made no eye contact with Chris.
Chris immediately assumed there was something psychologically wrong 

with her and then he chided himself, realizing he knew little about this woman’s 
race or cultural influences. A memory from Casey surfaced. The people of his 
grandfather’s tribe had avoided direct eye contact, as had most American Indians. 
Eye contact had been considered rude and aggressive behavior, not a form of 
openness and honesty as it was in modern times. 

“Yes,” Chris answered, careful not to look at her eyes. “My name is Chris, 
and this is Homer.” Chris had a sudden intuitional flash, which he hoped would 
help him gain Inner Strength’s trust, “ My tribal name is ‘Patient Hunter.’ We are 
after a human who is transporting stolen corbinite. The corbinite is going to be 
used to create a bomb. I plan to capture him and recover the corbinite. I am 
requesting your help. Would you like to have a seat and discuss this further?”

“Perhaps my office would be more appropriate. I am not familiar with 
human customs. Only one person should accompany me to my office to discuss 
this.”

Chris noted she gave off a strong cinnamon smell. Looking at Homer, he 
said, “Why don’t I meet you back at the ship when I’m finished.”

“This is acceptable. I will see you there.”
Inner Strength and Chris walked side by side. “You must be a person of 

great importance to have a Gredorian as your assistant,” she said, looking at Chris’ 
chest.

“Oh, Homer isn’t my assistant. He’s my friend. I have many questions 
about your culture and if I behave rudely, please understand it is because of my 
innocence in the ways of your people.”

Inner Strength shrugged her shoulders, and for all Chris knew the action 
might have been equivalent to a smile. 

“What questions would you like to ask?”
“I would like to understand your body language. For example, among my 



people, looking each other in the eyes means we are being honest with each other, 
and a shrug of the shoulders means ambivalence or ‘I don’t know the answer to 
your question’.”

Looking at a nearby wall, Inner Strength said, “Eye contact among my 
people is made when we are feeling strong emotions, such as anger or passion.” 
She suddenly looked him in the eye. “Except for your coloring and your hair, 
your body is very similar to Belarian men. Shoulder shrugs say you agree or 
accept what the other person is saying. It means ‘yes’ or ‘okay’. Looking away 
from him she said. “It is a very strange sensation to speak to a male. I understand 
there are differences between our two species, but the similarities are quite 
astonishing. I was not prepared to meet with someone so nearly like Belarian 
males in appearance. I will need the background information of this pursuit before 
asking Quiet Voice for a decision.”

He noticed her eyes were a deeper shade of green than her skin.
They came to her office and entered. She offered Chris a chair and he sat in 

it, thanking her.
Chris started describing his experiences with the comm call he had received 

from Intergalactic Mining Enterprises and continued with the events leading to his 
arrival at the station. He omited his clone origins and the memory transfer 
Liechter had performed on him. 

She asked for more information about Raymond Ginyit and Chris provided 
her with all the historical data he could recall.

“I will speak with Quiet Voice. If you had arrived alone, your claim would 
be questionable. The word of a Gredorian carries great weight and will 
corroborate your story. I will speak with him for confirmation before I approach 
Quiet Voice with your request for help.” Inner Strength made direct eye contact 
with Chris again. “I shall walk with you to the mall area. If you like, I will give 
you a brief tour.”

The eye contact had started a tingling sensation in Chris’ groin. Down boy, 
he thought to himself. “I would like that. Thank you.”

They walked quietly down the hallway heading for the mall. 
“This blue corridor leads to the administrative offices.” Inner Strength 

pointed out as they walked. “And the darker blue corridor leads to the jail cells.”
Arriving in the mall, Chris followed her to the equivalent of a coffee shop. 

They went to the second floor and found a table near the window overlooking the 
mall.

Inner Strength began pointing out shops and businesses, trying to guess 
what might be of interest to Chris. “There is a restaurant specializing in League 
foods. It does a very good business, because Belarian food is not suitable for many 
of the traders doing business here. We should find out if Belarian food is 



compatible with your digestive system. If it is, there are a number of good food 
shops on the station you might enjoy. Over there is a library. You can access 
information about Belaria and about the League from it, if you have any interest. 
Over there is an entertainment gallery. I have found some games there enjoyable.”

“What kinds of games do you like to play, Inner Strength?” Chris asked.
Inner Strength looked first at Chris’ chest and then into his eyes. “I like 

physical contact sports.” 
“What a coincidence, so do I. Maybe we could get together later on and 

play,” Chris said, looking deeply into her eyes.
“I would like to spend time with you,” she said. “I get off work in four 

hours. Perhaps we could get together then.” 
“It sounds like a plan to me,” he answered.
“Good. I will find you in four hours. It will be easier. Now, I must go and 

interview your Gredorian friend. After I will file a report, and your request with 
Quiet Voice. I should be able to give you her answer when next we meet,” she 
said, suddenly dropping her eyes to his chest and getting up.

“I will see you then,” he said.
Inner Strength turned and left.
I was definitely flirting with her. The question is: Was she really flirting 

with me? Chris wondered. And if she was, what then? Should I have sex with an 
alien female. You’d have to be insane to turn down such an exotic experience. I 
think I’ll go to check out their library.

Inner Strength sat across from Quiet Voice. Two other women sat to her 
left.

Quiet Voice was an older woman with wrinkles and pale green skin. She sat 
straight and erect, a sign her spine was fusing with age. She was shorter than Inner 
Strength, but because no eye contact was made between the two, she was not 
required to tilt her head. 

“You confirmed his story with the Gredorian?” she asked Inner Strength.
“Yes. The stories match.”
“We have two reasons for helping Patient Hunter catch his prey,” a young 

woman name Brown Eyes stated. She had a very rare gene which darkened the 
color of her eyes. “First, even as we speak, there is a Belarian delegation 
negotiating a non-aggression treaty and trade agreements with the Martian and 
Terran governments. Second, not helping could damage our relationship with the 
League, especially since the threat seems to be aimed at one of their members.”

“There is a third reason,” Quiet Voice said softly. Everyone listened 
attentively. “It is the right thing to do.” She paused and asked, “I know nothing of 
this man, Patient Hunter. His name implies a great deal. Do you think he is a 



trustworthy individual?”
“He seemed genuine and candid during my interview,” answered Inner 

Strength. “His efforts to help the Gredorian are curious, but, I believe well 
intentioned. His adventures following the corbinite seem to indicate a strong ‘o-
sysna,’ a sense of grim determination. He does not give up easily.”

“All noble traits. You admire him,” said Quiet Voice.
Inner Strength shrugged.
“We are all agreed to help this man in his quest?” Quiet Voice asked.
All three women said “Yes,” with a shrug of their shoulders.
“He must be cautioned. We will need him to identify the criminal Javis, but 

he cannot turn our station into his hunting grounds. He must understand the 
capture and arrest of Javis will be our responsibility and he cannot interfere,” said 
Quiet Voice.

“I will communicate the terms to him,” Inner Strength said, looking at the 
floor.

“Good. Now, Fast Runner, what new information do you have about the 
murder case?”

The third woman responded, “I am afraid I have nothing new to report. 
There are no new clues and I have run out of possible theories about who 
committed the murder or why it was done.”

They were in each others arms, stroking and kissing each other. Clothing 
was being removed and they fell to the floor. Inner Strength was becoming more 
and more aggressive and Chris concluded foreplay would be minimal. Still, he 
resisted, wanting to try out some of the techniques he had read about in the 
library. He had always enjoyed teasing his lovers into a higher level of need.There 
was a spot at the base of a Belarian woman’s spine which was supposed to drive 
her wild with pleasure.  

It did.
Inner Strength pinned him to the floor, her teeth pressed lightly to Chris’ 

neck. Her excitement was greatly increased by the unusual characteristics of this 
male and by the fact she was five days into her ‘linla’, her ovulation cycle. She 
wanted him inside of her, now.

He caressed her and was surprised at the sensation. Her skin had a peach-
fuzz texture. He focused on new and different locations of erogenous zones. 
Happily, there were enough similarities an artificial lubricant was not necessary.

She mounted him and, as she sank down on him, Chris felt a totally new 
sensation. It felt hundreds of small suction cups. From what he had read he was to 
remain motionless and let Inner Strength do all the work. Her inner muscles 
moved. There was no obvious motion and it took all of Chris’ will power to keep 



from thrusting. Inner Strength orgasmed once. Then again. She looked him in the 
eyes and growled, beginning to move her inner muscles once again. 

The growl set Chris off. As she orgasmed for a third time, he joined her, 
the sensation of awe he had trained himself to experience during climax 
intensified because of the unusual circumstances. 

They had moved to Inner Strength’s sleeping chamber and lay in each 
other’s arms. The room was a dimly lit green color, and cavelike with no sharp 
corners. One window looked out into space. The floor was one big softly padded 
bed. The fabric covering the floor was velvety in texture. 

Chris lay awake, as the sleeping Inner Strength rested her head on his chest. 
He thought their lovemaking had gone well. Inner Strength had confirmed what 
he had read. The passion cycle Belarian women experienced lasted for about two 
weeks. 

She explained a murder investigation had kept her from returning to Belaria 
to mate with a Belarian male as she would normally have done.

Chris felt as though he had done a good deed. He remembered the intimacy 
they had shared the night before. As they explored each other’s identity, the 
subject of religious beliefs had come up. 

“Many of our religious and philosophical beliefs stem from our being able 
to see the field lines emanating from magnets. Our god never took humanoid 
shape. Instead, we see God as lines of energy which attract and repel, with balance 
as the eternal goal. Our ability to see magnetic fields allowed us to develop 
electrical technology early in the history of my people. Our population was still 
small and we did not develop the complex trade system your people did. With 
such a wealth of energy early in our history, we had no need for concerns about 
exact exchanges and fair trade. Our culture developed an emphasis on production 
without concern for payment. Our religious beliefs called for a balance with 
nature. In shaping our world, balance has always been the primary concern.”

“Have the men and women always lived separately?” 
“No. There was a time when the men and women lived in the same villages. 

As I understand it, the men shared one large hut and the women lived in separate 
huts as they raised their families. As soon as the male infants were old enough 
they went to live in the men’s quarters. As technology developed, the men drew 
away from the women. Women could speak and communicate new ideas with 
each other easily. The men relied on hand signals and body language, which were 
useful for hunting, but not for complex processes or difficult social situations. 
They did not have the communication skills to understand the developing 
technology and preferred to remain as hunters. The schism between men and 
women has grown to what we have today.”



“Does it seem to be a balanced system?” Chris asked.
“Yes, I believe it is. It is has worked for hundreds of generations.”
He was glad events had worked out the way they had. She was a lovely 

woman both physically and spiritually. She had a hard, playful edge he couldn’t 
quite identify.

It had been there when she had told him of the decision to help him capture 
Javis and the corbinite, prior to lovemaking. He was relieved, but concerned. Part 
of him was hesitant to turn the responsibility of capturing Javis over to someone 
else. The edge in her voice and her body language had convinced him there was 
no room for negotiation. He would have to trust their competence. 

At least he could watch the event take place. As the person identifying 
Javis, he had a nonparticipating observer status. She had been very clear on this 
point.

The next morning Chris and Inner Strength made love again, but this time 
more slowly and tenderly. Chris introduced her to the pleasures of oral sex and 
was pleased to find she enjoyed it. They also experimented with Chris on top and, 
though she was delighted with the sensations, she was not able to climax. Chris 
had decided to limit his own orgasms as a way to keep up with her. He did not 
have a permanent erection. 

 Later as they cuddled, she said, “Patient Hunter, we are running out of 
clues and theories about who may have committed the murder or why. Do you 
have any experience in murder investigations?”

Chris thought for a moment about what he might be getting himself into. 
He generally liked to stay focused on one case at a time. They’re helping me. It’s 
only fair I help them. If I can!

“During my apprenticeship I was involved in two murder investigations and 
was required to study a number of them. I’ll be happy to help out in any way I 
can,” he said.

“I will approach Quiet Voice with the suggestion. I believe she will 
appreciate a fresh perspective and she will be impressed with your experience. It 
may provide new information. We would be grateful for your help.”

“It’s only fair,” he said. “Your team is helping me. Besides, it will be good 
experience for me to help investigate a murder mystery this far from my home 
world. It will broaden my horizons.”

“Good! I will communicate with Quiet Voice.” she said getting up and 
starting to dress. “I will meet her elliptical in three.”

“What?” asked Chris. 
“I will meet her elliptical in three.”
“That doesn’t make any sense. I must be having a translation problem.” 
“Translation issues sometimes occurs,” Inner Strength responded. “The 



Belarian language has concepts not existing in the League language. I’m sure it 
must be true of the English language, also.”

Chapter 22

At the meeting with Quiet Voice, Chris sat next to Homer. Chris had asked 
if Homer could attend the meeting as an observer, explaining he was studying 
human problem-solving skills and would benefit from the opportunity. Brown 
Eyes sat to one side, an equal distance from Quiet Voice and Chris.

Fast Runner stood near a viewscreen, waiting to educate the human male. 
She was not thrilled with having the case taken over by a nearly useless male.

Inner Strength had other business to attend to. Privately, she had told Chris 
being in the same room with him, while trying to maintain a professional attitude, 
would be difficult for her. Chris didn’t allow her admission to inflate his ego. He 
suspected her biological needs played a bigger role in her decision than his 
techniques as a lover.

“The murder victim was called Jass-murn, a free trader from Dwocol, one 
of the League worlds. The disappearance Jass-murn’s ship is an additional 
problem. It has simply vanished.” Fast Runner said.

Memories from Casey’s time as a sheriff were surfacing. Chris paused and 
evaluated the new info before saying, “I would like to start at the beginning of the 
investigation using my own techniques and methods. Please don’t introduce any 
info to me unless I specifically ask for it. In this way I’ll be starting fresh and 
uninfluenced by conclusions you may have already reached. Does this approach 
cause any problems?”

“No, it is as we had assumed it would be,” Quiet Voice stated. “We are 
under some pressure to resolve this case and a fresh perspective may find 
something we have overlooked.”

“What kind of pressure?” Chris asked.
“The victim is a League citizen. If we are unable to solve the murder case, 

they will send in their own investigators. Belaria will lose face if their 
investigators solve it, where we have failed. It is important to our people to 
maintain a sense of equality with the League. If we begin to doubt ourselves and 
to see ourselves as inferiors to the League peoples, the question of joining the 
League will be asked again. If we truly begin to see ourselves as inferiors, the 
answer will be yes, and we will lose our cultural and biological identity.”

“What kinds of requirements have to be met before the Belarian people can 
join the League?” Chris asked.

“Much the same as for your people. Imprinting our genetic coding with the 



League language and customs. Improving our math and physics skills. Removing 
our more animalistic behaviors. Our ancient beliefs and ties to Belaria will 
disappear.” 

“No disrespect is meant, but it seems an extreme reponse to not being able 
to solve a murder mystery,” Chris commented.

“The League is more efficient and more technologically advanced than we 
are. It is difficult not to admire them. And by admiring them, we begin to 
compare ourselves to them. It would not take many incidents such as this to bring 
up feelings of inadequacy and inferiority,” Quiet Voice responded.

Quiet Voice took the lead in escorting Chris to the murder scene, one of the 
station’s guest suites, which consisted of an entertaining area for meetings, a 
sleeping area, and a bathroom. She had heard the irritation in Fast Runner’s voice. 
She might have to separate Fast Runner from the case entirely. Quiet Voice 
wanted new ideas and a new point of view and the woman would constantly be 
explaining things and offering her opinions to Patient Hunter.

The room had been sealed off and the body removed.
“Do you have any holographic images of the crime scene?” asked Chris.
“Yes.” Fast Runner said. “I will show them to you when we return to the 

security offices. 
“Could you have someone bring a holographic projector and the images to 

this suite? It would make it easier for me to understand the crime scene.
“Yes,” the older woman stated with an air of dignity. “Brown Eyes, would 

you collect the appropriate materials?”
“Certainly,” the younger woman with the startling eyes said, before 

hurrying off. 
“Were DNA samples taken from the suite?” Chris asked.
“A thorough sweep was made. There were only his, and a few left over 

from the previous guest,” Fast Runner answered.
“Really?”
“It seems unusual to you?” she asked. 
“Yes. I’ll have to review your cleaning techniques. On my home world, and 

on Terra, there would be residual DNA from several of the occupants. How was 
he killed?” asked Chris.

“He ingested a poison called matzelic. It is related to the addictive 
hallucinogen, paintel.”

“There is no sign of an intruder and Jass-murn has died from poison. Has 
suicide been eliminated as a possibility?”

“What did you say?” asked Fast Runner.
“Has suicide been eliminated as a possibility?”                           
“Try rephrasing the question, Patient Hunter,” Quiet Voice suggested.



“Is it possible he killed himself?” Chris asked.
“Deliberately?” Fast Runner asked, taken aback.
“Yes. A deliberate effort to kill himself.” 
“It is a very unusual concept.” Quiet Voice was silent for a moment as she 

gathered her thoughts. “Suicide was never considered because it is impossible for 
Belarians to commit suicide. We have an instinctive aversion to it, so strong an 
instinct the idea would never occur to us,” the older woman said, almost, but not 
quite, embarrassed. “The word doesn’t even exist in our language. We made the 
assumption League citizens had the same instinctive aversion. Such an assumption 
may have been in error. If Jass-murn did commit suicide, two questions would 
still need to be answered. Why did he commit suicide and what happened to his 
ship?”

“Do we have any sort of a file on Jass-murn? Who he was, what kind of 
business he did, who he did business with?” 

“We have not contacted League officials yet. We had hoped to resolve this 
crime before contacting them. When he arrived he stated he wished to spend a few 
days relaxing and exploring what recreation the station had to offer.” said Quiet 
Voice.

“How long has he been dead?” Chris asked.
“For fifty-two hours,” replied Fast Runner.
“Not very long, but you’ll want to contact the League fairly soon.” He 

paused. “If we could find the ship, we’d have more to work with. I’d like to 
check the records regarding the missing ship. Things like docking 
communications, and everything available about the docking port just prior to the 
ship’s disappearance. How difficult would that be, Quiet Voice?” Chris asked, 
looking at her breasts as a way to avoid looking into her eyes, and trying not to 
offend her with his take charge attitude. He was also controlling an adolescent 
desire to grin. 

Quiet Voice answered, “It will not be difficult. I will return to my office. 
After you have finished here, I will have Inner Strength escort you to the 
administrative offices where the information is kept. While the two of you are 
there I will have the results of the autopsy brought to you.”

After Quiet Voice left, Chris asked, “Fast Runner, when was the last time 
your people were involved in a murder investigation?”

“In the last twenty years there have been five murders on Belaria. In each of 
murders the killer turned herself in, the guilt being too much to bear.”

Chris was momentarily taken aback. “A very impressive record. On Terra 
there are hundreds of murders every year. On Mars there’s probably an average of 
five per year. And people rarely turn themselves in. Needless to say, we have 
developed murder investigations into a science.



 “These are the steps we should take. Perform a DNA sweep on another 
suite and see if you come up with similar results. Provide me with a detailed 
description of the cleaning process for suites. See if there are any samples of the 
poison on the victim’s fingers or lips, or perhaps left over inside his body. We 
want to examine the poison for trace elements suggesting its place of origin.

 “Also, I’ll need to see Jass-murn’s personal effects.” Casey’s memories of 
investigations were merging with his own. Chris held up his hand and pointed to 
his finger tips. “These small markings on my finger are called fingerprints. If I 
touch a hard surface in this room the oils from my skin will leave a likeness of it.

“Later, I’ll want to examine the room for prints. Suicide is a possibility, but 
if you don’t want the League coming in, you’ll probably need to prove it. The 
missing ship makes things very suspicious. We really should put some energy into 
locating the ship. It must be somewhere.”

Fast Runner shrugged in agreement. “I will make the arrangements, Inner 
Strength will assist you.”

Later, alone in her office, Quiet Voice reviewed her feelings on what had 
taken place. It had been an unusual experience. Patient Hunter was very much like 
a Belarian male in appearance. Watching him as he spoke to her had been 
disconcerting by itself. Listening to him speak with intelligence and authority had 
caused her to wonder if she was in a dream. It had been so surreal.

She had heard rumors of male children born with the ability to speak. They, 
like all the male children, were turned over to their fathers as soon as they stopped 
breast feeding. She wondered if such males could achieve a degree of language 
skills comparable to Patient Hunter’s. Was an evolutionary step being stunted by 
cultural prejudice. It would be worth investigating. She had a fair amount of 
influence with the Belarian Council. If she were right, there would be a great deal 
of prejudice to overcome. Their culture would change dramatically, and few 
people, herself included, liked change. But if we do not continue to evolve, we 
will stagnate.

Fast Runner had been doing her own review of the situation. She was 
dealing with the embarrassment of being replaced by a humanoid male. In her 
opinion males were inferior, good only for breeding purposes. 

It should be no surprise, she thought consolingly, an intelligent male would 
be good at understanding a crime scene. Aren’t males good at hunting and killing.

“Behave yourself,” Chris said, with both amusement and concern, as he and 
Inner Strength stood outside the office.

After regaining their composure they entered the room. Chris recognized 



Lar Sesni. The other two people in the room he identified as being a female 
Craner and a Lobsidian. 

The Craner had to be female, because the males stood an average height of 
three and a half meters tall, and she was just a little over one meter tall. 

He knew almost nothing about Lobsidians.
The Craner was semi-humanoid, with four arms ending in delicate three-

fingered hands with opposable thumbs. She had lavender skin with a kind of slick-
smooth texture. She wore a simple white robe.

The Lobsidian reminded Chris of a crab. Six legs extended out of a hard 
orange shell. Two eyes peered at him, each eye attached to a short stalk. All 
intelligent space-faring life forms had some way of handling tools. Chris couldn’t 
figure out what this creature used for hands and made a mental note to look it up 
later.

Inner Strength made the introductions. “You have already met Lar Sesni. 
This is Group Leader Wenzall.” The Craner came forward and extended her hand. 

“How do you do, Patient Hunter. My associate is Group Leader Accountant. 
He is in charge of the accounting department and I am in charge of the personnel 
department. Group Leader Accountant communicates through a form of telepathy. 
I have a device installed in my cranium which allows he and I to read each other’s 
thoughts. I will be doing the talking for the two of us. Please understand if I pause 
periodically to listen to my colleague.”

Chris was immediately charmed by her. Her voice had a beautiful, melodic 
quality. The touch of her skin as they shook hands was soft and warm. She looked 
him directly in the eye and smiled, showing the Craner version of teeth, which 
seemed to be a solid wall of lavender bone. Homer suddenly arrived and Chris 
introduced the Gredorian, “This is Homer. He is observing human problem-
solving skills.”

“In three hundred years of operation, this station has never had a ship 
simply disappear from its docking port,” Group Leader Wenzall explained softly. 
“Nothing like this has ever happened before. We have checked our records 
thoroughly, and the ship did not leave. It simply disappeared, and we have no 
explanation. We understand Quiet Voice has her reasons for wanting the murder 
mystery resolved, but we have our own reasons for wanting the ship found. 
Having a ship disappear without a trace from our docking port is bad for business. 
We received a message from the owners of the ship twelve hours ago asking if it 
had arrived. We haven’t responded yet because of the minimal information we 
have. We will have to respond soon though. We would like to have some sort of 
an explanation for them.”

“I understand your concerns,” Chris said. “I’ll do everything I can to help. 
I’d like to start by reviewing the info available about the ship itself.”



“I have that information,” Lar Sesni offered. “I took the liberty of having 
the central computer tied into this comm link. It will automatically translate all 
the written material fed through it into written English.”

“Thank you, Lar Sesni,” Chris replied, feeling genuinely grateful.
Wenzall tilted her head slightly. “My colleague believes you will find no 

useful information in the records. They have been thoroughly reviewed. He 
suggests you begin your investigation at the docking port where the ship was 
located.”

Chris thought of a time when he had worked at the starship repair business. 
A captain there had been certain the chief mechanic was looking in the wrong 
place, but the chief could have cared less about the captain’s opinion. The chief 
had been gathering information and was looking in the easiest, most accessible 
place first. Though the problem wasn’t in the first place the chief had looked, 
neither was it were the captain had expected it. The problem turned out to be in 
the second place the chief looked, which clues from his first inspection had led 
him. 

“Please, thank Group Leader Accountant, but I would prefer to begin my 
investigation with the records,” Chris stated as he scanned the comm link. “I see 
the vessel is Lobsidian. Manufactured by Lobsidians and owned by Lobsidians.” 
Chris had an uneasy feeling. “Is it normal for Lobsidians to contract free traders 
from Dwocol to pilot their ships?” 

“I’m sorry,” interrupted Wenzall, “but Group Leader Accountant believes 
you are making a mistake and you should begin your investigation fresh, starting 
at the docking port. He also wishes to inform you he must leave to complete a 
report.”

A little bit of a control freak, aren’t you, Accountant? And why are you 
leaving so fast? The thought confused Chris slightly because he had never used the 
phrase ‘control freak’ before, though it did feel like his own thought. He decided 
to stand his ground. “No. I ‘will’ begin my investigation with the records. If he 
has to leave, then he has to leave. But before he goes ask him if it is normal for 
Lobsidians to use free traders as their pilots.”

Chris observed the reddish crablike being as he waited for an answer.
Wenzall answered, “Group Leader Accountant states it is not unusual.”
As she spoke the Lobsidian left the room.
“My apologies,” Lar Sesni interrupted as the door slid shut. “To the best of 

my knowledge Lobsidians pilot their own ships.”
“You mean Group Leader Accountant just lied to me?”
“Perhaps he was simply mistaken,” Wenzall offered placatingly.
“Hmmm. I’ll need to speak with him later. Is there a visual recording of the 

docking port used by....   What was the name of the ship that disappeared?”



“The Abratzi,” Inner Strength offered helpfully.
“A visual record of the port where Abratzi was docked?”
“Yes,” said Wenzall. “You can view it from this console.”
“Computer, give me a visual history of Dock 7, starting five ships prior to 

the arrival of the Abratzi,” said Chris.
A silver, streamlined cargo ship appeared above the holo projector. The 

League number ‘7’ could be made out at the top of the dock.
Homer’s subroutine sharpened his focus on the console, scanning at subtle 

levels and recording everything. Technologies were often merged and something 
as simple as holographic imaging might provide a clue to discovering the secret of 
the Belarian’s heat-resistant force fields.

“Computer, identify the type of ship shown.”
“This ship is a generic League cargo ship. It has a crew of twenty, with 

space available for twelve passengers. It can carry up to twenty tons of standard 
mass. It uses an interdimensional warp system to pull itself through space at 
faster-than-light speeds.”

“Fast forward to its departure,” Chris said. 
Nothing seemed unusual as the ship left the dock.
“Fast forward to the next ship’s arrival.” An egg-shaped ship, light green in 

color, appeared as a holographic projection above the console. “Identify this ship.”
“This ship is a Lobsidian vessel named Catchcan. It has a crew of 12 and 

can carry up to five tons of freight or one hundred and fifty passengers. It has a 
drive system based on antigravity thrusters with corbinite coils as a power 
supply.” 

“Computer, stop.”
A Lobsidian vessel? A little odd. Too odd to be a coincidence?
“Computer, did previous record reviews cover the Catchcan’s arrival?”
“Previous reviews covered only the arrival of Abratzi.”
“Who was in charge of the review process?” Chris asked Wenzall who was 

standing next to him.
“Group Leader Accountant,” she answered, some of the melodic quality had 

left her voice.
Chris could see Group Leader Accountant in his mind’s eye. Don’t make 

any accusations yet, Chris advised himself, but a pattern certainly seems to be 
taking place. Was he trying to sabotage my investigation by suggesting I begin at 
the docking port?

“Computer, fast forward to five minutes after the arrival of the Abratzi. 
During fast forward scan for unusual energy patterns or anomalies.”

“Scanning.”
The Catchcan left the station abruptly. For several minutes the docking port 



was empty and another ship docked. This, too, left the station abruptly and was 
replaced by another ship, which repeated the process. Then a graceful ship with an 
arrowhead-like body appeared and docked in rapid motion.

“Scan complete.”
“What were the results?”
“As Abratzi arrived, there was a rise in electromagnetic energies.”
“Do you have an explanation for this increase?”
“The pattern of electromagnetic wave distortion corresponds to those of a 

holographic image. The probability of a holographic projection in the immediate 
area is ninety-eight percent.”

Okay, we have an illusionary ship arriving at the station and disappearing. 
The owners of this illusion are asking if their ship has arrived. A Lobsidian ship 
was docked there before the illusion and a Lobsidian handled the investigation of 
the missing illusion. It’s unusual for a Lobsidian ship to be captained by a 
nonLobsidian. The nonLobsidian is dead, possibly a suicide. Could this somehow 
tie in with Javis’ delivery of the corbinite? Maybe, maybe not. Don’t get ahead of 
yourself.

“Lar Sesni, did you greet Jass-murn as he arrived at the station?” Chris 
asked.

“No, I don’t know who did?” the three-legged individual answered.
Inner Strength had been watching the holoscreen as he researched the 

history of the docking port. She turned to look at Chris and spoke, “Computer, 
contact Quiet Voice and ask her to send a security team to administrative office 16 
to detain Group Leader Accountant for questioning.” 

“Group Leader Wenzall,” Chris asked, “what would happen if the ship was 
considered lost by the station.” 

“We would have to purchase the ship,” she answered. 
“I think we need to set a trap for the Lobsidian owners of this ship. I would 

suggest sending them a report stating you believe the ship arrived, but due to a 
computer malfunction you can’t be sure. Then ask them for a detailed description 
of the ship and its travel route to the station. If you’ll prepare the message, Inner 
Strength and I will go give Quiet Voice an update and get permission to proceed.” 

Chapter 23

It was early evening on the station and Chris was in the library researching 
other private investigators. He had found research organizations, body guards, and 
mercenaries, but no advertisements or information regarding his field of work.



That seems strange, he thought.
The murder investigation was at a temporary standstill as they waited for a 

reply from the Lobsidian owners of the illusionary space ship, and from a 
cleaning supply outlet. Group Leader Wenzall had sent both requests for 
information by carrier pigeon and responses were expected sometime tomorrow.

Fast Runner had provided him with the results of the forensics research he 
had requested. Small amounts of the poison were found on one of Jass-murn’s 
hands and on his lips, just enough of it to get a reading on the trace elements. 
Finding sources of the poison had been difficult, in part because the League had it 
listed as a restricted element available only to those who could demonstrate a legal 
need for its use, and partly because it could easily be made from paintel, the 
illegal, but available, addictive hallucinogen.

She had also established Dwocolians could commit suicide, and apparently 
did it with some frequency. Their species placed a low value on individual life. 
Her contact had explained suicide was used as a form of population control.

Chris wasn’t sure what to make of Fast Runner. She was abrupt and seemed 
irritable. He knew this had been her case. Had he tread on some kind of 
inferiority? Probably best not to make assumptions about alien behavior patterns, 
he thought.

He had found nothing in the personal belongings of Jass-murn to suggest 
why he would commit suicide. There were a number of items which must have 
served some purpose, but he didn’t know what they were, and no one else seemed 
to know either.

Chris had examined the cleaning procedures, and the results of a DNA 
sweep in another suite confirmed his suspicions. There was no way a normal 
cleaning of the room would have removed evidence of previous visitors so 
thoroughly. 

Earlier Inner Strength and Chris had entered Jass-murn’s suite.
“No fooling around,” Chris said seriously. “I’m in work mode and I have a 

hard time shifting back and forth between being focused on my work and being 
playful, okay?”

“All right,” she responded with mock seriousness, “but these are some 
strange items. This sticky plastic is very odd.”

Chris and Inner Strength had gotten the materials together to hunt for 
fingerprints or their equivalent. 

“I agree,” Chris said, “but it should work.” Chris had used both Casey’s 
memories and his own to fashion a kind of scotch tape for lifting anything 
resembling fingerprints. 

A casual sweep of the living quarters revealed nothing. Chris brought out a 
magnifying glass he had asked Lar Sesni to have made for him. Inner Strength 



produced a short laugh at the primitive device.
Chris ignored her and started looking around. On a kitchenette counter he 

found something, stopping him in his tracks. “What’s this?” he asked.
Inner Strength immediately crowded him and looked through the 

magnifying glass. “Those are nanites!” she exclaimed. “They are eating small 
particles of matter.”

Jass-murn’s suite had been thoroughly cleaned of hairs, skin flakes, dead 
cells, enzymes, and anything else leaving DNA traces. A closer inspection found 
thousands of cleaning nanites which would disappear with time. A 
“normal”cleaning would have been reduced the nanite population to hundreds, and 
a second cleaning would have made the number even smaller. Also, general use of 
the room would break the shells of the microscopic robots. 

Chris made a mental note to see if he could order cleaning nanites for his 
apartment on Mars. 

Lar Sesni had searched the computer files and found the cleaning nanites 
could be ordered and purchased from thousands of outlets in League space. 
Further research had shown five items had arrived from one of the outlets in the 
last two weeks. 

All five items had been ordered by Group Leader Accountant. None of the 
items ordered were cleaning nanites, but Chris had immediately become suspicious 
and had requested a carrier pigeon be sent to the supply outlet requesting a copy 
of their records regarding the shipments.

Chris’ sharp hearing picked up the soft tread of someone coming up behind 
him as he sat in the library thinking. Pulling himself from the depths of his 
thoughts he looked over his shoulder and saw Inner Strength. She had tracked him 
down, as she had promised to do. 

“Hi!” he said with a grin and direct eye contact. “What’s the latest on 
Group Leader Accountant?” 

“He is refusing to cooperate.”
“Even after he was caught trying to flee the station?” he asked.
“Yes,” she answered. “Group Leader Accountant claims he has committed 

no crimes and we have no evidence.”
The security team sent by Quiet Voice to detain him had located the 

Lobsidian, not in his office, but at a docking port trying to book passage on a 
freighter about to leave.

“How strong is the survival instinct in Lobsidians?”
“Very strong. Why? Are you going to ask Quiet Voice to threaten him with 

execution?”
“I hadn’t thought of that, but I suppose it’s an option. No, I was thinking as 

more and more of the evidence points in his direction he might change his mind. 



Perhaps we should leave him alone in his cell until we have all the evidence. 
Then, we can present it to him all at once and offer him some kind of legal 
immunity or witness relocation package. He might be more helpful if he believes 
he has only two options. Helping us and going free or,” Chris paused as he 
assembled the rest of the sentence, “suffering whatever kind of punishment he’ll 
end up getting. Whose jurisdiction is he going to fall under?”

“At the moment, Quiet Voice is planning to turn him over to the League. In 
fact, she feels we already have enough evidence to clearly show Ek-clar Station 
was being used by the Lobsidians in some kind of murder plot. She has suggested 
turning the evidence over to the League, after we have received replies from the 
two messages sent out.”

“I’ll have to try convincing her we should attempt breaking him one more 
time. I’d really like to be involved in closing this case.

“I must change the subject,” Inner Strength said. “I have news about the 
Ballester. It has dropped out of faster-than-light speeds and has communicated 
with Ek-clar Station, requesting permission to dock. He has stated he is delivering 
a shipment of corbinite to its new owners and has submitted paperwork showing 
he is legally transporting the corbinite from Corbin III.”

“There’s no doubt in my mind the paperwork is forged.”
“Do not be concerned. There are no doubts in our minds either.”
“When will he be arriving?” asked Chris.
“In approximately three hours.”
“We should be getting ready,” he said, starting to get up from his chair.
“Quiet Voice is making the arrangements. I am hungry. We have time to go 

to the restaurant.”
She’s awfully cute when she puts her foot down, Chris thought, still aware 

the language translator tended to simplify what was being said.

They were sitting in the staff meeting room and Quiet Voice was discussing 
the arrival of Javis. All of the security staff was present as well as Lar Sesni, 
Homer, and Chris. Quiet Voice was laying out the sequence of events and clearly 
establishing everyone’s responsibilities. 

Chris admired her leadership and organizational skills.
“The Ballester will be assigned to Dock 14. Hidden video cameras have 

already been installed in the area and along the corridor to monitor the movements 
of Javis, who is calling himself Henry Lee. At this time there is still no 
information about who will receive the corbinite. Patient Hunter believes Javis 
does not know either, and will not know until he has been contacted. All 
communication to and from the Ballester will be monitored.”

Pointing to a holographic image of the mall, she proceeded to assign people 



to specific locations. Chris and Homer were to sit in the coffee shop where Inner 
Strength had first taken him, at the same table offering such a good view of the 
mall. His assignment was to accurately identify Javis as a criminal who was 
illegally transporting corbinite.

“We will be waiting for Javis to meet his contact,” Quiet Voice said 
seriously. “We don’t know when this will happen. Everyone will have 
microphones and earphones providing two-way communications. After Patient 
Hunter has identified Javis, we will continue to monitor the human’s movements 
until he has met with the recipient of the corbinite. It is assumed Javis and the 
recipient would return to Javis’ ship and inspect the cargo. A section of the 
corridor has had force fields installed. When they are in position the force fields 
will be activated. I don’t want any mistakes and I don’t want anyone taking action 
prematurely. The arrest will have to be well coordinated. I don’t want innocent 
people injured. All security staff are to wear civilian clothing. No one should be 
identified as on duty security.” 

Lar Sesni approached the air lock with some apprehension. He knew he was 
supposed to greet this newcomer as he would any other. A miniature microphone/
transmitter attached to his translator sent a signal to all of the security staff’s 
comm links. He had already decided to perform the human ritual of shaking hands 
with more clumsiness than he had during his initial encounter with Patient Hunter. 

Javis stepped through the airlock and reminded himself to be friendly. He 
didn’t care for alien races. He would never admit they frightened him, not even to 
himself. He regarded Raymond Ginyit’s isolationist philosophy as intelligent and 
absolutely necessary if humans were going to survive and prosper. He didn’t trust 
the League and he certainly didn’t trust the three-leggedcreature standing in front 
of him.

Chris and Homer sat in the coffee shop overlooking the oval shaped, park-
like center of the mall, waiting to see if the man was going to leave his ship. As 
he eavesdropped, he recognized Javis’ voice and heard Javis identify himself as 
Henry Lee. 

When Chris had asked Ginyit about the corbinite, the basic plan had 
surfaced, but many of the details were left out. Chris understood Ginyit approved 
of having the League blame Terra for the sale and delivery of the corbinite, but it 
surprised him they were leaving a deliberate trail leading to Corbin III.

I wouldn’t be surprised if the ship has Intergalactic Mining stenciled on the 
side, he thought.

Lar Sesni had received the docking fee. “With the formalities over, would 
you like to walk toward the station’s commerce center as I explain our guidelines 
to you?” he asked.



It took all of Javis’ control to keep the contempt off his face and out of his 
voice. “No, thank you. I will remain in my ship until I’m contacted by the 
receiver of my cargo.” Javis turned his back to the three legged alien and 
reentered his ship, closing the hatch.

Lar Sesni exhaled, feeling the tension in his body relax.

Everyone was on standby. The security staff were attempting to go about 
their normal duties, while simultaneously staying close to the posts they had been 
assigned. Chris was in the library doing research on the Sanine people, trying to 
figure out why someone would want to destroy their home world. It felt like a 
useless effort. 

The Sanines were a peaceful people, known for being efficient and honest 
in their business transactions. They were an ant-like insect race with twelve colony 
planets. They exported a wide variety of products and materials ranging from 
foodstuffs to corbinite to technology. They had been League members for nearly 
two hundred years. 

Chris found some statistical information, but not much else. The Belarian 
library was small, and focused mostly on languages, technical data, and Belarian 
entertainment literature. 

Suddenly, he heard Quiet Voice through the earphone announcing, 
“Another human has arrived and has paid Lar Sesni the appropriate docking fee. 
A message has been sent from his ship to Javis’ asking they meet at the Five-in-
One Entertainment Bar. Everyone should move to their appropriate positions. 

Chris hurried to his place in the coffee shop. Homer joined him a few 
minutes later. The table had been reserved for him at Quiet Voice’s request. He 
looked out over the mall with a sense of anticipation.

The voice of Group Leader Wenzall came through the earphone stating, 
“Javis has left his ship. I hope everyone is in position.

“Which direction will the other human be coming from?” Chris asked. 
“Never mind. He’s just entered the mall from Corridor 6. He’s wearing dark 
clothing.” The man looked familiar to Chris. As he moved closer to the coffee 
shop Chris recognized him and was stunned. How is it possible? he wondered. But 
he knew exactly how it was possible. The pieces were starting to come together. 
The man entering the Five-in-One was an exact duplicate of the man who had 
attacked Chris on the Gipper, the same man who had boarded the Gipper on Mars 
and had later taken his own life with poison. Life isn’t quite so valuable when you 
have multiple copies of yourself walking around, Chris thought. 

“I recognize the new arrival,” Chris stated, still watching the entrance to the 
entertainment bar. “Be careful. He’s a trained warrior and will be suspicious of 
everything.”



“Javis has just entered the commerce center,” Inner Strength announced.
“That’s him,” he confirmed. “That’s Javis.”
Javis entered the bar and everyone waited. 
Ten minutes later the assassin exited the Five-in-One. There was no sign of 

Javis. Chris felt very uneasy.
“Someone should go in and see if Javis is still alive,” he suggested.
“Brown Eyes,” Quiet Voice said, taking charge of the situation, “enter the 

Five-in-One. Be casual and see if you are able to locate Javis. Fast Runner, be 
prepared to activate the force fields. Do not wait for my instructions. Activate 
them as soon as the human has entered the trap.”

“Quiet Voice, I can see the man called Javis. He is sitting at a table. But 
something is odd. He does not appear to be moving.”

“Go closer, Brown Eyes,” the older woman directed. “Do not endanger 
yourself, but attempt to evaluate if Javis is still alive.”

Brown Eyes was nervous. She moved closer to the table. Javis had his back 
to her and couldn’t see her approaching. She passed the table and turned to look 
over her shoulder. Javis’ face and eyes showed no signs of movement. She 
stopped and looked at him more carefully. If he was aware of her staring at him, 
he showed no sign of it. He still hadn’t moved. 

“Quiet Voice, either he is paralyzed or he is dead.”
“Stay with him, Brown Eyes. When you are certain he is harmless, attempt 

to assess whether he is dead or paralyzed.”
Inner Strength came on over the earphones, “The new human is not going 

towards the Ballester. He appears to be returning to his ship.” 
“Attempt to stop him,” the chief of security ordered. 
Chris had been thinking. The assassin had made no efforts to secure the 

corbinite and had left Javis paralyzed. It made no sense. What was there to gain 
from these actions? And who was he working for?

Chris decided to head down to the mall. He knew he wasn’t supposed to get 
involved, but he also knew things weren’t working out as planned and he was 
worried about Inner Strength’s safety.

From a distance, Chris could see she had drawn a weapon. He watched as 
the assassin pulled a gun from inside his jacket and, without hesitation, shot her 
with a laser. Inner Strength fell to the floor as Chris bolted towards her, hoping 
she hadn’t been killed.

She was curled in the fetal position as he arrived. He knelt beside her. 
“Inner Strength, are you conscious?” he asked, hoping desperately she was alive.

“Yes,” she said, the pain in her voice apparent.
Behind him he could hear someone else arriving on the scene. “Where are 

you hurt?” he asked.



“Here, in the shoulder.”
He could see the pinkish blood through her green fingers, as she clutched 

her shoulder. “Are there any vital organs there?” he asked.
“No,” Quiet Voice responded behind him. “She should be all right.”
Chris exhaled a sigh of relief. A deadly look came into his eyes as they 

moved to focus on Corridor 6. Rising, he began to run in pursuit of the assassin.
As he ran he took control of his anger, focused it, and used it to increase his 

running speed. The man ahead of him had a good head start, but Chris could feel 
his legs and lungs developing a rhythm as his speed accelerated. His feet were just 
touching the floor and he deliberately expanded his chest with each breath, 
striving to bring in more oxygen.

He could hear the sound of running footsteps ahead of him and knew he 
was catching up. They entered a long straight stretch of corridor. He could see the 
man now. 

Suddenly the assassin stopped. He must have heard Chris behind him. He 
began to turn, gun in hand. By the time he had turned all the way, Chris had 
tackled him and successfully knocked the laser gun from his grasp.

Chris was slammed multiple times by the man’s fists. He rolled away to 
avoid the blows, and came to a standing position at the same time his opponent 
did. The two squared off and sized each other up. 

They closed the space between them and began exchanging blows. Some 
were blocked, some made bruising contact. It didn’t take Chris long to understand 
he was outmatched by the other man. A blow reached his solar plexus before he 
could block it.

His body went numb from the pain, but he held onto consciousness. 
Another blow to his forehead caused a curtain of darkness to enfold his mind. He 
could feel himself falling and coming to rest on the floor. He tried hard to pull 
himself back to consciousness and succeeded in opening his eyes.

Pulling himself up from the floor, in what seemed like slow motion, Chris 
struggled to follow the assassin. Ahead, he could see the back of the man as he 
stepped through the airlock. 

“Quiet Voice, he’s just entered his ship. Do we have any way of stopping 
him from taking off?”

“We can activate the dock’s emergency magnetic anchors, but I am not sure 
they will hold him. They are designed for damaged ships without functional 
anchors of their own,” she came back. “Their pull is minimal.”

Chris arrived at the airlock and looked at what appeared to be a timing 
device counting down with only two minutes left to go. “Do it!” he said loudly. 
“He’s planted a bomb on the airlock wall.”

The ship outside had started its thrusters and was attempting to pull away. 



Fast Runner must have activated the emergency anchors because he wasn’t 
moving. The corridor was beginning to shake from the strain of the thrusters. 
Suddenly, there was a loud grinding noise and the ship separated from the station.

“Open the airlocks!” Chris yelled as he tore the bomb from the wall. “I 
have to get this bomb out of here! Open them now!

The airlock doors began to open, a rush of air pulled Chris with it as the 
atmosphere escaped into the vacuum of space. Holding onto the edge of the 
airlock’s frame, Chris could see the ship as it began to turn its nose away from the 
station and lined itself up for departure. The bomb has a magnetized backing, he 
thought, and threw the device at the ship. The combination of the air jettisoning 
out into space and the power of his throw took the bomb to the side of the ship, 
where it floated briefly before attaching itself.

The ship aligned itself at a near ninety degree angle from the station and 
activated its antigrav thrusters. It moved away from Ek-clar rapidly and was gone 
from sight. Suddenly, there was a huge explosion and Chris knew a third of the 
station would have been destroyed. 

He held on and held on as the air rushed past him, attempting to drag him 
out into space with it. He moved and flexed the muscles in his hands and 
forearms, knowing moving muscles tire less quickly then locked and cramped 
muscles. He tried to breathe and was only partially successful. Nothing existed for 
him accept maintaining his grip on the edge of the airlock. 

Finally, after an endless amount of time, the rush of air stopped and he 
found himself resting on the floor. They had closed the exterior airlock door. He 
didn’t want to move. He just wanted to rest.

After Chris left the coffee shop, Homer had plugged into the station’s 
computer systems to better monitor the situation. He noted the station had brought 
up its force field as soon as the bomb had cleared the station. The subroutine had 
recorded all variations and interference patterns as the field came online. Upon his 
return to Gredoria, the central computer would analyze all the collected data.

He was still innocent of the search for information regarding Belarian force 
field technology.

   

Chapter 24

Chris had convinced Quiet Voice to allow Fast Runner and himself to make 
one last effort to get the truth from Group Leader Accountant before turning him 



over to League authorities. He was on his way to meet with her for the final 
interrogation. As he walked he felt the aching of his two cracked ribs and various 
bruises. 

There were pieces of the puzzle missing and their two prisoners weren’t 
talking. Javis couldn’t talk because he was in a state of hibernation and 
Accountant simply refused, knowing in all probability he would be turned over to 
League authorities. Chris’ curiousity was verging on burning desire and he wanted 
to know how the mystery fit together.

He had heard of the good cop/bad cop routine, but had never used it. Casey 
had, though. As a sheriff he had used the routine a number of times and Chris 
decided to draw on the experience.

Fast Runner waited for him outside the temporary interrogation room. Chris 
had done his homework and arranged the room to be brightly lit and cold, making 
the Lobsidian within uncomfortable. He had considered the ethics of questioning a 
prisoner using such manipulative techniques, but had decided making a suspected 
criminal uncomfortable was not the same as torture.

“I am looking forward to the role playing,” she stated. “I would like to take 
the role of the bad cop.”

Chris couldn’t help but be amused. The concept of role playing had 
convinced Fast Runner to help with one last interrogation. She had been intrigued 
by the idea of acting and she seemed quite excited, now that the moment had 
arrived. Chris hoped her acting abilities matched her enthusiasm. 

“Alright,” he responded, smiling and shrugging his shoulders.
But when they entered the room, Chris was taken aback. The Lobsidian’s 

coloring had gone from red to an ugly pinkish gray. Chris was no longer 
concerned with Fast Runner’s acting abilities. He was now worried “he” might not 
be able to perform while feeling sympathy for Accountant. 

Group Leader Accountant did not feel well. The stress and tension was 
causing his system to switch back and forth between slowing down and being 
keyed up for a fight or flight situation. His appetite was nonexistent and his shell 
was beginning to feel loose around his body. The bright lights and coldness of the 
room only made him feel more irritable.

I am a citizen of the League of Interstellar Planets, he thought. How can 
they treat me this way?

As Fast Runner and the human, Patient Hunter, entered, he noted he had 
never seen Fast Runner look so unfriendly. Patient Hunter was standing next to 
her, his eyes opened wide. Accountant did not understand human body language 
and ignored Chris’ shock at the Lobsidian’s change in color.

Group Leader Wenzall arrived, hurriedly entering the room, and waited to 



act as interpreter.
Accountant heard Wenzall’s first translation forming in his mind. It was 

from Patient Hunter. 
“Fast Runner and I are of two different opinions on what to do with you,” 

he stated. “She wants to lock you up on one of the Belarian Mountains and I think 
we should turn you over to League authorities. I... 

“I will make sure you are isolated on Mount Leesh,” Fast Runner 
interrupted, “the coldest, brightest mountain on Belaria. Its peak is above the 
clouds so there is never any cloud cover and the temperature never gets above 
freezing. You can imagine how dry the air is up there.

“An empty threat. I’m a League citizen,” Accountant answered, surprised 
and frightened by the possibility. His shell would quickly dry and crack in such a 
cold climate. It would fall off within weeks. His sensitive body would have no 
defenses and his sexual and status displays would be lost with the shell. Even if 
I’m rescued the damage would be done. Returning to my home world would make 
me a figure of contempt and disgust. Small lobsidians would point and run away 
from me in fear.

“It doesn’t have to be that way,” came the translation of Patient Hunter’s 
words.

It had taken half an hour of threats and appeals before the Lobsidian 
decided explaining the complicated plot was in his best interests. As he described 
the plans he felt better, as though a catharsis were taking place. He told them, “My 
people were alarmed when they discovered the humans were to become another 
supplier of corbinite to the League and other races. The Sanines have already 
forced us to price our dwindling supplies of corbinite so low we barely make a 
profit. Adding yet another competitor to the market means a significant loss of 
income, less political power, and a future facing poverty. The solution seemed 
simple. Eliminate the Terrans as providers of corbinite or eliminate the Sanine 
race.” Accountant paused and Wenzall caught her breath. 

“The idea of destroying the Sanines intrigued us. The Sanines have been a 
thorn in our side since they joined the League. Before them, we had a near total 
monopoly on corbinite. One of our elders developed the idea of destroying the 
Sanines and placing the blame on the humans. This would eliminate both our 
competitors and allow us to take over the Sanine mines. Placing the blame on the 
humans required using their corbinite with its own distinctive trace elements. 
When I discovered the Belarians were going to begin purchasing corbinite from 
humans instead of my people I immediately communicated the information to our 
elders. They were very angry and decided to punish the Belarians. By creating 
confusion and sending the human’s corbinite through Ek-clar Station we could 
make it appear as though the Belarians supplied a Lobsidian ship, the Abratzi, to 



their new human allies. Then, loading the real Abratzi with the corbinite bomb, it 
would be sent to destroy the Sanine home world. All evidence would point toward 
the humans and Belarians, leaving the Lobsidian people blameless.”

“But why destroy their home world?” Chris asked. “Twelve colony planets 
would survive.”

“There is an enzyme vital to the biology of the Sanines which can only be 
created on Sanine. By destroying the home world their entire civilization would 
become sick and die,” Accountant answered.

“Why did you have Jass-murn commit suicide?” Chris asked.
“We wanted to distract your attention from the missing ship. We had no 

idea the ploy would be so successful.”
“Why blow up Ek-clar Station?” asked Fast Runner.
“Blowing up the station was never part of our plan. We had nothing to do 

with that.” 
Accountant also admitted to being Javis’ contact for receiving the corbinite, 

but stated again it knew nothing of his meeting with the assassin.
It was difficult for Fast Runner to admit this male, called Patient Hunter, 

had been useful. Seeing a humanoid male as something more than a breeding 
machine was stretching her perception of reality.

Perhaps Martian males aren’t as useless as Belarian males, she thought. 

Later, Chris and Inner Strength were in bed again. 
“Two League officials arrived today to escort the Lobsidian, once known as 

Group Leader Accountant, to a League prison. Quiet Voice said they were quite 
impressed with the ‘joint effort’ of the Terran and Belarian investigation. Quiet 
Voice was very happy today,” said Inner Strength. “I was not so happy today. 
This is our last night together.”

“It’s time for me to go. I have business on my home world to take care of. 
Besides, Javis is beginning to annoy me with his complaining and wondering why 
we haven’t left yet. He’s scared I’m going to leave him here, and he’ll end up 
going to jail in a Belarian prison.”

“Did you tell him your real reason for staying was toprovide me with sexual 
comfort?”

“That’s not why we’ve stayed. We stayed to tie up loose ends and to..... so I 
could study in your library.”

“What nonsense. You stayed because you enjoy sharing my bed and because 
you feel affection for me.”

Chris smiled and said, “I’ve been caught. What’s the punishment for my 
crime?”

“I believe two hours of hard labor would be an appropriate fine for your 



offense,” she said, her hand caressing his chest.

Chapter 25

Chris was greeted warmly at Intergalactic Mining’s headquarters by Ms. 
Bishop as he entered her spacious office. The organization’s vice-president was a 
small-boned, attractive woman, with sharp, intelligent eyes. “Have a seat, Mr. 
Black. Ms. Firsov will be here shortly.”

Chris looked at the well-stuffed leather chairs. “Thank you, but I’ve been 
doing a lot of sitting lately. If you don’t mind, I’d prefer to stand.”

She smiled at him with her eyebrows raised. “As you prefer.”
Valery Firsov entered the office and registered surprise as she spotted Chris. 

The back of her neck tingled and her mind became fully alert. “Hi, Chris. What’s 
going on?”

Bishop responded, “Mr. Black has just returned from Belaria. He has 
uncovered evidence suggesting you have been involved in a number of crimes. 
Cloning, the theft of corbinite, and attempting to destroy a Belarian space station. 
Any comments?”

“I don’t understand. I don’t know anything about these crimes,” Firsov 
exclaimed, looking stunned.

“I came back from Ek-clar Station with a prisoner named Javis.” Chris 
suddenly realized he didn’t know Javis’ first name. “He was chief of security on 
Corbin III, and as I understand it, is your nephew. He explained your involvement 
with the corbinite theft.”

Firsov’s face went from light tan to grayish white.
Chris took no pleasure in the woman’s shock but continued, “It’s also my 

understanding you attempted to have Ek-clar Station blown up after you 
discovered some of the stolen corbinite was going to be used to destroy the Sanine 
home world. On top of all that, I believe you have been using cloned agents to do 
your dirty work for you.”

She sat down in one of the chairs and put her face in her hands. “I can’t 
believe Harold told you,” she mumbled. 

Chris shrugged. “Being put into a state of hibernation by your agent, and 
left to die, didn’t exactly endear you to him. Also, it seems Raymond Ginyit 
managed to get him addicted to a narcotic. He was quite willing to tell us anything 
we wanted to know in exchange for the drug.”

Bishop suddenly spoke in a voice so filled with venom Chris snapped his 
head around to look at her. The look on her face froze him for an instant and he 



was glad she wasn’t speaking to him. “My daughter, Sharon, and some of her 
friends were traveling to Valencia while the theft was taking place. The thief took 
their ship and held the girls prisoner. She took the girls with her to Raymond 
Ginyit’s station where they would have been put into slavery if they hadn’t been 
rescued by this man and an ambulance pilot. Your criminal dealings have 
endangered both my daughter and the human race, and I plan to make sure you 
get the maximum punishment for your crimes!”

Walking to her desk, Bishop pressed an intercom button and said, “Security, 
I need you to escort Ms. Firsov down to your department and hold her until 
arrangements can be made to transfer her to U.N. police custody.”

After Firsov was taken away, Bishop shifted her attention back to Chris, 
and he was amazed at how quickly the woman could shift behaviors. 

“We’ve made some inquiries with the League and with Belaria. Your story 
checks out completely, assuming your alias is Patient Hunter.”

“Yes,” Chris answered, mildly embarrassed. “That would be me.” 
“You have the gratitude and appreciation of both myself and Intergalactic 

Mining, Mr. Black. I am especially grateful and owe you more than money can 
ever pay. Speaking of pay let’s discuss an appropriate settlement for the services 
you’ve performed. I assure you, I plan to see you’re paid well. You do understand 
Intergalactic Mining wants your experiences to be    confidential?”

To the best of his knowledge, the Terran news media had no knowledge of 
his experiences. No Martian laws had been broken, so he was under no legal 
obligation to inform his own government of what had transpired, and he wasn’t a 
Terran citizen, so he had no responsibilities to request a U.N. investigation. As 
long as no information was leaked to the news media, the whole adventure was 
strictly between himself and his employer, Intergalactic Mining. 

“That’s part of my standard policy,” he said, “but before we discuss 
payment I was wondering if you could tell me what happened to Kelly Turner and 
the girls after we separated at Cavanaugh Station?”

“Certainly,” she responded warmly. “Kelly Turner is in the building. She 
can give you more details. I know they returned to Corbin III and from there flew 
back to Earth. Neither we nor the Terran Space Police have been able to find 
Cavanaugh Station, though we did locate Martha Apela. She was found inside a 
damaged space pickup with the body of a man named Dr. Philip Liechter.”

A curious sense of relief spread through Chris at the news of Liechter’s 
death. It was one concern he would never again have to worry about. “What will 
happen to Apela?” he asked.

“The doctors say they can’t repair the damage. They believe the best thing 
to do is to give her a mind scrub and start her on a new life. The only other option 
is to keep her in a mental institution for the rest of her life. We’re leaving the 



decision up to her relatives.”
“What about the Pam clones? What will happen to them?” 
“I’m afraid it will be several years before they recover from the damage 

done to them. Aside from the plasmonic implants restricting their thinking 
process, they’ve suffered a great deal of physical and psychological abuse. 
Intergalactic will pay for their expenses for as long as it takes, but none of the 
doctors are willing to make an estimate about how long they’ll be in treatment.”

“What’s the status of Kelly Turner?” Chris asked. “She’s been thru quite a 
bit herself. I was hoping she could have the option of being released from her 
contract, with full pay, if she wants.”

Bishop looked at Chris curiously. “We’ve already discussed options with 
her. She’s agreed to return to Corbin III until we can find a replacement. She’ll 
be returning to her home world in about two months, with bonus pay.” 

There was a momentary silence.
“Let’s discuss your compensation,” Bishop suggested. “We want this to be 

kept as quiet as possible and we’re prepared to be quite generous.”
Chris paused. They wanted to be certain of his silence and were prepared to 

pay for it. He knew what he wanted, but was afraid he would be asking too much. 
He gulped. “I’d like Intergalactic Mining to give me the Saint Marie, the 
ambulance used for my transportation. It will make a great little forensics lab and 
the ship itself would benefit my business incredibly.”

Bishop’s face froze as she considered the request. It was not something she 
had expected. To replace the ambulance would cost a little over 280,000 credits. 
Not small change even to Intergalactic Mining, but considering they had begun 
negotiations with Belaria for the sale of corbinite, certainly less than a twenty 
percent commission. In her mind, she lowered his bonus from 50,000 credits to 
5,000, and then decided to drop the bonus entirely. 

There would be some flak from the tightwads on the board of directors but 
nothing she couldn’t handle. They’d find some way to deduct the cost of a new 
ambulance from their taxes anyway. “We’ll pay you your daily fee, and transfer 
ownership of the Saint Marie to your name. I’ll trust you in honoring your client 
confidentiality policy,” she said with a smile. She understood how important a 
person’s reputation was in a small community like Mars, and had deliberately used 
the word honor.

“It’s more than adequate.”
“Good,” Bishop said. “I’ll make arrangements to have Kelly Turner sent up 

here. I’ll vacate and the two of you can use my office.”
“Actually, why don’t you have her meet me in the lobby. She and I can go 

out for a drink.”
That quizzical look appeared on Bishop’s face again. “All right,” she said.



Later, at a bar near the hotel where Kelly was staying, Chris said “It’s good 
to see you again. Fill me in on what happened after we separated.”

She smiled at him. “You mean after you went off on an adventure and left 
me to babysit a bunch of young women,” she said. 

Chris laughed. It was not a response he had been expecting. “Yes. That’s 
exactly what I mean.”

“We made it back to Corbin III without a hitch. The yacht runs a lot slower 
than the ambulance, though. The girls were typical adolescent girls, driving me 
crazy with constant chatter. The Pam clones didn’t know what to do with 
themselves, and on the second day they started clawing at their skulls, like they 
were trying to dig a hole in it. I got worried and sedated them. After we got to 
Corbin III, I turned everything over to Henry Lee and slept for the next two days. 
Henry must have sent a report to Headquarters, because the first thing out of his 
mouth, after I woke up, was that I had orders to take the yacht, the girls, and the 
Pam clones back to Terra. From what I understand the United Nations sent troops 
to raid the Cavanaugh Station, but when they got there it was gone. I’m kind of 
hoping something went wrong and it was sent spinning into the galactic core. 
While we were on Corbin III, the doctor removed the implants from the Pams’ 
brains. On the trip here they were constantly touching things. The girls adopted 
them as younger sisters and started teaching them about the ways of the world. We 
got here and I’ve been meeting with lawyers and corporate types off and on for 
about a week. It’s exhausting.”

They laughed and talked for another half an hour. During the course of the 
conversation, Kelly non-chalantly asked if the St. Marie operated smoothly, 
without any surprises. She wasn’t aware ownership of the ambulance had been 
transferred to Chris.

“There were no problems. She’s a sweet ship.”
“Yes, she is,” Kelly responded, thinking the secrets of the St. Marie were 

safe. 
Later, Kelly returned to her hotel and Chris took a cab to the spaceport.
Chris was feeling good. The ambulance was parked at the spaceport and he 

would be able to go directly to Mars, without having to wait for the next flight 
out.

I suppose it’s time to tell Melody and my close friends about my clone 
origins, he thought, considering his actions when he returned to Mars. Either 
they’ll continue being my friends or they won’t. I should introduce Homer to 
Chester. Chester will enjoy it and it will be good for Homer to get another 
perspective on human behavior. Also, Chester will be fascinated with the fact the 
League has criminals in spite of the their genetic modifications. Cultural and 



experiential influences must still have a lot of impact.
The spaceport was coming into view. Homer was on board the ambulance, 

plugged into the Internet and sucking up huge amounts of data from it. Chris was 
looking forward to going home. He smiled. It had been an amazing three weeks 
and he was ready for a little rest and relaxation before the Martian War Games 
began.

=================================


